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This is the simplified insurance you have been waiting for. 
Not just, cover on the contents of your home but a 
package of personal protection you and your family need. 
And !°ís how we save you so much money: just ONE 
policy to issue instead of nine! 
You can build up to the cover you need by additional units 

(or units after the first) up to a maximum of five. So 
simple. So easy. Apply to your Broker, Agent or local office 
of a General Accident company. 
The Home Unit Policy can replace your existing insurances 
And remember- as you buy more possessions just add 
more Home Units at any time. 

LIFE ASSURANCE CORPORATION LTD 
Metropolitan House, 35 Victoria Avenue, 

Cs- C.:0 rnir. 

ltpays to be protected bya 

Please send me further particulars of 
the Home Unit Insurance. 

Name 

Address 

5304 
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I 

For the construction of your 
circuits the following items 
and free literature are available 
from your local retailer. 

A VEROBOARD 
B PLAIN BOARD 
C GROUP BOARD 
D D.I.P. BREAD BOARD 
E DESIGN SHEET 
F SPOT FACE CUTTER 
G PIN INSERTION TOOL 
H TERMINAL PINS 
J DIP. SOCKET 

115S1DNALS 
A 

................................................ 

F 

D 

r 

C 

`rade Distributor Norman Rose Electrica f Ltd. 8 St Chad's Place London WC1 X 9HJ, 

USE VERO 1111 un BOARDS AND ACCESSORIES 

AND NOW TO HOUSE YOUR CIRCUITRY 
ALU 
ENCLOSURES 

* 6 standard sizes 
available from your 
retailer. 
* Made from precision 
extrusions with integral 
board guide slots. 
* Finned sides 
improve appearance 
and radiate heat. 
* Parallel sides for 
ease of component 
mounting. 

VOPO 

VERO ELECTRONICS LTD., 
Industrial Estate, Chandler's Ford, Eastleigh, Hants S05 3ZR Tele Chandler's Ford 2952 Telex 47551 
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COMPONENTS 
JUST A FEW 

OR SEND STAMPED 

HOBBYIST - AMATEUR - DOMESTIC SURPLUS - 

INDUSTRIAL - BULK OFFERS 

OF OUR BARGAINS ARE LISTED BELOW - PAY US A VISIT 

ADDRESSED ENVELOPE FOR A QUOTE ON YOUR REQUIREMENTS 

Full spec. marked 

AF116 15p 
AC127 17p 
AC188 25p 

SEMICONDUCTORS 
by Mullard, etc. Many other 

BFY52 .. .. 16p 
ORP12 .. 43p 
2N3055 .. .. 45p 

types in stock 

in Heat Sink .. 15p 
T.0.3 Mica 

washers 2p 

Mullard C426, 
SUB MINIATURE, 
MFD Volt 

16 50 
260 12 

ELECTROLYTICS 
TCC, CRL, 

ETC. 
CCL, HUNTS, STC 

MFD Volt 
20 12 1 4p 

500 6 

AD149 .. .. 45p 
AD161 .. .. 30p 
AD162 30p 

Matched pair 50p 
BCY40 .. .. 45p 

2N2401 .. .. 15p 
Centercel Diodes 5p 
6-110 volt, 0.6 amp. 
nominal bridge rect. 
encapsulated with built 

UNMARKED 
TESTED 

BY127 .. 8P 
BC107-8-9 5p 
2N2926 . 5p 

50 50 
100 18 
125 10 

8 50 
12 20 

> 5p 
each 

r each 
100 25 
100 6 

6 3 1 2p 
8 6 f each 

25 6.4 3p 

1 -glass fuses- 250 m/a or 3 amp(box of 12)6p 
â 

3" tape spools .. 412 

FX2236 Ferrox Cores 5P 

PVC or metal clip on M.E.S. bulb holder .. 3p 
2p 

10 20 
8.2 20 

50 25 
2.5 64 

25 25 

250 18 7p 
400 16 6p 
400 40 10p 

8 500 9p 
100 200 10p 

All metal equipment Phono plug .. 
Bulgin, 5mm Jack plug and switched socket (pair) .. 20p 

12 volt solenoid and plunger .. .. 25p 

250 RPM 50 c/s locked frequency miniature mains motor .. 50p 

CONDENSERS 
MFD Volt 
0.005 500 

TUNING GANG 
100PF, 50PF, 33PF 

20p each 

200 OHM coil, 14-" long, hollow centre 10p 

Relay, P.O. 3000 type, 1,000 OHM coil, 4 pole c/o 60p 
0.001 1,250 
3.3PF 500 2p 
500 PF 500 each 

TRIMMERS 
30 PF Beehive 
12PF P.T.F.E. >10p 

SWITCHES RESISTORS 
2,200PF 500 2,500PF750V each 

Pole Way 
4 2 

6 4 
1 11 

Type 
Sub. Min. Slide 10p 

if-â-- watt . 1 p 
1 watt 14 
Up to 10 watt wire 8p 
15 watt wire 

3,300PF 500 
0.1 350 

0.25 150 
0.056 

WIREWOUND 
SLIDER 

150 OHM, 250 OHM 
5K 4p each 

4 3 Wafer Rotary 12p each wound 10p 0.061 3p INDICATORS 
3 7 

2 5 
1 3 + off Sub. min. edge 10p 
1 3 13 amp small rotary 12p 

SKELETON 
PRESETS 

5K or 500K .. 3p 

0.066 
0.069 
0.075 

5% 

350V 

each 12 volt red or mains 
neon amber, push fit 
round, chrome bezel 

0.08 15p each 

2 2 Locking with 2 to 3 keys 
£1.50 

SAFETY PINS 
Standard size, 10 for 4p 0.1 1,500 4p 

0.25 350 each 0.25 f Rotor with neon in - 
dicator, as used in 

VALVES - NEW AND BOXED 

DIE CAST 
ALLY BOX 

0.5 350 5p 
0.22 250 5p 
0.25 500 5p 

Seafarer, Pacific, Fair - 
way depth finders 

20p each 

DY86 44p EM87 90p PL84 46p 

4/x3gx2gwith 
lid 50p WIREWOUND POTS 

250, 350 OHM, 1K, 4 10K, 20K, 
EB91 26p 
ECC82 36p 

EL84 36p 
EY86 46p 

PY81 40p 
PY82 42p 5K switched volume 

watt, 
50K, all at . 10p each 

ECC83 36p 
ECH81 44p 
EABC80 46p 

EZ80 30p 
PCC84 50p 
PCC89 62p 

PY88 52p 
UABC80 58p 
UCL82 50p 

control .. .. 15p 
5K Log Pot 10p 
1 meg Tandem Pot 15p 

RECORD PLAYER CARTRIDGE 
ER.5XME Mono, with turn over stylii, 

single hole fixing .. 35p 

EBF89 44p 
ECL82 44p 
ECL86 56p 
EF80 36p 
EF85 44p 
EF86 44p 

PCF80 38p 
PCF82 50p 
PCL82 38p 
PCL84 50p 
PCL85 64p 
PCL86 56p 

UL84 50p 
UY85 42p 
UM84 32p 
UCH81 44p 
6BA6 26p 

BSR TD2 TAPE 
TRANSPORTER 

With record- 
playback- 
erase heads £2.50 

GREEN INDICATOR 
Takes M.E.S bulb .. 10p 

CONNECTOR STRIP 
Belling Lee L1469, 12 way polythene. 5p each 

CAN CLIPS 
1" or 1i" 2p 

EF91 52p 
EF183 40p 
EF184 44p 

PL36 78p 
PL81 72p 
PL83 56p 

MANY 
OTHERS STEEL BOX WITH 

LID 

'f9ish 

T.0.5 HEATSINKS 
Style 154 high conductivity 5p 

PAXOLINE 

RESETTABLE COUNTER 10 hammer £1 
or3x2 x " 

P 4 4 
, 

x .x 2for1 P 

English Numbering Machines LTD. 
MODEL 4436-159-989 

6-14 volt, 6 digit, illuminated, fully enclosed. £2.50 

RELAY 
6volt,2polec/oheavy 

duty contacts 50p 

22 0K 3 watt resistors.. 2p 
VALVE RETAINER CLIP, adjustable 2p 

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS 
Sub -miniature 20p 

THERADIO SHACK 
161 ST. JOHNS HILL, BATTERSEA, LONDON S.W.11 

Open 10 a.m. till 8 p.m. Monday to Saturday Phone 01-223 5016 

SMALL ORDERS, SUITABLE 

LARGE ORDERS, ADD SUFFICIENT FOR 

POSTAGE, INSURANCE, ETC. 
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THIS IS THE FIRST PAGE 
OF THE GREAT BI-PAK SECTION 

BRAND NEW FULLY GUARANTEED DEVICES 2N 1613 
ON 1711 

20p 
20p 

2N 2926(0) 
2N 2926(14 

10p 2N 3906 
10p 2,1 4058 

27p 
12p AC 107 

AC 113 
20p AD 149 
20p AD 161 

50p 
37p 

BC 143 
BC 145 

30p 
45p 

BD 131 
BD 132 

50p 
60p 

BF 179 
BF 180 

30p C 444 
70p C 450 

35p 2G 301 
22p 2G 302 

2N 1889 
ÿp2N 1890 

32 
4Sp 

2N 
0 2N 3011 

2N 4059 
14p 2N 4060 12 p AC 115 

AC 117K 
2Ip AD 162 
20p. AD 161 and 

33p BC 147 
BC 148 

10p 
10p 

BD 133 
BD 135 

65p 
40p 

BF 181 
BF 182 

30p MAT 100 
40p MAT 101 

19p 2G 303 
20p 2G 304 3<P 2N 2847 7293 p 

2N 3053 
2N 3054 

2N 4061 
46 p 2N 4062 12 p AC 122 12p AD 162(MP) 5Sp BC 149 12p BD 136 40p BF 183 40p MAT 120 19p 2G 306 40P 2N 2148 57p 2N 3055 50p 2N 4289 17p AC 125 17p ADT 140 SOp BC 150 18p BD 137 45p BF 184 2Sp MAT 121 20p 2G 308 35,.,'" 2N 2160 60p 2N 3391 14p 2N 4285 17p AC 126 17p AF 114 24p BC 151 20p BD 138 50p BF 185 l0p MPF 102 42p 2G 309 1S 

2N 2192 35p 2N 3391A 16p 2N 4286 17p AC 127 17p AF 115 24p BC 152 17p BD 139 55p BF 188 40p MPF 104 17p 2G 339 20P ON 2193 
' 

35p 2N 3392 14p 2N 4287 17p AC 128 17p AF 116 24p BC 153 28p BD 140 60p BF 194 12p MPF 105 37p 2G 339A 16P 2N 2194 35p 2N 3395 14p 2N 4288 17p AC 132 14p AF 117 24p BC 154 30p BD 155 80p BF 195 12p OC 19 35p 2G 344 18p 2N 2217 22p 2N 3394 14p 2N 4289 17p AC 134 14p AF 118 35p BC 157 18p BD 175 60p BF 196 14p OC 20 63p 2G 345 ió 2N 2218 20p 2N 3395 17p 2N 4290 17p AC 137 14p AF 124 30p BC 158 l2p BD 176 60p BF 197 14p OC 22 38p 2G 371 16P 2N 2219 20p 2N 3402 21p 2N 4291 17p AC 141 14p AF 125 25p BC 159 12p BD 177 65p 8F 200 45p OC 23 42p 2G 3718 12P 2N 2220 22p 2N 3403 21p 2N 9292 17p AC 141K 
AC 142 

17p AF 126 
14p AF 127 

28p 
28p 

BC 160 
BC 161 

45p 
50p 

BD 178 
BD 179 

65p 
70p 

BF 222 
BF 257 

95p OC 24 
4Sp OC 25 

56p 2G 373 
38p 2G 374 

"P 2N 2221 

/7P 2N 2222 
20p 2N 3404 
20p ON 3405 

28p 2N 4293 
42p 2N 5172 12p AC 142K 17p AF 139 30p BC 161 lip BD 180 70p BF 258 60p OC 26 25p 2G 377 lop 2N 2368 17p 2N 3914 15p 2N 5457 32p AC 151 15p AF 178 50p BC 168 12p BD 185 65p BF 259 85p OC 28 50p 2G978 ',I.; 2N 2369 14p 2N 3415 15p 2N 5458 32p AC 154 20p AF 179 50p BC 169 12p BD 106 65p BF 262 55p OC 29 50p 2G 381 l6P 2N.2369A 14p 2N 3416 28p ON 5459 40p AC 155 

AC 156 
20p AF 180 
20p AF 181 

50p 
45p 

BC 170 
BC 171 

12p 
14p 

BD 187 
BD 188 

70p 
70p 

BF 263 
BF.270 

5Sp OC 35 
35p OC 36 

42p 2G 382 
50p 2G 401 

16P 2N 2411 p 2N 2912 
24p 
24p 

2N 3917 
2N 3525 

28p 2S 301 
75p 2S 302A 

50p 
42p AC 157 24p AF 186 45p BC 172 14p 8D 189 75p BF 271 30p OC 41 20p 2G 414 lop 2N 2696 47p 2N 3646 9p 25 302 42p AC 165 20p AF 239 37p BC 173 14p BD 190 75p BF 272 80p OC 42 24p 2G 417 25P 2N 2711 21p 2N 3702 10p 25 303 55p AC 166 20p AL 102 65p BC 174 14p BD 195 85p BF 273 35p OC 44 15p 2N 388 35 2N 2712 p 2N 3703 

P 

20304 
P 

AC 167 20p AL 103 65p BC 175 22p BD 196 85p BF 274 35p OC 45 12p 2N 3880 2N 2714 21P 2N 3704 18 2S 305 84 AC 168 29p ASY 26 25p BC 177 19p BD 197 90p BFW 10 60p OC 70 10p 2N 904 20p 2N 2904 17p 2N 3705 10p 2S 306 84p AC 169 14p AST 27 30p BC 178 19p BD 198 90p BFX 29 27p OC 71 10p 2N 404A IBP 2N 2904A 21p 2N 3706 9p 25 307 84p AC 176 20p AST 28 25p BC 179 19p BD 199 95p BFX 84 22p OC 72 14p 2N 524 42P 2N 2905 2Ip 2N 3707 11p 25 321 56p AC 177 24p AST 29 25p BC 180 24p BD 200 95p BFX 85 30p OC 74 14p 2N 527 49p 2N 29054 21p 2N 3708 7p 20 322 42p AC 178 28p AST SO 25p BC 181 24p BD 205 80p BFX 86 22p OC 75 15p 2N 598 42,.'" 2N 2906 15p 2N 3709 9p 25 3226 42p AC 179 28p AST 51 2Ip BC 182 10p BD 206 80p BFX 87 24p OC 76 15p 2N 599 45 2N 2906A l8p 2N 3710 9p 2S 323 56p AC 180 17p ASY 52 25p BC 182L 10p BD 207 95p BFX 88 lip OC 77 25p 2N 696 "r 2N 2907 2N 3711 
p 

25 324 
p 

AC 180K 20p AST 54 25p BC 183 10p BD 208 95p OFT 50 20p OC 81 15p 2N 697 ,3P 2N 29076 22p 2N 3819 28 25 325 70 AC 181 17p AST 55 25p BC 183L 10p BDY 20 Lt.00 BFY 51 20p OC 81D 15p 2N 698 24p 2N 2923 14p 2N 3820 50p 25 326 70p AC 1B1K 20p AST 56 25p BC 184 12p BF 115 24p OFT 52 20p OC 82 15p 2N 699 ISP 2N 2924 14p 2N 3821 35p 25 327 70p AC 187 22p ASY 57 25p BC 184L 12p BF 117 45p OFT 53 17p OC 82D 15p 2N 706 8p 2N 2925 14p 2N 3823 28p 2S 701 42p AC 187K 20p AST 58 2Ip BC 186 28p BF 118 70p BPX 25 85p OC 83 20p 2N 706A 9p 2N 2926(0) 12p 2N 3903 28p 90361 40p AC 188 22p ASZ 21 40p BC 187 28p BF 119 70p BSX 19 15p OC 84 20p 2N 708 12p 2N 2926(0) 11p 2N 3904 30p 40362 45p AC 188K 20p BC 107 9p BC 207 11p BF 121 45p BSX 20 15p OC 139 20p 2N 711 lnn 2N 2926(0) 10p 2N 3905 28p ACY 17 
ACT 18 

lSp BC 108 
20p BC 109 

9p 
10p 

BC 208 
BC 209 

11p 
12p 

BF 123 
BF 125 

50p 
45p 

BST 25 
BST 26 

15p OC 140 
1Sp OC 169 

20p 2N 717 
25p 2N 718 

35p DIODES & RECTIFIERS 24p ACY 19 
ACT 20 

20p BC 113 
20p BC 114 

10p 
15p 

BC 212L 
BS213L 

11p 
11p 

BF 127 
BF 152 

50p 
55p 

BST 27 
BST 28 

15p OC 170 
15p OC 171 

25p 2N 718A 
2Sp 2N 726 

50p AA 119 
28p AA 120 

Op 
Op 

BY 130 
8Y 133 

16p OA 47 
21p OA 70 

7p 
7p ACT 21 

ACT 22 
ACY 27 
ACT 28 
ACT 29 
ACT 30 
ACY 31 

ACT 34 

20p BC 115 
16p BC 116 
i8p BC 117 
19p BC 118 
ISp BC 119 
28p BC 120 
28p BC 125 
21p BC 126 

15p 
15p 
15p 
lOp 
30p 
80p 
12p 
18p 

BC 214L 
BC 225 
BC 226 
OCT 30 
BCY 31 

BCY 32 
OCT 33 

BCY 34 

14p 
25p 
35p 
24p 
26p 
30p 
22p 
2Sp 

BF 153 
BF 154 
BF 155 
BF 156 
BF 157 
BF 158 
BF 159 
BF 160 

45p 
45p 
70p 
48p 
S5p 
SSp 
60p 
40p 

BST 29 
MT 38 
BST 39 
BST 40 
BST 41 
BSY 95 
BSY 95A 
Bu 105 

1Sp OC 200 
18p OC 201 
18p OC 202 
28p OC 203 
28p OC 204 
lip OC 205 
12p OC 309 

62.00 P 346A 

2Sp 2N 727 
28p 2N 743 
28p 2N 744 
25p 2N 914 
25p 2N 918 
35p 2N 929 
40p 2N 930 
20p 2N 1131 

28p AA 129 
20p AAT 30 
20p AAZ 13 
14p BA 100 
lOp BA 116 
21p BA 126 
21p BA 148 
20p BA 154 

8p 
9p 

10p 
10p 
lip 
22p 
14p 
12p 

BY 164 
BTX 38.30 
BYZ 10 
BYZ 11 

BYZ 12 

BYZ 13 
BYZ 16 
BYZ 17 

50p OA 79 
42p OA 81' 
35p OA 85 
30p OA 90 
30p OA 91 

2Sp OA 95 
40p OA 200 
75p OA 202 

7p 
7p 
9p 
6p 
6p 
7p 
6p 
7p ACY 35 

ACT 36 
21p BC 132 
28p BC 134 

12p 
18p 

BCY 70 
BCY 71 

14p 
18p 

BF 162 
BF 163 

40p 
40p 

C 111E 
C 400 

P 

30p OCP 71 43p 2N 1302 
BA 

14p BA 156 13p 
BYZ 18 
BYZ 19 

I5p SD 10 
28p SO 19 

Sp 
Sp ACT 40 17p BC 135 12p BCY 72 14p BF 164 40p C 907 25p ORP 12 43p 2N 1303 14p BY 100 15p CG 62 N 34 7p ACY 41 

ACT 44 
18p BC 136 
35p BC 137 

15p 
15p 

BCZ 10 
BCZ 11 

20p 
25p 

BF 165 
BF 167 

40p 
22p 

C 424 
C 425 

20p ORP 60 
50p ORP 61 

40p 2N 1304 
40p 2N 1305 

17p BY 101 
17p BY 105 

lip 
17p 

(09) OA 91 

CG 651 (Eg) 
Sp N 34A 

N 914 
7p 
6p AD 130 

AD 140 
AD 142 

38p BC 139 
48p BC 140 
48p BC 141 

40p 
l0p 
30p 

BCZ 12 
BD 121 
BD 123 

25p 
60p 
65p 

BF 173 
BF 176 
BF 177 

22p 
3Sp 
3Sp 

C 426 
C 428 
C 441 

I5p ST 140 
20p ST 141 
30p TIS 43 

12p 2N 1306 
17p 2N 1307 
l0p 2N 1308 

21p BY 114 
21p BY 126 
23p BY 127 

12p 
14p 
1Sp 

OA 70-0A79 
OA S 

OA 5SL 

Op 
35p 
2Ip 

N 916 
N 9148 
S 021 

Op 

Op 
10p AD 143 38p BC 142 30p BD 124 60p BF 178 30p C 442 30p UT 46 27p 2N 1309 23p BY 128 15p OA 10 3Sp 5 951 6p 

NEW COMPONENT PAK BARGAINS 
Pock 

ei y 
a.) 

No. 
C 1 

C 2 

Qty. 
250 

200 

Description Price 
Resistors mixed values approx. 0.50 

count by weight 
Capacitors mixed values approx. 0.50 

count by weight 
C 3 50 Precision Resistors .1 %, .01% mixed 0.50 

values 
4ar C 4 75 }th W Resistors mixed preferred values 0.50 

C 5 5 Pieces assorted Ferrite Rods 0.50 
C 6 2 Tuning Gangs, MWILW VHF 0.50 
C 7 1 Pack Wire 50 meters assorted colours 0.50 
C 8 10 Reed Switches 0.50 
C 9 3 Micro Switches 0.50 
C10 15 Assorted Pots & Pre -Sets 0.50 
C11 5 Jack Sockets 3-3.5m 2 - Standard 

Switch Types 0.50 
C12 40 Paper Condensers preferred types 0.50 

mixed values 
C13 20 Electrolytics Trans. types 0.50 
C14 1 Pack assorted Hardware - 0.50 

Nuts/Bolts, Gromets, etc. 
C15 4 Mains Toggle Switches, 2 Amp D/P 0.50 
C16 20 Assorted Tag Strips & Panels 0.50 
C17 10 Assorted Control Knobs 0.50 
C18 4 Rotary Wave Change Switches 0.50 
C19 3 Relays 6 - 24V Operating 0.50 
C20 4 Sheets Copper Laminate approx.10"X7"0.50 

Please add 10p post and packing on all component 
packs, plus a further 10p on pack Nos. Cl, C2, C19, C20. 
Component Lists for mail order available on request. 

JUMBO COMPONENT PARS 
MIXED ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 

Exceptionally good value 
Resistors, capacitors, pots, electro- 
lytics and coils plus many other 
useful items. Approximately 3Ibs in 
weight. Price incl. P. & P. E1.50 only 

BRAND NEW POST OFFICE 
TYPE TELEPHONE DIALS 

ONLY 35p each 

THE NEW S.G.S. EA 1000 AUDIO AMP 
MODULE Guar. 3 Watts RMS. 
Module Tested and 
Guaranteed. 
Qty. 1-9 E2.63; 10-25 
f2.28. Price each. 
Larger quantities quoted 
on request. Full hook-up 
diagrams and complete 
technical data supplied 
free with each module 
or available separately 
at 10p each. 

SYSTEM 12 STEREO 
Each kit contains two amplifier modules, 
3 Watts RMS, two loudspeakers, 15 
OHMS, The pre -amplifier, trans- 
former, power supply module, 
front panel and other accessories 
as well as an illustrated 
stage -by -stage instruction 
booklet designed for the 
beginner. Further 
details available 
on request. 

ONLY 

£ 16.95 FREE 

NOW -TURN OVER FOR MORE FANTASTIC OFFERS 
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NEW LOW PRICE TESTED S.C.R.'S. 
PN- lA 3A 6A 6A 7A 10A 16A 30A 

T05 7066 ,7086 7064 7048 7648 7.048 1048 
.50 0.93 0.25 0.36 0.36 0.47 0.50 0.58 11.16 
100 0.26 0.33 0.47 0.47 0.50 0.38 0.63 11.40 
200 0.86 0.37 0.49 0.48 0.67 0.61 0.76 41.60 

400 0.43 0.47 0.66 0.56 0.67 0.76 0.03 11.76 
600 0.53 0.57 0.60 0.68 0.77 0.01 1116 - 
800 0.63 0.70 0.80 0.80 0.90 11.26 11.60 44.00 

SILICON RECTIFIERS -TESTED 
PIV 300mA 750mA lA 1.5A 3A 10A 30A 

Op '£p Op Op Op On p 
60 

100 
0.04 
0.04 

. 0.05 0.05 
0.06 0.05 

0.07 
0.13 

0.14 
0.18 

0.21 
0.23 

0.£00 
0.75 

200 0.05 0.09 0.06 0.14 0.20 0.24 1.00 
400 0.06 0.13 0.07 0.20 0.27 0.37 1.25 
600 0.07 0.16 0.10 0.23 0.34 0.45 1.86 
800 0.10 0.17 0.11 0.25 0.37 0.55 2.00 

1000 0.11 0.26 0.14 0.30 0.46 0.83 2.50 
1200 - 0.33 - 0.38 0.67 0.75 - 

TR7ACS 

VO0912A 6A 10A 

TO -1 TO00 TO -88 

to to to 
100 io 50 76 
900 50 80 80 
400 70 75 1-10 

PULL RAJOI. OF 
ZEILER DIODES 
VOLTAGE RAROE 
2-83V. 400mV (DO -7 
Cane) 13p e. 11 W (Top - 
Hat) 185 ea. 10W (80.10 
stud) Up 24. All fully 
tested 5% lot. and 
marked. state voltage 
required. 

DIACI 
FOR 1:8E WITH 
TRIACS 
BRIM (D32) 37p each 

10 amp POTTED BRIDGE 
RECTIFIER on heat sink. 
100 PIV. 90p each. 

FREE 
One 609 Pak of your 
own choice free with 
order: valued 14 or over. 

BRAID SEW TEXAS 
GERM. TRAIIIITOR3 
Coded and Guaranteed 
Pak No. EQVT 
TI 22:3713 0071 
T2 111374 0075 
T3 111318 OC81D 
T9 2I:3OIT OC81 
To 21:383T 0082 
TO 21:3448 0C44 
T7 71:34513 0045 
TO 2(:376 0070 
T9 00399* 2711302 T1 20417 AVM 

All 605 each pok 

NEW LINE 
Plastic encapsulated 2 
amp Bridge Recto. 

50.v RMS 32p each 
100 v EMS 37p each 
400 v EMS 46p each 

Size 15 mm x 6 m 

0148. Eqvt. 252648, 
F:qvt. TI843. BEN3000 
273 a h, 25-99 255 
100UP SOP. 

CADMIUM CELLS 
ORPI2 48p 

ORP60. O RP61 40p each 

211060 BPI OIL. DUAL 
TRANS. CODE 111099 
TEXAS. Our price 250 
each. 

120 VCR MIXIE DRIVER 
1RANIIPTOR. Sim. 
138X21 4 C407, 251093 
FULLY TESTED AND 
CODED ND 120. 1.24 
173 each. TO.I N.P.N. 
25 up 1óp each. 

GENERAL PURPOSE 
NPN SILICON SWIT- 
CHING TRANS. TO -18 
SIM. TO 2N706/8, BSY27 
/28195A. All usable devices 
no open or short circuits. 
ALSO AVAILABLE in 
PNP Sim. to 2N2906, 
BCY70. When ordering 
please state preference 
NPN or PNP. 

£p 100 Fur 1.75 
20 For 0.50 500 For 7.50 
50 For 1.00 1000 For 18.00 

KING OF THE PAKS Unequalled Value and Quality 

SUPERPAKS NESEMICONDUCTORS 

Satisfaction GUARANTEED in Every Pak, or money back. 

Pak No. Op 
Ul 120 Glue Sub.Mln. General Purpose Germanium Diode. 50p 
U2 60 Mixed Germanium Tran.ietore AF/RF 50p 
U3 76 Germanium Gold Bonded Sub -Min. like OAS, 0A47 50p 
U4 40 Germanium Trsoeietore like 0081, AC128 50p 
US 60 200mA Sub -Min. Silicon Diodes 50p 
U6 30 Sil. Planar Tram. NPN like BSY953.. 2N706 50p 
U7 16 Sil. Rectifier. Top -Hot 750mA Vag. Range up to 1,000 50p 
U8 60 Sil. Planer Diodes DO -7 Glane 250mA like 0A200/202 50P 
1.19 20 Mixed Voltages, i Watt Zoner Diode. 50p 
U10 20 BAY60 charge storage Diodes DO -7 Glee. 50p 
Ull 25 PNP Sil. Planar pane. TO -5 like 2N1132, 2N2904 60p 
U12 12 Silicon Rectifiers Epoxy 500 mA up to 800 PIV 50p 
U13 30 PNP-NPN Sil. Treneistoee OC200 end 2S 104 50p 
U14 150. Mixed Silicon and Germanium Diodes 50p 
U15 26 NPN Sil. Planar Trans. TO -5 like BFY51, 2N691 60p 
U16 10 3Amp Silicon Rectifiers Stud Type up to 1,000 PIV 60p 
1717 30 Germanium PNP AF Translator. TO -5 like ACY 17-22 50p 
U18 8 .Amp Silicon Rectifier, BYZ13 Type up to 600 PTV 50p 
U19 25 Silicon NPN Tramietoec like BC108 50p 
1720 12 1.SAmp Silicon Rectifiers Top -Hat up to 1,000 PIV 606, 
U21 30 AF. Germanium Alloy Transistors 20300 Series & OC71 50p 
U23 30MADT'e late MHz Series PNP Translators Sop 
U24 20 Germanium 1 Amp Rectifiera GJM Serine up to 300 NV 50p 
U25 25 300 MHz NPN Silicon Trannietore 2N708, BSY27 50p 
U26 30 Font Switching Silicon Diodes like IN914 Micro -Min 50p 
U27 - 12 NPN Germanium AF Transistors TO -1 like AC127 50p 
U29 10 lAmp SCR's TO -5 can, up to 600 PIV CRS1/26-000 £1.00 
U30 15 Plastic Silicon Planar Treno. NPN 2N2926 50p 
U31 20 Sil. Planar Plastic NPN Tram. Low.Noiae Amp 219707 50p 
U32 25Zener Diode.400mW DO -7 cue 3-18 volts mixed 50p 
U33 15 Plastic Care 1 Amp Silicon Rectifier. IN4000 Series 50p 
U34 30 Silicon PNP Alloy Tram. TO -8 BCY2623302/4 60p 
U96 25 Silicon Planar Transistors PNP TO -18 2N2906 50p 
U36 26 Silicon Planar NPN Transistor. TO -5 BFYSO/S1/52 50p 
U37 30 Silicon Alloy Traneietore SU. -2 PNP OC20p, 28322 150p 

U38 20 Fut Switching Silicon Tram. NPN 400 MHz 2N8011 50p 
U39 30 RF. Germ. PNP Transistor. 2N1303/15 TO -5 50p 
U40 10 Dual Tranrietore Blend TO -6 2N2060 50p 
U41 25 RF Germanium Transistor. TO -5, 0C46, NKT72 50p 
U42 10 VHF Germanium PNP Tramieton TO -1 NKT667, AF117 50p 
U43 25 Sil. Trans. Plastic TO -18 A.F. BC113/114 50p 
U44 20 Sil. Trans Plsrtic TO-613C115/NPN 50p 
U45 7 3A SCR T'OOl ap to 800 PIV £1.00 

Code Nos. mentioned above are given as a guide to the type of device 
in the Pk. The devices themselves are normally unmarked. 

QUALITY TESTED SEMICONDUCTORS 
Pack Description Price O 
Ql 24/Red spot trenoietore PNP 
Q2 16 White spot R.F, transistor» PNP op 
Q3 4 OC 77 type transistors 50p 
Q4 6 Matched transistors 0C44/46/81/8113 50p 
Q5 4 OC 75 treneietora ó0p 
Q6 5 OC 72 translator. 50p 
Q7 - 4 AC 128 truos.store PNP high grain. 60p 
Q8 4 AC 126 translators PNP 50p 

7 OC 81 t 50p 
Q10 7 OC 71 typey transistors 50p 
Q11 2 AC 127/193 Comp. paire PNP/NPN 50p 
Q12 3 AF 116 type trameetoe. 50p 
Q13 3 AF 117 type tranoietoes 50p 
Q14 3 OC 171 H.F. type tramietore 50p 

Q15 
7 2N2926 Sil. Etrans. md 

16 2 GET880 low noieenGoon. trans 
colours 

Op 
Q17 6NPN 2 x ST.141. and 3 x ST. 140 50p 
Q18 4 MADT'a 2 x MAT 100 & 2 x MAT 120 50p 
Q19 3 MADT'e 2 x MAT 101 & 1 x MAT 121 50p 
Q20 4 OC 44 Germanium transistor. A.F 50p 
Q21 4 AC 127 NPN Germanium trao,ietoeo 50p 
Q22 ' 20 NKT traoeiatora A.F. R.F. coded 6op 

Q23 
23 

10 
0 

GA 
A 2 drean diodes sub -min 

Q25 26 15 
1N914 

8 0A96 Ge diode. cormanium 
n diodes 75PIV 

7óbmdn 
IN69 

au 
50p 

Q27 2 l0A 800 PIV Sil. rectifier. 13426R 50p 
Q28 2 Silicon power rectifier. BYZ 13 60p 
Q29 4 S= 

2N 
trans. 2 x 2N686, 1 x 2N697, 

Q331 6Bi1. switch transistors 25708 NPN O30 

7 Sil. asvitch tranaietors 2N706 NPN 
p 

Q32 3 PNP Sil. trans. 2,2001131, 1x2N1132 50p 
Q33 3 Silicon NPN arermistoee 251711 60p 
Q34 7 Sil. NPN trans. 252369, 600MHz 

(code P397) 60p 
Q35 3 Sib. PNP TO -5, 2x252904 & 1x252905 50p 
Q36 7 2N3646 TO -18 Kadin 300 MHz NPN 50p 
Q37 . 3 2N3063 NPN Silicon transistors bop 
Q38 7 PNP trans. 4 x 253703, 3 x 253702 50p 
Q39 7 NPN tram. 4 x 253704, 3 x 2513705 bop 
Q40 7 NPN tram. 9: 253707, 3 x 2N3708 60p 
Q41 3 Pld.tic NPN TO -18 2N3904 50p 
Q42 6 NPN transistors 2N5172 
Q43 7 BC 107 NPN transistors Op 
Q44 7NPN trans. 4 x BC 108, 3 x BC 109 50p 
Q45 3 BC 113 NPN TO -18 tramieton 60p 
QM 3 BC 115 NPN TO -5 translator. . 60p 
Q47 6 NPN high grein tree. 3 x BC167, 

3 x BC168 50p 

@00@q9 4 NPN trans 2tx BFY61, 2 o BPY52 Op 
@50 7 BSY 28 NPN switch trim. TO -18 50p 
Q51 - 7 BSY 95A NPN teens. 300MHz 60p 
Q62 8 BYISO typeeilicon rectifiers £1.00 
Q53 26 Sil. & germ. tram. and all mkd new£1.50 

ELECTRONIC SLIDE -RULE - 

The MK Slide Rule, designed to simplify electronic 
calculations featgres the following scales: - 
Conversion of Frequency and Wavelength. Calcu- 
lotion of L, C and fo of tuned circuits. Reactance and 
elf inductance. Area of circles. Volume of cylinders. 

Resistance of conductors. Weight of conductors. 
Decibel calculations. Angle functions. Natural 
Logs. & 'e' functions.. Multiplication & division. 
Squaring, cubing and square roots. Conversion of 
kW and Hp. 
A must for every electronic engineer and enthusiasts 
Size 23cm x 4 cm, complete with case and instruc- 
tions. PRICE EACH: £3.35 

SILICON PHOTO TRAP- 
IISTOR. -TO-18 Lene end 
NPNBIm. to BP 25 and P21. 
BRAND NEW. Full data 
available. Fully guaranteed. 
Qty. 1ß425-99100 up 
Price each 4óp 30p Up 

Sí1. trans. amiable for 
P.E. Organ. Metal TO- DI 
Eqvt. ZTX300 5p each. 
Any Qty. 

MI. O.P. DIODES OP 

300mW 30 ..000 
4OPIV(Mln.) 100..150 
8ubMln. 000..5 00 
Full Tested 1.000..000 
Ideal for Organ Builders. 

POWER TRANS BONANZA! 
OEIEEAL PURPOSE GERM. PIP 

Coded OPI00. BRAND NEW TO -3 CABE. P088. 
REPLACE.:-OC26-29-29-30-35-30. NET 401-403- 
404-405-406-430-431-452-453.. 113027-3020, 222250A. 
2N456A-457A-458A, 2N611 A & B. 20220-222, ETC. 
VCBO 80V VCEO 50V IC 10A PT. 30 WATTS Hie 
30-170. 
PRICE 1-24 25-99 100 up 

483 each 405 each Up each 

F.E.T.'S 
2N3819 55p 
253820 0Op 
2272821 80p 
2N3823 805 
2N6458 005 
2N5459 405 
BFW 10 405 
MPFI05 405 

/9.1001 High Voltage 260V BPI 
TO -3 case. O.P. switching A Amplifier 
Application.. Brand new Coded R 2400 
VCBO 250/ VCEO 100/IC IA/30 Watts. 
HFE type 20/iT SMHZ. 
OUR PRICE EACH : 

1-24 25-99 100 up 
505 465 405 

AD16I/AD162 NPN 

5f/P COMP 
GERM TRANS. 
OUR LOWEST PRICE 
OF 55p PER. PAIN. 

132 

2N3055 
11.5 WATTIIL 

TIM SPI 
50p EACH 

NEW EDITION 1971 
TRAN8i3TOR EQUIVALENT! 
100E..í complete crone reference 
and equivalents book for European. 
American and Japanese Traneie- 
ton. Exelueire to BI-PAK OOp 
each. Red cover edition. 

A- LARGE RANGE OF TECHNIC- 
AL AND DATA 1600KS ARE NOW 
AVAILABLE EX. STOCK. SEND 
FOR FREE LIST. 

SILICON 60 WATTS 
NATCHID íP5/PIP 
BIP 19 NPN TO -3 

Plaetic. 

BIP 20 PNP. Brand 

VCBO 100/VCEO 50f 
IC 10A. /WE type 
100/ft 3mHZ. 
OUR PRICE PER 
PAIR 
1-24 25-99 100 
pre. pr.. pre. 
OOp Shp 50P 

DTL & TTL INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 

INTEGRATED CIRCUIT PARS 

Manufacturers "Fall Outs" which include Functional end part Functional Units. 
These are classed as "outof-spec" from the maker's very rigid specifications, but are 
ideal for learning about I.C'a and experimental work. 

Pak No. Contents Price Pak No. Contents Price Pak No. Contents Price 
U1C00 12 x 7400 50p UIC46 x 7446 50p UIC86 5 7486 50p 
UIC01 12 x 7401 50p UIC47 x 7447 50p UIC90 5 7490 50p 
UICO2 12 x 7402 50p UIC48 - 7448 505 UIC91 5 - 7491 50p 
UIC03 12 x 7403 50p UIC60 1 x 7450 505 UIC92 5 * 7492 50p 
UIC04 12 x 7404 $pp UIC51 1 .: 7,451 50p 'UIC93 5 7493 50p 
UIC05 12 x 7405 50p UIC53 1 , 7453 60p UIC94 5 x 7494 50p 
UICO6 8 x 7406 50p UIC54 1- 7454 SOp 1.1IC95 5 x 7495 50p 
UIC07 8 x 7407 50p UIC60 1 . 7460 50p UIC96 5 x 7496 50p 
UIC10 12 x 7410 Hp UIC70 . 7470 50p UIC100 5 a 74100 50p 
UIC13 8 x 7413 50p UIC72 >: 7472 50p UIC121 5 e 74121 50p 
UIC20 12 x 7420 60p UIC73 x 7473 50p UIC141 5 74141 50p 
UIC30 12 x 7430 50p U1C74 x 7474 50p UIC151 5 - 74151 60p 
UIC40 12 x 7440 50p UIC75 x 7475 50p . U1C154 5 74154 50p 
UIC41 6 x 7441 50p U1C76 ' r 7476 50p UIC193 5 x 74193 50p 
UIC42 3 x 7442 60p UIC80 x 7480 50p UIC199 5 x 74199 501, 
UIC43 5 x 7443 50p UIC81 x-7481 50p UIC X1 25 Met. 
UIC44 5 x 7444 50p UIC82 x 7482 50p 74'e 01.50 
UIC45 5 x 7445 505 UIC83 r 7483 50p 

Packe cannot be split, but 26 assorted pieces (our mix) ie available ee PAK UIC Xl. 

BI-PAKS NEW COMPONENT SHOP NOW OPEN WITH A WIDE RANGE OF 
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES AT COMPETITIVE PRICES 
18, BALDOCK STREET (A10), WARE, HERTS. TEL: 61593. 
OPEN MON. - SAT. 9.15 a.m. to 6 p.m. FRIDAY UNTIL 8 p.m. 

All Mail Ordere please add lop poet and. packing. 
Send all Orders to Bi -Pak P.O. Box 6, Ware, Hems. 

RADIO & ELECTRONICS CONSTRUCTOR 
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-the lowest prices! 
74 Series T.T.L. I.C'S 

Bi -Pak Still Lowest in Price. 
Full Specification Guaranteed. 
All Famous Manufacturers. 

1 26 100 

557400 , 0.15 0.14 0.12 
957401 
557402 

0.15 
0.15 

0.14 
0.14 

0.12 

0.12 
9N7403 
SN7404 

' 0.15 
0.15 

0.14 
0.14 

0.12 
0.12 

957405 0.15 0.14 0.12 
SN7406 
SN7407 

0.35 
0.35 

0.31 
0.31 

0.28 
0.28 

9N74m 
SN7409 

0.16 
0.16 

0.17 
0.17. 

050 
0.16 

SN7410 
5147411 

0.16 
0.25 

0.14' 
091 

0.12 
0.28 

SN7412 0.31 0.28 

SN7413 0.29 024 
SN7416 
SN7417 

0.43 
0.43 

0.40 
0.40 

0.38 
0.38 

SN7420 
857422 

0.15 
0.60 

0.19 
0.48 

0.12 
0.46 

SN7423 
9N7425 

0.50 
0.50 

0.48 
0.48 

0.45 
045 

557427 0.45 0.42 0.40 

SN7428 0.70 0.66 0.60 
957430 
SN7432 

0.15 
0.46 

0.14 
0.42 

0.12 
0.40 

SN7433 
957437 

0.80 
0.64 

0.75 
0.62 

0.70 
060 

SN7438 
SN7440 

0.64 
0.16 

0.62 
0.14 

0.00 
0.12 

SN7441 0.67 0.64 0.58 

SN7442 0.67 0.64 055 
SN7443 
SN7444 

£1.30 
£1.30 

£1.25 
£1.25 

£1.20 
£1.20 

SN7445 
557446 

£1.80 
0.97 

£1.77 
0.94 

£1.75 
088 

SN7447 
957448 

£1.00' 
£1.00 

017 
0.97 

0.95 
0.92 

SN7450 0.16 0.14 0.12 

SN7461 0.15 0.14 0.1E 
SN7453 
5N7454 

0.16 
0.15 

0.14 
0.14 

052. 
0.12 

SN7460 
SN7470 

0.16 
0.29 

0.14 
0.26 

0.12 
0.24 

SN7472 
SN7473 

0.29 
0.37 

0.26 
0.35 0.32 

SN7474 
SN7475 

0.37 
0.45 

0.35 
0.43 

0.32 
0.42 

SN7476 040 0.39 0.38 

857460 0.67 0.64 0.68 
057481 
557482 

£1.20 
0.87 

21.15 
0.86 

21.10 
0.85 

S57483 
N547484 

£1.10 
£1.00 

21.05 
0.96 

0.95 
0.90 

'SN7405 
SN7486 

23.60 
0.32 

£3.50 
0.31 

£3.40 
0.30 

SN7489 £5.50 25.25 £5.00 

SN7490 
SN7491 
957492 
SN7493 
557494' 
5N7495 
SN7496 
SN74100 
01474104 

9574105 
5574107 
9N74110 
SN74111 
0574118 
9574119 
9574121 

SN74112 
S574123 
9574141 
SN74145 
9574150 
SN74151 
SN74153 
SN79159 

9N74155 
SN74156 
5N74157 

.SN74160 
SN74161 

SN74162 
SN741a3 
9574164 

SN74165 
9574166 
SN14174 
SNN74175 
8574176 

SN74177 
0574180 
9574181 
0574182 
SN74184 
9574190 
9574191 
SN74192 

0574193 
SN74194 
0574195 
5574196 
9974197 
SN74198 
SN74199 

0.67 
£1.00 

0.67 
0.67 
0.77 

0.77 
0.87 

£1.65 
0.97 

0.97 
0.40 
0.65 

£1.25 
£1.00 
£1.35 

0.40 

£1.40 
£2.80 

0.67 
£1.60 
£9.00 
£1.00 
£1.20 
£1.80 

£1.40 
£1.40 
£1.90 
£1.80 
E1.80 
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064 
095 
0.64 
064 
0.74 
0.74 
0.84 

21.60 
0.94 

0.94 
0.38 
053 

£1.15 
0.95 

£1.25 
037 

£ 1.30 
`0270 

0.64 
£1.40 
£2.70 

0.95 
£1.10 
£1.70 

£1.30 
£ 1.30 
£1.60 
£1.70 
£1.70 

0.58 
0.90 
0.58 
0.58 
0.68 
0.68 
0.78 

£1.55 
0.68 

0.68 
0.36 
0.50 

£1.10 
0.90 

£1.10 
0.34 

£1.10 
£2.60 

0.56 
£1.30 
£2.50 

0.90 
0.96 

£1.50 

£1.20 
£1.20 
£1.70 
£1.60 
£1.60 

£4.00 £3.75 £3.50 
£4.00 23.75 £3.50 
£2.20 £2.15 £2.10 

.£2.25 £2.20 £2.15 
£3.60 £335 £3.00 
£2.30. £290 £2.10 
21.60 £1.50. £1.40 
£2.50 £240 £2.30 

£2.50 
£2.00 
£5.50 
£300 
£3.50 
£1.95 
£1.90 
£1.93 

£2.00 
£270 
£2.00 
£1.80 
£1.80 
£5.50 
26.50 

£240 
£1.60 
£5.00 
£ 1.80 
£3.25 
£1.90 
£1.85 
£1.90 

401.90 
£2.60 
£1.90 
£1.70 
£1.70 
£5.00 

£5.00 

£2.30 
£1.40 
24.76 
£1.60 
£3.00 
£1.85 
£1.80 
£1.85 

21.75 
£2.50 
£1.80 
£1.00 
£1.60 
£4.50 
t1.50 

LINEAR I.C's- 
FULL SPEC. 

TypePrice 
BP 2O1Ó--SL2o1C 

1-24 25-99 100 

BP 7010-SL701C 65p 60p 46p 
BP 702C-SL702C 63p 50p 45p je 702-72702 

53p 45p 40p 
BP709-72709 36p 34p 30p 
BP 709P-µA709C 36p 34p 30p 
BP 710-72710 44p 42p 40p 
BP 711-µA711 46p 43p 40p 
BP 741-72741 

75p 60p 50p 

A 7 µA703C 26p 2690 
65p 

TA A293 90p 76p 70p 
TA A350 170p 168p 160p 

LOGIC DTL 930 SERIES 
I.C's 

ROCK BOTTOM PRICES 
Type Price 
No. 1-34 25.99 100 up 
í3P930 12p lip 10p 
33P932 18p 12p lip 
11 P933 185 159 11p 
119935 18p 12p lip 
139936 13p 122 lip 
1513944 

102 up up 
05945 25p 24p 22p 
It P946 1236 llp 10p 
BP948 262 24P 224 
BP951 65p OOP NiP 
BP962 125 lip 10p 
8P9093 40p 88p 86p 
BP9094 40p 88p 85p 
ßP9097 409 88P Sop 
BP9099 40p 38P 333 

Devices may be mixed to quality for 
quantity price. Larger quantity pelves on 

application. (DTL 930 Berle, only). 

NUMERICAL INDICATOR TUBES 
MODEL CD66 GR 116 3015F 
Anode voltage 
(Vdc) 

170 
min 

175 
min 

5 

Cathode cur'nt(mA 2.3 14 

Numeral h'ght (mml 16 13 9 

Tube height (mm) 47 32 22 

Tube diameter (mm) 19 13 12 

I.C. driver rec. BP41 
or 141 

BP41 
or 141 BP47 

PRICE EACH £1.70 £1.55 £1.90 

All indicators 
0.9 i Decimal 
point: All side 
viewing: Full. 
data for all 
types available 
on request. 

RTL MICROLOGIC CIRCUITS 
Price each 

Epoxy TO -5 ease 1-24 25-99 100 up 
uL900 Buffer 85p 33p 27p 
uL914 Dual 21íp 

gate 35p 88p 27P 
u L923 7 -IC 31p3op 605 47p 45p 
Date and Circuits Booklet lo IC, 
Price 7p. 

DUAL IN LINE SOCKETS 
14 & 16 Lead Soc ets for use with DUAL. 
IN -LINE I.C.'s. TWO Ranges PROFES- 
SIONAL and NEW LOW COST. 

Prof. Type No. 1-24 25-99 100 up 
TSo14 pin type. 30p 27p 25p 
TSO18 pin type 35p 32p 30p 
Low Cost No. 
BPS 14 15p 13p lip 
lIPS 16 l6p lip 12p 

BI-PAK DO IT AGAIN! 

50Wpk 25w (RMS) 
0.1% DISTORTION 

HI-FI AUDIO AMPLIFIER 
THE AL50 

* Frequency response 15Hz ONLY to 100,000 - IdB. 
G 

* Load - 3, 4, 8 or 16 ohms. £3.25x] each 
* Distortion - better than 

.1 % at 1KHz. 

* Signal 
80dB. 

a,, eAt,A 
/i 

* Supply voltage 10 
- 35 Volts. 

to noise ratio * Overall size 63mm 
x 105mm x 13mm. 

Tailor made to the most stringent specifications using top quality 
components and incorporating the latest solid state circuitry and 
ALSO was conceived to fill the need for all your A.F. 'amplifica- 
tion needs. FULLY BUILT - TESTED - GUARANTEED. 

STABILISED POWER 
MODULE SPM80' 

AP80 is especially designed to power 2 of the AL50 
Amplifiers, up to 15 watt (rms) per channel, simul- 

taneously. This.module embodies the latest components 
and circuit techniques incorporating complete short 

circuit protection. With the addition of the Maine Trans- 
former MT80, the unit will provide outputs of up to 1.5 amps 

at 35 volta. Size: 62mm x 105min x 30rpm. 
These unite enable you to build Audio Systems of the highest 

quality at a hitherto unobtainable price. Also ideal for many other applications includ- ing: Disco Systems, Public Address, .Intercom Units etc. Handbook available 10p. 
PRICE £2.95 

TRANSFORMER BMT80 £1.95,p. & p. 25p. 
STEREO PRE -AMPLIFIER, TYPE PA100 
Built to a specification and NOT a price, and yet still the greatest value on the market, the PA100 stereo pre -amplifier has been conceived from the latest circuit techniques. 
Designed for use with the AL50 power amplifier system, this quality made unit incorporates 
no less than eight silicon planar transistors two of these are specially selected low noise 
NPN devices for use in the input stages. 
Three switched stereo inputs, and rumble and scratch filters are features of the PA100, 
which also has a STEREO/MONO switch, volume, balance and continuously variable 
bass and treble controls. 

SPECIEICATION 
Frequency,Reaponse 20Hz - 20KHz d: 1dB 

Harmonic Distortion better than 0.1% ,.. Inputs: 1. Tape Head 1.25 mV into 50K0 
2. Radio, Tuner 35 mV into 50K1 
3. Magnetic P.U. 1.5 mV into 50K13 

All input voltages are for an output of 250mV. Tape and P.U. idputu 
. requalised to RIAA curve within f 1dB, from 20Hz to 20KHz. 

Base Control f 15dB 0 20Hz Treble Control f 15dB Q 20KHz 
Filters: Rumble (High ass) 100Hz é Scratch (LowPass) BKHa 
Signal/Noise Ratio better than - 65dB 

Input overload + 26d8 Supply + 35 volts ® 20mA 
Dimensions 292mm x 82mm x 35mm 

ea 

Price £11.95 

SPECIAL COMPLETE KIT COMPRISING 
2 AL60's, 1 SPM80, 1 BMT80 and 1 PA100 ONLY £23.00 FREE p & p. 

All prices quoted in new pence Giro No. 388-7006 
Please send all orders direct to warehouse and despatch department 

BI-PAK 
P.O. BOX 6, WARE HERTS 

Postage and packing add 7p. Overseas add extra for airmail. 
Minimum order 50p. Cash with order please. 

Guaranteed Satisfaction or Money Back 
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o A FAST EASY 
WAY TO LEARN BASIC 
RADIO & ELECTRONICS 

Now 

Build as you learn with the exciting 
new TECHNATRON Outfit! No mathe- 
matics. No soldering-you learn the 
practical way. 

Learn basic Radio and Electronics at home - the fast, 
modern way. Give yourself essential technical `know- 
how' - like reading circuits, assembling standard com- 
ponents, experimenting, building - quickly and without 
effort, and enjoy every moment. B.I.E.T.'s simplified 
study method and the remarkable TECHNATRON Self - 
Build Outfit take the mystery out of the subject, making 
learning easy and interesting. 

Even if you don't know the first thing about Radio now, 
you'll build your own Radio set within a month or so! 

and what's more, you A 14 -year -old could understand 
will understand exactly what and benefit from this course - 
you are doing. The TECHNA- but it teaches the real thing. The TRON Outfit contains every- easy to understand, practical 
thing you need, from tools to projects - from a burglar -alarm transistors even a versatile to a sophisticated Radio set - Multimeter which we teach you 
to use. All you need give is a 
little of your spare time and 
the surprisingly low fee, pay- 
able monthly if you wish. And 
the equipment remains yours, 
so you can use it again and 
again. 
You LEARN -but it's as 
fascinating as a hobby. 
Among many other interesting 
experiments, the Radio set you 
build - and it's a good one - 
is really a bonus. This is first 
and last a teaching course, 
but the training is as fascinating 
as any hobby and it could be the 
springboard for a career in Radio 
and Electronics. 

FREE 
BRITISH INSTITUTE 

OF ENGINEERING 

TECHNOLOGY 

help you master basic Radio 
and Electronics - even if you are 
a `non -technical' type. And, if 
you want to make it a career, 
B.I.E.T, has a fine range of 
courses up to City and Guilds 
standards. 
Specialist Booklet 
If you wish to make a career in 
Electronics, send for your FREE 
copy of "NEW OPPORTUNI- 
TIES". This brand new booklet - 
just out - tells you all about 
TECHNATRON and B.I.E.T.s" 
full range of courses. 

Dept. D9, ALDERMASTON COURT, READING RG7 4PF 
Accredited by the Council for the Accreditation 

of Correspondence Colleges. 

POST THIS COUPON FOR FREE BOOK 

r B9 , 
I NAME AGE 

I 
(BLOCK CAPITALS) 

ADDRESS 

I 
.., 

LSUBJECT OF INTEREST 

Latest 
Bound Volume 

No. 24 
of 

"The Radio Constructor" 
FOR YOUR LIBRARY 

Comprising 
772 pages 
plus index 

AUGUST 1970 
to JULY 1971 

PRICE £2.00 Postage 29p 
BOUND VOLUME NO. 23 

OF 

"THE RADIO CONSTRUCTOR" 
AUGUST 1969 to JULY 1970 

Limited number of this volume still available 

PRICE £1.88 Postage 29p 

We regret all earlier volumes are now 
completely sold out. 

Available only from 
DATA PUBLICATIONS LTD., 
57 MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W9 1SN 
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H6 

FM 

BI-PRE-PAK 
COMPLETE 
TELEPHONES }- Normal household type 
as supplied to the Post 
Office, ex. G.P.O. Only 
9Sp each. p. & p. 35p 
each. 

TELEPHONE DIALS 
Standard. Post Office type. 

Guaranteed in working order. 

ONLY 50p 
p. & p. 15p. 

TESTED AND GUARANTEED PAKS 

82 4 Photo Celle, Sun Batteries. 
SO 0.3 so 5 5V. 0 5 to 2mA. P 

679- 4 IN4007 Sil. Rec. diodes. 
sop I 000 PIV lamp plastic 

O BI 10Reed Swithe mixed types 50 large ana .man P 
699 200qMux netid c 

a nitteodr 
by 

Âw ctx . 50p 

H4 250 
qMuxe 

Rsntedb 
y 

AwPePx. 50P 
H 7 40 Wirewound Resisters. Mixed S0 types and Yawet. P 
He 4 BYI27PIV Si.l. 

1 

Becs.amp. 50p 1000 plastic 

H9 2 
P oPoIT`mhcSe,'i[ive 50p 

H39 
10 BMC 961,4 Flip Fion& SMC 9.9. 50p 

N ia 20 000d0 
TONaPn 

Silon 50p 
HIS 20 1 Watt Zener Diades. 50p Voltales 6.8-45V. 
H35 100 nil 2d0iedes.Haeritti 

Ge1ané. 
5 0 

Unmarked. 
H31 30 Short lead Transistors. NPN 50p 

Silicon Planar cycas. 

UNMARKED UNTESTED PACKS 

O 66 ISO Mi 
Gen. 

[itrmYDe 

Diodes 50p 

ui 200 Tran'. man fetterer: leas 50 II sypn. NPN, PNP, Sii, and P 
Germ. 

am 100 eo D ioOA2 
0DOOA 

s2 50p 
B ab 50 Sil. Diodes sub. min. 5O IN914 and IN916 sects P 
B a! 50 Sil. Trans. NPN, PNP 

e. 
5O 

1N706A. BSY95Âl 
I P 

e , 50 Germanium Transistors 
PNP. A.F. & R.F. 

40 250mw. zener Diodes 50p DO -7 Min. Glass Type 

IS NN S licoe 10.3 Can 
, Germ. 50p 

50p 

H17 20 3 amp. Silicon Stud _50p rectifiers,mixed volts 

HIS 30Too Hae Silicon Rectifiers, 
750mA. Mixed volts 

H16 15 
Experimenter,' Pak. f 50 Integrated Circuits. Dana P 
supplied 

H 2O 20 eY126/7Type5litonRettifiers50p 
I amD Plastic. Mixed volts. 

MAKE A REV COUNTER 
FOR YOUR CAR 
The 'TACHO BLOCK'. This 
encapsulated block will turn any 
0.1 mA meter into a linear and 
accurate e. counter for any 
car with normal coil ignition 
system. 

£1 each 

AC107 
AC126 
AC127 
ACI28 
AC176 
ACYI7 
AF239 
AF186 
AF139 
BC154 
BC107 
BC108 
8E194 
BC109 
BF274 
13E050 
85025 
BSY26 
BSY27 
BSY28 
B5Y29 
BS`f95A 
OC41 
0C44 
OC45 
OC71 
OC72 
008 
008 O 
0083 
OC139 
0C140 

UR VERY POPULAR 3p TRANSISTORS 
TYPE "A" PNP Silicon alloy, TO -S can. 
TYPE "B" PNP Silicon, plastic encapsulation. 
TYPE "E" PNP Germanium AF or RF. 
TYPE "F" NPN Silicon plastic encapsulation. 

FULLY TESTED AND MARKED 
SEMICONDUCTORS 

EP 

0-u OCJ70 
0.15 OCI71 
0.17 0C200 
0.15 OC201 
O .20 20301 
0.20 2G303 
0.30 2N711 
0.20. 2NI302.3 
0.30 2N 1304-S 
0.20 2N 1306-7 
0.10 2N1300-9 
O ' lb 2N3819FET 
0'IS 2N4416FET 
0.10 
0.20 
0.15 
0.13 
0.13 
0.13 
0.13 
0.13 
0.10 
0.1S 
0.13 
0'10 
0.10 
0'10 Diodes 
0.13 4AY42 
0' 13 0A95 
0.18 0A79 
0'13 I OA81 
O .1S 

1 IN914 

Power 
Tranci 
OC20 
0C23 
OC25 
OC26 
OC28 
0C35 
0C36 
A0149 
AUYIO 
2S034 
2N3055 

POWER TRANSISTOR 
PRICE BREAKTHROUGH! 

PLASTIC CASED SILICON POWER TRANSISTORS OF 
LATEST DESIGN. 40 WATTS and 90 WATTS. PNP & NPN 
TYPES. 
ALL TYPES AVAILABLE AT THE MOST SHATTERINGLY 
LOW PRICES OF ALL TIME. ALL ARE FULLY TESTED,r 
MARKED AND GUARANTEED! 

1-12 13-25 26-50 
40W NPN 20p 18p 16p 
40W PNP 21p 19p 17p 
90W NPN 24p 22p 20p 
90W PNP 25p 23p 21p 

PAK PAKS of matched pairs 
MP 40 40W ;- 40W 50p 48p 46p 
MP 90 90W { 90W 60p 58p 56p 

A CROSS HATCH 
GENERATOR 
FOR £3.50 ! ! ! 

0 10 
007 
007 
0.07 
0.06 

YES, a complete kit of parts including Printed Circuit 
Board. A four position switch gives 0 -hatch, Dots, 
Vertical or Horizontal lines. Integrated Circuit design for 
easy construction and reliability. This is a project in the 
September edition of Practical Television. 

This complete kit of parts coats E3.50, post 
paid. 
A MUST for Colour T.V. Alignment. 

Our famous PI Pak is still leading in value for 
money. 
Full of Short Lead Semiconductors & Electronic Com- 
ponents, approx. 170. We guarantee at least 30 really 
high quality factory marked Transistors PNP & NPN, 
and a host of Diodes & Rectifiers mounted on Printed 
Circuit Panels.Identification Chart supplied to give some 
information on the Transistors. 

Please ask for Pak P1, only Sop 
10p P & P on this Pak. 

BI -PRE -PEAK LTD 

Co 

O 23 
023 
O 25 
025 
O 13 
013 
050 
015 
017 
020 
022 
0.40 
0.35 

0- SO 

0-30 
0 25 
0.25 
0. 30 
0.25 
0. 37 
0. 30 

Clocked Flip Flop 
Ex. 2/4 -input Buffer 

1 25 2/4 -input Expander 
0 25 Hex. Inverter 
0' 50 Hex. Inverter 

Hex. Inverter 
Hex. Inverter 
Decade Counter 
Div. by 16 Counter 
Hex. Inverter 
Hex. Inverter 
Type D Flip Flop 
Ex. 2/4 -input Power 
Clocked Flip Flop 
Quad Inverter 
Clocked Flip Flop 
Quad Inverter 
Pulsed Trig. Binary. 
Monostahle Multivib. 
Dual J/K Flip Flop 
Dual J/K Flip Flop 
Dual J/K Flip Flop 
Quad. 2 -input Power 
2/4 -input Gate 
3/3 -input NAND Gate BMC962 
3/3 -input NAND Gate BMC963 
Audio Amp. 3 -watts SL403D 
Linear Op. Amp 709C 
Decade Counter SN7490 

,wa 

FREE CATALOGUE 
FOR 
TRANSISTORS, 
RECTIFIERS, 
DIODES. 
INTEGRATED 
CIRCUITS, 
FULL PRE-PAK 
LISTS. 

8 RELAYS FOR 
VARIOUS TYPES 

£ 
P. & P. 25p. 

1 
VARIOUS TYPES 

POST & PACKING 25p 
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 

THE LOWEST PRICES OF ALL FOR YOUR DTL 
LOGIC_ -1-12 13-25 26-50 

BMC931 20p 18p 16p 
BMC932 12p 11p 10p 
BMC933 12p 11p 10p 
BMC934 12p 11p 10p 
BMC935 12p 11p 10p 
BMC936 12p 11p 10p 
BMC937 12p ttp 10p 
BMC938 25p 23p 21p 
BMC939 25p 23p 21p 
BMC940 12p 11p 10p 
13MC941 12p 11p 10p 
BMC942 20p t8p 16p 
BMC944 12p 11p /0p 
BMC945 20p 18p 16p 
BMC946 11p 10p 9p 
BMC948 20p 18p 16p 
BMC949 12p 11p 10p 
BMC950 20p 1Bp 16p 
BMC951 25p 23p 21p 
BMC953 20p 18p lop 
BMC955 20p 18p 16p 
BMC956 20p 18p 16p 
BMC958 12p lip 10p 
BMC961 12p 11p 10p 

IIp 10p 9p 
12p 11p ,Op 

E1.50 Lt.40 E1.36 
25p 20p 15p 
65p 60p SSp 

LOW COST DUAL IN LINE I.C. SOCKETS 
14 
16 p 

in 
type 

at 
e at 16p 

each 
j Now new low profile type. in p eat 

BOOKS 
We have a large selection of Reference 
Technical Books in stock. 
These are just two of our popular lines: 
B.P_I Transistor Equivalents and 

Substitutes; 
This includes many thousands of British 
U.S.A., European and C.V. equivalents. 
The Iliffe Radio Valve & Transistor 
Data Book 9th Edition: P. & P. 21p. 
Characteristics of 3,000 valves and tubes, 
4,500 Transistors, Diodes, Rectifiers and 
Integrated Circuits. 
Send for lists of these English publications. 

and 

40p 

7Sp 

milliPleese send me the FREE 8i-Pre-Pok Catologur. 

NAME , ' ADDRESS 

1 
MINIMUM ORDER 50p. CASH WITH ORDER IIPLEASE. 

Add IOp post and packing per order. 
OVERSEAS ADD EXTRA FOR POSTAGE 

DEPT. C, 222-224 WEST ROAD, WESTCLIFF-ON-SEA, ESSEX, SSO 9DF 
TELEPHONE: SOUTHEND (0702) 46344 
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PRECISION 
POLYCARBONATE CAPACITORS 

Fresh Stock - Fully Tested and Guaranteed 
Close tolerance professional capacitors by well-known manufacturer. 
Excellent stability and extremely low leakage. All 63V D.C. 

0.47 p F: ±5% 30p; ±2% 40p; ±1% 50p 
1.0 pF: t5% 40p; ±2% 50p; f1% 60p 
2.2 pF: t5% 50p; f2% 60p; ±1% 75p 
4.7 pF: ±5% 70p; f2% 90p; fl"/o115p 
6.8 pF: f5% 95p; ±2%115p; f1%150p 

10.0 pF: t5%110p; t2%140p; f1%180p 
15.0 pF: t5%160p; t2%210p; f1%270p 

NEW! -TANTALUM BEAD CAPACITORS 
Values available .22, .47, 1.0, 2.2, 4.7, 6.8pF at 35V, 1 opF 
25V, 15pF 20V, 22pF 15V, 33pF 10V, 470F 6V, 100 pF 3V. 
All at 9p each; 6 for 50p; 14 for £1.00. Special pack, 6 off 
each value (72 capacitors) for £5.00. 

TRANSISTORS: BC107; BC108; BC109 (please state which), 
all at 9p each. 6 for 50p; 14 for £1.00; May be mixed to qualify for 
lower price. All brand new to full manufacturer's specification. 
POPULAR DIODES: IN914 - 7p each; 8 for 50p; 18 for £1.00 
IN916 - 9p each; 6 for 50p; 14 for £1.00. 1544 - 5p each; 11 for 
50p; 24 for £1.00. All brand new and marked. 
400mW ZENER DIODES: Values available 4.7, 6.8, 7.5, 8.2, 9.1, 
10, 11, 12, 13.5, 15 volts. All new and marked. All at 10p each; 6 
for 50p; 14 for £1.00. 
RESISTORS: Carbon film 'z watt 5%. Range 2.20-2.2M O El 2. Series 
i.e. 10, 12, 15, 18, 22, 27, 33, 39, 47, 56, 68, 82, and their decades. 
All at 1p each. 8p for 10 of any one value; 70p for 100 of any one 
value. Special development pack 10 off each value 2.20 to 2.2M CI 

(730 resistors) for £5.00. 
440V A.C. CAPACITORS: 0.1 pF: Size 1}" xI", 25p each 
0.25pF: Size 1r x â", 30p each 0.5pF: Size 1r x â", 35p each 
1.0 pF: Size 2" xi", 45p each 2.OpF: Size 2" x1",75p each 
Suitable for use on C.D. ignition, 250V A.C. motors, etc. 

5p post and packing on all orders below £5 

V.ATTWOOD, Dept C.4., P.O. Box 8, Alresford, Hants. 

REVERBERATION UNIT KIT Mk III 
6 transistor reverberation chamber to which 
microphones, instruments, etc., may be con- 
nected for added dimensional effect. The out- 
put is suitable for most amplifiers and the 
unit is especially suitable for use with elec- 
tronic organs. A ready -built spring and trans- 
ducer assembly is used. 
Complete easy -to -build kit, with constructional notes and circuits 
£7.50. Pre -drilled and printed case £2.00 extra All parts available 
separately. 

WAH-WAH PEDAL KIT Mk III 
The Wilsic Wah-Wah pedal comprises a 

SELECTIVE AMPLIFIER MODULE KIT, 
containing all the components to build a 

twq transistor circuit [nodule, which may 
be used by the constructor for his own 
design or fitted to the FOOT VOLUME 
CONTROL PEDAL (as photo) converting 

it to Wah-Wah operation. This pedal is in strong fawn plastic and 
fitted with output lead and screened plug. Selective amplifier 
module kit £1.75. Foot Volume control pedal £5.13. COMPLETE 
KIT £6.50. Add 38p for assembly of module. 

WILSIC VIBRATO UNIT 
A new kit to build a self-contained vibrato foot 
switch unit. 4 -silicon transistor circuit in tough 
grey hammered finish metal cabinet. Variable 
speed and depth controls and on-off foot switch. 
Ideal for guitars but unsuitable for high level 
inputs. 
COMPLETE KIT £5.25, all parts available 
separately. 

THE WILSIC BOOK OF CIRCUITS contains the full instructions 
for the Reverb unit, Wah-Wah pedal and our Vibrato unit. 

PRICE ONLY 15p 

SEND 5p in stamps for latest catalogue (Spring 1972) of Hi-Fi. 
components, guitars, etc., etc. Friendly, high-speed service. 

WILSIC ELECTRONICS LTD. 
6 COPLEY ROAD, DONCASTER, YORKS 

'Have fun with 
electronics... 
PHILIPS Radionic 
algh Construction 
rE:% Kits 

NO SOLDERING 
BATTERY OPERATED 
Build your own radio receiver and many exciting 
experiments with the unique printed circuit board 
and mounted components. Easy to build, 
no soldering, battery operated, plus a fully illustrated 
instruction manual giving precise directions for each 
experiment. Ideally suitable for both the experimenter 
and beginner. 

Radionic Products Limited 
St. Lawrence House, Broad Street, Bristol BS1 2HF. 
Tel: 0272 25351 

Amember of the ESL BRISTOL Group of Companies. 

Please send me literature 
on Radionic radio and electronics 

construction kits. 

NAMF 

Bs Ns um is no .3 
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SAVE TIME 
AND MONEY 

LIST 
PRICE E6.75 I PRICE £4.84 

As supplied by us to SCHOOLS, TECHNICAL 
COLLEGES, SHOPS, OFFICES AND INDUSTRY. 
Silver grey stove enamelled steel cabinet with 
48 transparent styrene drawers fitted with moulded 
handles and label slots. Dividers can be supplied 
at an extra charge to enable each drawer to be 
subdivided into six compartments. Transparent 
drawers allow swift selection of components at a 

glance and eliminates duplication of stock. A 
really first class time saving unit. Size of cabinets 
211 x 11f' x St'. Size of drawers 6f' x 2}' x 1f' 
Other sizes available. 
Callers welcome Mon. -Sat. 9 a.m.-1 p.m. 2 p.m. - 
6 p.m. NEW as illustrated OUR PRICE ONLY 
£4.84 pits 95p carriage on orders less than £10. 
Money back guarantee. SEND FOR FREE 
COLOUR BROCHURE. 

TRADE AIDS 
(DEPT. RC1) 111 CHILTERN DRIVE, 

BERRYLANDS, SURBITON, SURREY 
01-399 4383 

100 yds. Berrylands Railway Station 

LOUDSPEAKER 

BARGAINS 

Fane Pop 100 watt 18 8/15 ohms 
Fane Pop 60 watt 15' 8/15 ohms 
Fane Pop 50 watt 12' 8/15 ohms 
Fane Pop 25/2 12" 25 watts 
Fane Pop 15 12. 10 watts 
Baker Group 25 12" 3, 8, or 15 ohms 
Celeslion PS8 for Unisex 
EMI 13 x 8, 3, 8 or 15 ohms 
EMI 13x8 d/cone, 3, 8 or 15 ohms 
EMI 13 x 8 twin tweeter, 3, 8 or 15 ohms 
Richard Allen 8' 3, 8 or 15 ohms 
Fane 8" dual cone 808T 
Fane 8" d/cone roll surround 807T 
Elac 59RM109 9 x 5 15 ohm 
Elac 59RM114 9 x 58 ohm 
Elac 64 d/cone 8 ohm 
Elac 4' tweeter 8 ohms 
Crossover for above (P. & P. Free) 
R. Allan t/cone 12" 3 or 15 ohms 
Goodmans 8P 8 or 15 ohms 
Goodmans 10P 8 or 15 ohms 
Goodmans 12P 8 or 15 ohms 
Goodmans 15P 8 or 15 ohms 
Goodmans 18P 8 or 15 ohms 
2",2f" or 3" 80 ohm or 2}"64 ohm 
7'x4'"3 or 8 ohms 
8" x 5" 3 or 8 ohms 
to 56" 3,8 or 15 ohm 
Philips 5" 8 ohms 

£19.50 
£11.15 
£9.25 
£5.40 
£4.00 
£6.60 
£2.35 
£2.25 
£2.60 
£3.60 
£2.35 
£2.85 
£3.50 
£2.70 
£2.70 
£2.25 
£1.50 
£1.50 
£2.50 
£A.75 
£5.25 

£10.50 
£17.00 
£27.50 

.65 
£1.50 
£1.50 
£2.00 
£1.95 

FREE with orders over £6 - "Hi-Fi Loudspeaker 
Enclosures" book. ' 

All units guaranteed new and perfect. 

Prompt despatch P. &P. 25p per speaker. 

WILMSLOW AUDIO 
(Dept. RC) 

10 Swan St., Wilmslow, 
SK9 1HF, Cheshire 

introducing 

MUM ELE3T19I1l1C51T0. r. 
"Service the way it ought to be!" 
an associate Company. of LST ELECTRONIC 
COMPONENTS LTD 

When it comes to retail distribution we're head 
and shoulders above the rest! 

We're a new Company but our experience 
and ability in electronic components goes back 
a long way ... 

Here at Arrow Electronics fast, reliable 
service is law! 

We offer a rapid, same day turn round on 
all mail received up to 3 pm on any given 
weekday. 

What's more, when we promise to clear all 

orders on receipt, we really mean it! 
Our no fuss, no bother.ordering system is a 

joy to behold. We'll give you all the forms and 
envelopes you could possibly need. Combine 
them with our simple Catalogue Coding and 
hey presto, you can order and order, time and 
time again without the slightest error or 
mistake. 

You'll always be up to date with us -we're 
continually adding to our high quality stock 
range and always up dating our catalogue. 

Arrow Electronics Limited 
Dept. RC 1 

7 Coptfold Road 
Brentwood Essex 
Tel: Brentwood 219435 

Get to know us and you'll soon raise your 
hat to our customer discount -it's tops with 
a total order value discount of 10% on orders 
exceeding £4.00. 

Now's your chance to get to know us better. 
Our brand new Catalogue is now awaiting 
you, hot from the presses)' 
The New Arrow catalogue features the 
following:- 

Extendkl Ranges of Bridge Rectifiers 
Capacitors 
Interference Suppression Kits 
Low Cost Integrated Circuit Mounting Pins 

Knobs 
Light Emitting Diodes 
A Novel Logic Testing Instrument giving 
immediate visual indication 
Magneto Resistors 
Optically Coupled Isolators 
Extended Range of Potentiometers 
Medium current and High current Rectifiers 
Temperature controlled Soldering Irons 
Extended Range of Thyristors 

and many other items of great interest to the 
home constructor. 

BURNS 
ELECTRONICS 

TEST EQUIPMENT: 
Crystal Calibrator CC -10 
Wavemeter TC -101 

£25.60 
£18,30 

Frequency Standard SD --11 £78.00 

COMMUNICATIONS 
ACCESSORIES: 

FET Converter FC2/FC4 £16.20 
FET Converter FS2/FS4 £18.00 
FM Detector FMD-1 kit £6.70 

tested £8.20 
Tone Burst Generator TBG-1 

kit £4.70 
tested £5.70 

Full details of' equipments on 
request. We also stock a wide 
range of Semiconductors, Integrated 
Circuits, Coil Assemblies, Capaci- 
tors, Resistors, Nuts and Bolts, 
Packs of Ferric Chloride etc. Send 
10p. for equipment and component 
Catalogues or CWO to: 

THE COTTAGE, 
35 BEULAH HILL, 

LONDON, 
5E19 3LR 

. 
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HOME RADIO (Components) LTD , Dept. RC, 234-240 London Road, Mitcham,CR4 3H0 Phone 01-648 8422 

From a recent copy of 
"Everyday Electronics" . 

The advantages of this unique chassis are: 

1. From stock, we can offer you a choice of 188 sizes, ranging from 
3x3x1 ins.to14x14x4ins. 

2. All parts are sold separately, so that a spoiled plate can be quickly and 
cheaply replaced. This is invaluable to the experimenter, who can use 
the same sides over and over again. 

3. By fitting a plate to the bottom, a whole range of small metal 
cabinets, complete with handles if required, can be assembled. 

This unique UNIVERSAL CHASSIS 
is obtainable ONLY from 
Home Radio (Components) Ltd. 

A full list of plate sizes, together with reference numbers for ordering 
is given in our Components Catalogue. This famous "Constructor's 
Bible" lists over 8,000 components, over 1,500 of them illustrated. It 
provides the quick, simple means of ordering all your component needs. 
Every catalogue contains 10 vouchers, each worth 5p when used as 
instructed. The Catalogue costs 70p, including postage and packing. 
Drop us a line or use the coupon. 

Ring 01-648 8422 

Ask for details of our 

Credit Account Service 

The price of 70p applies only to 
catalogues purchased by customers 
in the U.K. and to BFPO addresses. 

1 

Problems 
and deal with some 

had a Now tryWe 
of the problems.where 
number of reader's asking that 

aveespecifiedssis for 
partsome 

pro- 

jects 
have 

available,s the 
answer is 

oare Ltd., 
Home Radio 
who advertise their catalogue in 

our pages regularly. 

Editorial extract reproduced by hind 
permission of the editor of"Everyday Electronics" 

Our famous Universal Chassis, which for many 
years has formed the basis of thousands of 
radio and electronic projects, consists of a top 
and four separate sides. The five parts, which 
are made of 18 S.W.G. aluminium, can be 
quickly assembled with the screws provided to 
form a chassis even more rigid than the 
standard typa. 

POST THIS COUPON with your cheque 

or postal order for 70 pence. 

It would help us considerably if we 
knew whether this was your first 
Home Radio Components Catalogue. 
If it is please place a tick in the box. 

MIlB .MNrIMrBIM OM MMM----r' 
This is my first H.R. Components Catalogue Li 

Name 

Address 

Home Radio (Components) Ltd. 
Dept. RC, 234-240 London Road, Mitcham CR4 3H D. 

L NMI --- Mlle I»Ia Mil laI»laNJ 
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`WIDE -BAND 

SIGNAL 
This simple but very useful item of test equipment can be made 
up without difficulty on the Veroboard panel which is presented 

free with this month's issue. 

IN THIS MONTH'S ISSUE OF Radio & Electronics Construct- 
or WE are presenting free'to readers a sizeable piece of 
Veroboard having, a matrix, i.e. hole spacing, of 

0.15 in. Many readers will already be aware of the 
unique properties of Veroboard as a constructional aid., 
If desired, any of the copper strips on the board can be 
cut at a hole by means of a Veroboard spot face cutter 
or an ordinary twist drill, thereby enabling sections of 
the strips to be isolated in the interests of circuit layout 
and design. The Veroboard has 7 strips, each with 16 
holes, and this allows the construction of relatively quite 
advanced circuits, all of which occupy little space. 

There are two simple basic rules to observe when 
working with Veroboard: First, use a small soldering 
iron with a rating of about 15 to 20 watts. Second, 
always employ a radio -type resin -cored solder such as 
Ersin Multicore or Savbi't. Never use a paste or liquid 
flux. The Veroboard copper strips tin readily and it is 
an easy matter to solder to them reliably and quickly. 
It is slightly preferable to bend over a component lead - 
out before soldering, as in Fig. 1(a). If, however, this is 
difficult, it is still perfectly in order to simply pass a 
component lead through, cut it so that a little more than 
* in. protrudes, as in Fig. 1(b),, and then solder the 
lead to the copper strip. When all soldering on a 
particular project is completed, a visual check should be 
carried out to ensure that *no two adjacent strips have 
been accidentally bridged together by stray solder or 
by solder `blobs'. 

Some constructors may find it helpful to provide a 
'jig' on which the edges of the board may, be rested, as 
shown in Fig. 2. A small cardboard box without a lid, 
or similar, can be employed here, and it enables the 
board to be kept in position more readily for soldering 
after the first few components have been fitted. 

Copper strip 

i Ì 

(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 1 (a). It is slightly preferable to bend a short 
length of a component lead -out along 
a Veroboard copper strip before 
soldering 

(b). Perfectly sound solder joints will still 
be given, however, if the lead simply 
projects directly through the Veroboard 

hole 
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NIECTO 

Fig. 2. Soldering is eased if the Veroboard edges 
are supported by the sides of a small /l 
empty cardboard box without its lid d 
after the first few parts have been tined 

WIDE -BAND INJECTOR 

The project now to, be described, and which can be 
made up on the board, is quite simple and will be 
particularly attractive for newcomers. It consists of a 
wide -band signal injector which is capable of injecting 
an amplitude modulated signal into any medium and 
long wave receiver having a: ferrite rod aerial. As such, 
it forms a useful and inexpensive item of test equipment. 

The circuit of the signal injector is given in Fig. 3 and 
it comprises a multivibrator running at around 1kHz. 
Resistor R1 has the low value of 1800 and it causes an 
abruptly starting pulse of around 22mA to flow in the 
injector coil each time, during the multivibrator cycle, 
that TR1 becomes conductive. The transistors employed 
are high frequency tYpes, a factor which assists in the 
production of a sharp pulse front. A low bypass reac- 
tance across the supply lines is given by C3. To reduce 
battery current, the values of R2 and R3 are such that 
TR1 is conductive for only about a quarter of the 
multivibrator cycle. The total current drawn by the unit 
is approximately 10mA. 

The pulses flowing in the injector coil constitute a 
basic waveform having a frequency of around 1kHz 
which is rich in harmonics. These harmonics extend 

Veroboard well above 1.5MHz with the result that when the 
injector coil is held, outside the cabinet, in line with the 
ferrite rod aerial of a receiver, the basic tone can be 
heard at ä1l points of the medium and long wave bands. 

The four resistors fitted to the Veroboard are watt 
miniature, having a nominal body length of 8 mm 
(0.32 in.) and a nominal diameter of 2.8 mm (0.11 in.). 
It is, of course, quite in order to use 5% resistors 
instead of the 10% types specified in the Components 
List if these are easier to obtain. The two 0.1µF capa- 
citors are Mullard Miniature Foil type C280 (available 
from Home Radio under Cat. No. 2EH49) and the 4µF 
capacitor is Mullard Miniature electrolytic (Home 
Radio Cat. No. 2CH12). 

Construction commences with the assembly of the 
Cardboard box injector coil, which is illustrated in Fig. 4. This coil is 

not at all critical and simply consists of 20 turns of 
ordinary p.v.c. covered connecting wire, which may be 
either single or stranded, wound up in a round loop 

injector 
coil 

TRI 

BC 107 

TR2 

BC 107 

4.5V 

Cg 

BC 107 

Lead -outs 

Fig. 3. The circuit of the wide -band signal 
injector 
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COMPONENTS 
Resistors 
(All . watt miniature 10% ) 
R1 1800. 
R2 10k0. 
R3 2.7k0. 
R4 Iko. 

Capacitors 
Cl 0.lj F Mullard Miniature Foil type C280. 
C2 0.1µF Mullard Miniature Foil type C280. 
C3 4µF 10V Wkg. Mullard Miniature electrolytic. 

Transistors 
TR1 BC107. 
TR2 BC107. 
Miscellaneous 
Veroboard, 0.15 in. matrix, 7 strips by 16 holes. 
Injector coil (see text). 
4.5 volt battery. 

The component layout on the signal generator 
Veroboard 

having an internal diameter of about 3 in. An easy way of 
making the coil consists of winding the wire loosely 
around a glass jar having approximately the desired 
diameter and then sliding the turns off as one entity. 
About 20 ft. of wire are required for the coil, but it is 
safer to start with a slightly longer length than this and 
to cut off the excess after the coil has been wound. 

The coil is made self-supporting by winding insulating 
tape round it at four points, as shown in Fig. 4. Its ends 
are connected to a piece of twin flex 2 ft. long. 

Tape 

20 turns p.v.c. covered 

wire. Int. dia Approx. tik 
To holes GI: FIT: 

2ft twin flex 

Fig. 4. Details of the injector coil 

A 

8 
C 

D 

E 

F 

G 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 IO I I 12 13 14 15 16 
4-5v + 

R3 c TR2 ° 

RO 

o ° 

o b 
C° 

° 

000 

Link 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

° ° .t°,° ° ° ° ° ° ° ° ° ° ° 

Fig. 5. Component and copper sides of the 
completed wide -band signal injector 

Next, take up the. Veroboard and turn to Fig. 5, 
which shows its component and copper sides after 
completion. First, using a spot face cutter or a twist 
drill of suitable size, cut the appropriate copper strip at 
hole F4. 

The resistors are fitted next. R1 and R2 are mounted 
flat on the board, whilst R3 and R4 are vertical. The 
lower lead of R3 passes through, and is soldered at, hole 
E10; its upper lead is bent down, passing through and 
being soldered at hole G10. R4 is similarly connected 
at holes Fl l and G11. 

Capacitors Cl, C2 and C3 are next wired to the board. 
Take care to connect C3 with correct polarity. Its 
negative lead -out is common with its can. The capacitors 
are followed by the link between holes D13 and A13. 
This is simply a length of bare tinned copper wire which 
couples strip D to the negative supply. The two battery 
leads are next soldered at holes Al6 and G16, and the 
twin flex from the injector coil at holes G1 and Fl. 
Finally, the transistors are soldered into circuit, with 
their emitter, base and collector leads connecting to the 
holes indicated. 

The signal injector is now complete. A 4.5voltbattery 
should be connected to the battery leads, whereupon it 
will be found that a loud tone of around IkHz is 
reproduced by any medium and long wave receiver 
when the injector coil is brought in line with its ferrite 
rod aerial. 

The signal injector has a number of uses. With a 
superhet receiver it can first of all indicate 
oscillator failure or poor tracking over part of a range. 
It can also give a useful measure of receiver sensitivity. 
It is particularly helpful for oscillator padding adjust- 
ments at the low frequency end of a range, since there is 
no need for continual retuning, as occurs when a single 
fixed frequency signal is used. Finally, it can be em- 
ployed to inject a strong signal into a receiver having 
no audible output, whereupon the signal can be traced 
through the r.f., i.f. and a.f. stages with a signal tracer. 

A supply voltage greater than 4.5 volts should not be 
applied to the signal injector. 
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AS THE MORE EXPERIENCED 
constructor will know, there are 
two basic rectifier circuits em- 

ployed in d.c. power supplies, these 
being known respectively as the 
`choke input' and the `capacitor 
input' circuits. Fig. 1(a) illustrates the 
choke input circuit, and assumes that 
the rectifier arrangement is of the full - 
wave bridge type. When the choke in 
Fig. 1(a) has an adequate inductance, 
and if there is no resistance in the 
circuit or voltage drop in the rectifiers, 
the output voltage across the smooth- 
ing capacitor is always 0.9 times the 
r.m.s. value of the alternating voltage 
across the mains transformer secon- 
dary. 

VOLTAGE REGULATION 

The choke input power supply offers 
very good voltage regulation. In 
practice, output voltage drop due to 
increase in output current is caused by 
the inevitable resistance which appears 
in the' circuit and which is given by the 
windings of the transformer and the 
choke, by voltage drop in the rectifiers 
and by the fact that the electromag- 
netic coupling between the primary 
and secondary of the mains trans- 
former cannot be 100% efficient. With 
good design all these factors can be 
kept at a low level. 

Fig. 1(b) illustrates the capacitor 
input arrangement. Here, rectified 
half -cycles are applied to the reservoir 
capacitor, causing it to charge up (in 
the absence of a load current) to their 
peak value, which is 1.414 times the 
r.m.s. value of the alternating voltage 
across the mains transformer secon- 
dary. When an output current is 
drawn the capacitor discharges be- 
tween half -cycle peaks, with the result 
that output voltage falls to a value that 
is lower than the peäk value of the 
alternating voltage half -cycles. 

The output voltage regulation with 
the capacitor input circuit is poorer 
than with the choke input circuit. This 
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A.C. 
mains 

A.C. 
mains 

Smoothing 
capacitor 

D.C. 

output 

(o) 

Reservoir 
capacitor 

Smoothing 
capacitor 

D.C. 

output 

(b) 

Limiting 
resistor 

Smoothing 
resistor 

D.. 

output 

(c) 
Fig. 1 (a). Choke input power supply incorporating a bridge 

rectifier 
(b). The bridge rectifier followed by a capacitor input circuit 
(c). The capacitor input circuit may have a current limiting 

resistor. A/so, a smoothing resistor may be used instead 
of a choke 
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is inevitable because an increase in 
output current must cause the reservoir 
capacitor to discharge by a greater 
amount between half -cycle peaks, 
giving a consequent fall in average 
output voltage. On the other hand, 
the capacitor input circuit offers the 
advantage that the output voltage can, 
under low load current conditions, be 
at least 50 % higher than is given by the 
choke input circuit for the same 
transformer secondary voltage. Also, 
the output voltage does not alter if 
the load current is constant. 

In Fig. 1(b) the choke may be 
replaced, in practice, by a smoothing 
resistor. Also, a low -value limiting 
resistor can if necessary be inserted, 
at some point in the charging circuit 
to the reservoir capacitor, to limit 
switch -on current surges and ripple 
current in the capacitor. Fig. 1(c) 
illustrates a capacitor input circuit 
having both a smoothing resistor and 
a limiting resistor. 

There are some classes of equipment 
in which it would be of advantage to 
feed the well regulated output given 
by a choke input supply to some of the 
stages and the higher voltage offered by 
the capacitor input circuit to others. 
A possible example is given by a 
transmitter, in which the v.f.o., r.f. and 
final stages could be run from the well 
regulated choke input supply, whilst 
some of the a.f. modulation amplifier 
stages could be run from the higher 
voltage capacitor input supply. 

COMBINED CIRCUIT 

Fig. 2 shows a power supply which 
enables both choke input and capa- 
citor input circuits to be operated from 
a single mains transformer secondary. 
Output 1 is that from the choke input 
section whilst Output 2 is that from the 
capacitor input section. 

In Fig. 2, rectifiers DI to D4 form a 
standard bridge circuit which is 
identical to that illustrated in Fig. 1(a). 
This is then coupled in the same 
manner to choke LI and smoothing 
capacitor C2, and it provides exactly 
the same output as was given in Fig. 
1(a). 

VOLTAGE 

O 

VOLTAGE 

C1 charges 

(a) 

(b) 

C1 discharges 

Fig. 3 (a). The rectified voltage at the junction of D3 and D4 which 
is applied to D5 consists of a series of rectified half -cycles (b). The heavy line indicates the voltage across reservoir 
capacitor Cl. This capacitor charges up on half -cycle 
peaks then discharges into the load in the periods 

between peaks 

As may be seen from Fig. 3(a), 
rectified half -cycles appear at the 
junction of D3 and D4, and these are 
applied to rectifier D5. This causes 
reservoir capacitor Cl to charge up to 
their peak value whereupon, under 
no-load conditions, this capacitor 
charges to the peak value of the 
alternating voltage accross the trans- 
former secondary. When a load 
current is drawn, the voltage across the 
reservoir capacitor falls between half - 
cycle peaks, as indicated by Fig. 3(b). 
The performance is, in consequence, 
similar to that of the circuit of Fig. 1(b). 

It is assumed in Fig. 2 that the 
reservoir capacitor, Cl, is followed by 
the smoothing choke L2. A smoothing 
resistor, as in Fig. 1(c), could be 

D5 

A.C. 
mains 

L2 

L1 

Output 
2 

Output 
+ 

Fig. 2. A circuit which enables both choke and capacitor inputs to be 
employed with a single mains transformer winding 

employed instead, if desired. If it is 
necessary to insert a limiting resister 
in the D5 circuit, this may be fitted at 
the point indicated by a cross. 

At first sight it might appear that 
the use of a single rectifier in the D5 
position makes the capacitor input 
section of the circuit analogous with a 
half -wave rectifier arrangement. This 
is not so; all the half -cycles across the 
transformer secondary are applied to 
D5, and (assuming that the rectifier 
is a `perfect' component) the per- 
formance is equal to that of the full - 
wave circuit of Fig. 1(b). 

As with all bridge rectifier arrange- 
ments the peak inverse voltage applied 
to each of D1 to. D4 is 1.414 times the 
r.m.s. value of the alternating voltage 
on the transformer 'secondary. The 
peak inverse voltage applied to D5 has 
the same value also, as can be seen by 
examining Fig. 3(a). Here, the voltage 
applied from the bridge to D5 varies 
from peak value to zero as the half - 
cycles proceed. 

If it is desired to have output voltages 
that are negative with respect to chassis 
instead of positive, all the diodes, 
D1 to D5, have to be reversed. Simi- 
larly, all the electrolytic capacitors 
have to be reversed. The current rating 
of the mains transformer secondary 
must, of course, be equal to or greater 
than the sum of the two output 
currents. 

The circuit of Fig. 2 can be employed 
at the high voltages associated with 
valve equipment or at the low voltages 
required by semiconductor devices. la 
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Further Notes -11 

EARTH,G ROU N D 
OR COMMON? 

by 
Peter Williams 

In this concluding note in the present series, our contributor 
describes a very simple amplifier which has a- somewhat 

unexpected performance 

T IS EASY TO FALL INTO A HABIT SUCH AS USING TWO 
words interchangeably when both usually apply to 
the same situation. It may then be hard to use them 

properly on those occasions when only one applies. 
Such a pair of words is `ground' and `common'. For the 
purposes of this note, `earth' and `ground' may be 
taken as the U.K. and U.S. versions of the same 
concept, i.e. a true connection of low impedance to 
earth. A fourth word `chassis' implies a low impedance 
connection to the conducting framework of the equip- 
ment under test. This too gets hopelessly mixed-up in 
meaning and it is quite `common' to talk of `grounding' 
a transistor when what is meant is ensuring a con- 
nection to a common line of the system which may or 
may not be connected to the `chassis' which in turn may 
or may not be connected to `ground' or `earth'. 

TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS 

If any readers still remain at this point they may be 
encouraged to learn that out of this darkness may come 
light. We shall turn now to a particular problem in 
describing transistor circuits, the difference between a 
`grounded' and a `common' emitter circuit. For this 
purpose we shall use `grounded' to mean `connected 
to the ground line of the system' since this is accepted 
terminology, though riddled with the objections given 
above. A `common emitter' amplifier on the other 
hand, is an amplifier in which the emitter is the tran- 
sistor electrode common to the input and output circuits. 

Now consider the circuit of Fig. 1. Firstly it is about 
the simplest microphone amplifier circuit that can be 
devised. A low impedance microphone requires a step-up 
transformer to raise the signal voltage as far above the 
amplifier noise voltage as possible (without raising the 
impedance level so high that other problems arise). 
There can hardly be fewer than one transistor, and a 
supply voltage and load resistor also seem pretty 
likely requirements! Beyond this no other components 
are required-except a coupling capacitor to the next 
stage-though even this may not be needed and is 
properly part of the following stage anyway. 

The secondary of the transformer provides a low - 
resistance path that ensures Vcb is approximately equal 
to OV. This still holds TRI in a region of reasonable 
current gain, and for signal excursions of only a few 
tens of millivolts the following assumptions are 

justifiable: 
(i) The transformer is loaded only by the base current 

of TR1, while the collector supplies the output, 
i.e. the input impedance is high. 

(ii) The output impedance is relatively low, since any 
current required by the load is readily supplied by 
the collector, only a small change in collector 
voltage reappearing at the base via the transformer. 

(iii) The transformer secondary voltage is applied 
between base and collector with only a small 
portion between base and emitter, e.g. lmV 
between base and emitter is enough to account for 
up to 100mV at the collector (in the opposite sense 
because of the amplifier inverting properties). 
Hence for 101mV in we have 100mV out. 

The amplifier circuit described in this note. The 
transformer is a microphone transformer follow- 
ing a moving -coil microphone. Resistor R1 may 
have a value which allows several milliamps of 
collector current to flow. TR 1 is a high gain 

silicon component 

See how similar these properties are to those ex- 
pected of the emitter -follower or common -collector 
stage and then note, surprise surprise, that the collector 
is common to the input and output circuits. It is a com- 
mon collector but grounded emitter amplifier with the 
former primarily determining the amplifier behaviour. 
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NEWS AND . 

MARCONI MARK VIII CAMERA 

That world beater of a colour tele- 
vision camera, the Marconi Mark VIII, 
continues with its story of successful 
use and sales. You may recall that this 

ee.. Ica which is fully self- 
adjusting. The operator presses a 
button and all the setting up is carried 
out by motor -controlled potentio- 
meters. These motor -controlled po- 
tentiometers are manufactured by 
Portescap (U.K.) Limited, 204 Elgar 
Road, Reading, and offer a high level 
of compactness and reliability. Six of 
these are located in the camera head 
itself and you can just discern them 
in the photograph at the lower end of 
the camera back. Another seventeen 
are situated in the camera control unit. 
Each of the motor -controlled po- 
tentiometers is controlled by a digital 
servo loop and driven directly by TTL 
logic output signals to vary the adjust- 
ment of amplifier gains, beam deflec- 
tions and similar parameters. 

The manner in which the potentio- 
meters carry out the setting up of the 
camera makes fascinating reading. The 
first stage in the process is the position- 
ing of a capping shutter, driven by 
another of the motors, in front of the 
camera lens. A mirror is fitted to this 
shutter so that a slide in an internal 
diascope can be projected via the 
mirror directly into the three camera 
tubes through the light -splitting prism. 
The slide contains a test pattern, the 
essential features of which, for the 
setting up operation, are four white 
triangles and, at the centre, a white 
rectangle. 

The first motor -driven potentiometer 
is then automatically adjusted to vary 
the light fròm the diascope lamp until 
the output from the green channel 
reaches a pre-set level. Two further 
motor -driven potentiometers then set 
the red and blue channel gains with 
respect to the green channel. 

This is followed by automatic align- 
ment of the beams of the picture tubes. 
One corner of the white rectangle in 

Colour camera with fully automatic setting up of controls; a rear 
view of the Marconi Colour Camera Mark VIII 

the test pattern is at the exact centre 
of the picture. The focus of each tube 
is rocked and any beam misalignment 
is detected by movement of the centre 
of the picture from any tube. The six 
motor -driven potentiometers, two for 
each tube, are controlled to adjust the 
horizontal and vertical alignment 
deflections of each tube until the 
movement ceases. 

Registration of the red and blue 
pictures with the green picture is per- 
formed with the four white triangles. 
Mis -registration is revealed by mis- 
alignment of the diagonal edges of the 
triangles when the red and blue pictures 
are superimposed on the green. Mis- 
alignment is automatically detected 
and a set of fourteen motor -driven 
potentiometers, seven for each of the 
red and blue tubes, register the pictures 
by adjustment of horizontal centreing, 
vertical centreing, width, height, skew 
(i.e. tilting of vertical lines), twist (i.e. 

rotation of the complete picture) and 
horizontal linearity. 

The capping shutter and mirror are 
then automatically withdrawn and the 
camera is ready for operation. 

During operation of the camera a 
dynamic centreing system detects any 
drift in picture registration and controls 
two of the motor -driven potentiometers 
in the camera control unit to adjust 
the horizontal and vertical centreing 
of the red and blue tubes. Thus the 
red and blue pictures are continuously 
registered with the green picture, 
despite the long-term effects of tem- 
perature, mechanical shock or vibra- 
tion. 

The motors drive the potentiometers 
via Portescap type FM15 gearboxes 
with reduction ratios of 141:1 and 
485:1. Slipping clutches fitted with 
thumb -wheels allow manual adjust- 
ments where required. 

LUSTRAPHONE HI-FI CHAIR 
Discriminating music lovers can now enjoy the ultimate in 
stereo listening - a personal music chamber which 
ensures excellent acoustics.for stereo sound reproduction, 
regardless of the acoustics of the room. It enables the 
listener to enjoy music without disturbing other people or 
being disturbed by them. 

The chamber is, in fact, a luxuriously comfortable 
fibre -glass armchair with back and sides extending 
upwards into a hood which forms a semi-anechoic (echo - 
free) cabinet with its owri built-in speaker system. It can 
be placed anywhere - even outside on a patio or balcony - 
and is acoustically independent of its external environment 
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 COMMENT 
NATIONAL AMATEUR 
EXHIBITION 

The recently formed Amateur Radio Retailers' Associa- 
tion are staging an Exhibition entitled - National 
Amateur Radio & Electronics Exhibition. 

The exhibition will be held at the Granby Halls, 
Leicester, from 26th -28th October. On the Thursday and 
Friday the show will be open from mid -day to 9.00 p.m. 
and on Saturday from 10.00 a.m. until 7.00 p.m. Ad- 
mission 20p. 

This exhibition should appeal to a substantial number of 
our readers, especially those interested in Amateur Radio. 
It is the first major show for Amateurs held outside 
London, and is well situated in the central part of the U.K. 
with easy access by road, rail and air. 

CONSTRUCTION CONTESTS 
Otley Radio Society is holding an Open Construction 

Contest on 24th October commencing at 8.00 p.m. 
Any type of working electronic equipment can be 

entered providing it has not been built from a kit, or 
built for commercial purposes. 

Details and entry forms from D. G. Mott, G8BZY, 
17 Newall Carr Road, Otley, Yorkshire. Entrance Fee 
25p. 

Barking Radio & Electronics Society are holding an 
open contest on Thursday 9th November, commencing 
at 7.45 p.m., at Westbury Recreation Centre, Westbury 
School, Ripple Road, Barking, Essex. 

There will be two sections, one for self designed and 
constructed equipment, and the other for self - 
constructed equipment. 

Details and entry forms from Alan P. Foss, G8EAY, 
73 Coolgardie Avenue, Chigwell, Essex. Entrance Fee 
20p. 

IN BRIEF 
The Radio Society of Great Britain have reported 

that, subject to audit, their accounts for the year to 30th 
June will show a surplus in the region of £4,000. 

The Microwave 1973 International Conference & 
Exhibition will be held at the Metropole Exhibition 
Centre, Brighton, from 19th to 21st June. Owing to 
extra demand, the exhibition space is being extended by 
50 stand spaces. 

In readiness for its first colour transmissions schedul- 
ed for 1st March 1975, the Australian Broadcasting 
Commission is buying one of the latest Marconi colour 
outside broadcast units. 

The British Amateur Electronics Club have made a 
donation of £335.65p to the Cancer Research Campaign. 
The donation was from their, as usual, successful 
annual exhibition and the proceeds of a raffle held in 
conjunction therewith. 

A "Booster" course for those who have failed the 
Radio Amateurs' Examination and do not wish to take 
another complete course, is being held in Islington. 
Details from F. J. Barns, G3AGP, 60 Alvestone Avenue, 
East Barnet. 

An attendance, of 5,000 and 1,200 cars in the car park 
marked the fifteenth Annual Mobile Radio Rally 
organised by the Derby and District Amateur Radio 
Society. 

AMF Venner Ltd., Kingston -By -Pass, New Malden, 
Surrey, are now offering their very versatile Model 728 
Pulse Generator from stock: list price £215. 

OCTOBER 1972 

'CLANSMEN' ORDERS 
EXCEED £4M 

Plessey Avionics & Communications, which has 
developed the PRC 320 HF Transceiver and all the 
frequency synthesisers for the British Army Clansman 
net radio system, has received production orders from 
the Ministry of Defence for both complete PRC 320 
equipments and synthesisers, valued in excess of £4 
million. 

The company claims that the PRC 320 is the most 
technically advanced lightweight, high power HF SSB 
station radio available anywhere in the world and has a 
high export potential. The set is extremely versatile and 
can be used either in the manpack, ground station or 
clip -in vehicle roles. 

Developed by Plessey under a MoD contract, the 
PRC 320 has received full approval following two years 
of extensive field trials conducted by the British Army. 
Fully sealed and of robust design it will operate in the 
most demanding environmental conditions likely to be 
encountered throughout the world. 

In its basic form the PRC 320 is a manpack set carried 
on the operator's Ix .k and allowing full use of his 
weapons. Weighing approximately 201bs (9kg) it is 
suitable for infantry, artillery, armoured and supporting 
forces and for installation in light aircraft and heli- 
copters. 
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Oscilloscope 
Photography 

by 
A. Foord 

Practical details on the photographing of static 
oscilloscope displays 

HEN USING AN OSCILLOSCOPE ONE DESIRABLE 
feature is to be able to photograph the display 
for comparison or record purposes. If it is 

essential that a print is immediately available, then a 
Polaroid camera is the most satisfactory approach. 
However theleast expensive Polaroid camera which is 
designed especially for oscilloscope photography is the 
CR -9, and this costs over £50. While it is possible to 
modify one of the `domestic' Polaroid cameras for this 
application, it is not a very satisfactory method. When 
prints are not immediately required and where a normal 
camera is available, the approach indicated in this 
article is both convenient and inexpensive. 

We assume that the oscilloscope display is recurrent 
and not a single transient because the recurrent trace is 
the easiest to photograph and is that usually available. 

There are two approaches to obtaining the correct 
film exposure. One is to measure the light intensity of the 
c.r.t., and the other is to maintain that intensity at a 
constant 'value. Several attempts were made to measure 
the intensity of a number of different c.r.ts., but with- 
out much success. The light level is too low and the spot 
size too small for conventional exposure meters to give a 
reliable reading, and spot photometers are expensive. 
The overall factors affecting the perfonnànce were 
therefore investigated to see how the screen intensity 
could be maintained constant for different displays. 

GENERAL FACTORS AFFECTING 
PERFORMANCE 

The energy density available to expose a film can be 
shown to be: 

available ener a.b.c.d.P.t. 
gy densit y = watts/cm2, 

where 'a' is the efficiency of the phosphor in converting 
the electrical energy to light, 

'`b' is the spectral transfer efficiency of the screen to film 
combination (the match of the screen colour to the film 
characteristics), 
'c' is the efficiency of the optical system used, including 
the transmission loss of the glass in front of the screen, 
'd' is the screen utilisation factor and depends on how 
much light is lost in the screen due to scattering, multiple 
reflections, etc., 
`P' is the exciting beam power, and is the product of the 
beam current and the total anode -to -cathode voltage, 
`t' is the time the spot spends over the area A, and 
'A' is the scanning area. 

In theory it would be possible to calculate a figure for 
each parameter, but in our practical approach an 
experimental technique can be used. For a given system 
many of the parameters are fixed, and 'one constant can 
be allocated to them. We then have: 

k.t.t. available energy density = -A watts/cm2, 
where I is the beam current and k is a constant. We can 
now show how specific changes of the oscilloscope 
parameters affect the film exposure we require. 

SPECIFIC FACTORS AFFECTING 
PERFORMANCE 

C.R.T. phosphors 
The Table shows the different characteristics of the 

common phosphors; relative efficiencies vary from 1.00 
to 0.25. (The information given in the Table can only be 
regarded as approximate, as each manufacturer has his 
own phosphors. Manufacturer's data sheets should be 
consulted for more accurate information on a specific 
tube.) 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE COMMON PHOSPHORS 

Phosphur P1 
r 

P2 P7 Pl1 P31 

,.. 
o 
o 

ÚAfterglow 

Initial. 
Fluorescence yellow -green blue-green purplish -blue blue green 

yellow -green green yellow -green blue green 

Spectral peak 520 nm. 510 nm. 450 nm. 450 nm. 530 nm. 

Persistence Medium Medium -short Long Medium -short Medium -short 

Relative 
Photographic 
Efficiency 

0.25 0.40 0.75 1.00 0.60 

Application 

General 
purpose, low 
voltage 
oscilloscopes. 

General 
purpose, 
medium voltage 
oscilloscopes. 

General 
purpose and 
long persistence 
work. 

Ideal for 
recording high 
speed transients. 

General 
purpose, 
higher voltage 
oscilloscopes. 

Filters for 
separating 
fluorescence 
and afterglow 

None None 

Blue filter 
removes 
yellow -green 
afterglow. 
Amber filter 
removes initial 
flash. 

None None 

Comments 

Not suitable 
for high speed 
transient 
displays 

Relatively high 
photographic 
efficiency 

Highest 
photographic 
efficiency 

Comfortable 
to the eyes. 

Filters 
Filters of grey, blue, or green are often placed over 

the c.r.t. screen to enhance the visible trace contrast in 
the presence of ambient illumination. In recording 
applications such filters generally serve no useful pur- 
pose, since better photographs can be taken if ambient 
illumination is excluded by using a hood or by darken- 
ing the room. From two to seven times the light may be 
obtained if it is convenient to remove the filter. If a P7 
phosphor is used, where the initial fluorescence and the 
afterglow have different colours, a filter may be em- 
ployed to eliminate one or the other, as required. 

Film exposure, development, printing. 
Although it is possible to increase film speed and 

contrast by using an energetic developer, it is obviously 
of considerable advantage if a standard procedure can 
be used, especially if trade processing is required. It was 
found that by using HP4 with normal development and 
printing on a normal grade paper excellent results can 
be obtained. 

The previous parameters remain constant, but the 
following may change. 

Signal amplitude and wave/ rm shape 
The area 'A' which is scanned depends on the spot 

size, the waveform shape, and its amplitude. The 
minimum area (perhaps 8 cm. by 0.5mm.) would be 
given by a straight line; while the maximum area would 
be given by a waveform with many cycles on the screen. 
OCTOBER 1972 

As the amplitude of a specific trace increases, so the 
spot speed increases because it must travel further in the 
same time period, thereby reducing the brightness. 
Similarly, the number of cycles of waveform on the 
screen alters the brightness. However, it was found that 
these effects were small and it was not generally neces- 
sary to adjust the exposure with a change in signal 
amplitude or the number of cycles displayed on the 
screen. To be absolutely safe the signal amplitude and 
timebase speed could always be adjusted to give a full 
amplitude picture of (say) three complete cycles, and a 
separate note made of the absolute values. 

Timebase sweep speed and X magnifier 
The time 't' that the spot spends over an area 'A' is 

not affected very much by the timebase sweep rate 
because an increase in sweep speed also results in an 
increase in the sweep repetition rate. The effective time 
per sweep would be reduced, but there would be more 
sweeps during a given period. To a first approximation 
't' is independent of the sweep speed. 

If a sweep magnifier is used this causes an increase in 
spot speed without a corresponding increase in sweep 
repetition rate. As a result a X5 sweep magnification 
calls for a X5 exposure increase. 

Beam current 
The final anode to cathode accelerating potential 

remains constant, and it is the beam current intensity 
setting which has the greatest single effect on the photo - 
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+150V 
Astig. 

Meter added in series 
with final anode to 
measure beam current 

5DEP2 

2201cn. 

+ 360V 

-IkV 

-1450V 

Intensity 

Focus 

How the final anode beam current was measured 
in the writer's oscilloscope 

graphic expose re. Even a slight change in intensity, 
almost unnoticeable to the eye, can have an effect 
equivalent to a change of one or two lens f-number 
settings. Generally, the intensity should be set to a low 
or medium value since an excessive intensity increases 
the spot size and reduces resolution. For the rather poor 
oscilloscope used by the author (the tube of which has a 
P2 phosphor) the beam current was set to 10µA. 

The accompanying diagram shows how the final 
anode lead was broken into so that the beam current 
could be maintained constant over a wide range of 
signal conditions. Depending on the oscilloscope the 
final anode potential could be up to 20kV (simple 
'scopes are up to 1kV), so check with the circuit dia- 
gram and be very careful with the insulation. Also, take 
all precautions against shock. 

DETERMINATION OF CORRECT EXPOSURE 

To determine the correct exposure for a given set of 
conditions a series of test exposures were made. The 
chosen beam current of 10µA could be maintained over 
both fast and slow timebase speeds. A shutter speed of 
one second was chosen because this covers several cycles 
of the timebase even at slow sweep speeds and is 
available on most cameras. A 50Hz sinewave signal from 
a heater transformer was displayed as three cycles of 
full screen amplitude and the beam current adjusted to 
10µA. 

Using HP4, test exposures at a 1 second shutter speed 
were given for lens f-number settings from 1.8 to 16. The 
negative was developed and printed to slightly larger 
than life size. 

The results were as follows: 
f-number 1.8: considerable overexposure, thick trace 
with halo, not satisfactory. 
f-number 2.8: slight thickening of trace, excellent 
contrast, acceptable print. 
f-number 4: excellent negative, good contrast, printing 
very easy. 
f-number 5.6: excellent negative, good contrast, printing 
very easy. 
f-number 8: acceptable negative, printing and contrast 
satisfactory. 

vl/ 

These three photographs, of a 50 Hz sine wave, 
were all taken at f 5.6 with 1 second exposure, 
and with final anode current at 10µA. All the 
other photographs were taken under similar 

conditions 
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f-number 11: thin negative, printing difficult; contrast 
just satisfactory. 
f-number 16: very thin negative, printing difficult, con- 
trast not satisfactory. 

It is interesting to note that all the test exposures gave 
some form of result and that using an optimum expo- 
sure of 1 second at f 5.6 gave a latitude of one stop over 
which excellent results can be obtained. 

CONCLUSION 

To confirm that the exposure of 1 second at f 5.6 
works for various frequencies and waveform shapes 
several more photographs were taken. The frequencies 
ranged from 25Hz to 100kHz. The basic parameters 
were left the same. Beam current was 10µA, adjusted to 
this level for each photograph. Exposure was 1 second at 
f 5.6 on HP4 film. 

Several cycles of a 1 kHz square wave 

The signal,amplitude was adjusted to fill the screen 
each time but the timebase speed was adjusted so that 
from one to five cycles apeared on the screen. No X 
expansion was used. All the photographs were excellent 
and could be printed at the same enlarger' settings. 
Some photographs showed intensity and amplitude 
modulation due to hum, but this was an oscilloscope 
characteristic rather than a photographic fault. 

Some of the photographs accompany this article. 

APPENDIX I 

Development for HP4 was in Perceptol (diluted .1 +1) 
for 12 minutes with 10 seconds agitation each minute. 
This gives a nominal film speed of 320 ASA and a G 
(average contrast) of 0.55. 

The paper was Agfa `Special' grade developed in 
D163 (diluted 1 -I-3) for 2 to 3 minutes. 

Fixing and washing were normal. If trade printing is 
used then instructions must be given to indicate that a 
white line on a black background is expected, because 
the automatic machines used for print exposure deter- 
mination assume a normal range of print densities. Film 
development can be normal. For best results it might be 
better to develop and print your own films. 

APPENDIX II 

In order to obtain a reasonable image size on the film 
the camera will need to be focused closer than the 18 
inches or so that is normally possible. This can be 
achieved by using extension tubes (if the camera has an 
interchangeable lens) or by attaching a supplementary 
lens on the front of the camera's normal lens. Even the 
simplest camera can usually be fitted with a push -en 
supplementary lens at a cost of about £2. The focusing 
can be checked by placing a ground glass screen in the 
film plane. 

A visit to the local library or the local photographic 
dealer will indicate the approach required. 

For the writer's oscilloscope a 4in. wide trace was to 
be recorded as a Iin. wide image on a 35mm. negative. 
This 1:4 reproduction ratio can be achieved by a total. 
lens extension of between IO mm. and 15mm. or by a 
supplementary lens of 4 dioptres (wept the camera 
focused to 4ft.) for a 50mm. camera lens.4 dioptres is 
quite a strong lens, and the writer was able to use a 
10mm. extension tube. 

The experimental procedure given in this article 
Two photographs of a 100 kHz square wave automatically allows for the increased exposure norm- 

ally needed in close-up work. This would be about 2/3 
of a stop for a 1:4 reproduction ratio. 
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RADIO 2 

A pre -tuned Radio 2 tuner unit incorporating two transistors 
which may be assembled on this month's free sample Veroboard. 
Current consumption from the 9 volt battery is of the order of 

2mA only. 

HIS RADIO 2 TUNER UNIT REPRESENTS A FAIRLY 
assembly on the Veroboard, and it makes 

virtually full use of the options, in terms of con- 
nection points, that are offered by the board. 

FUNCTIONING 

The project consists of a 2 -transistor tuner unit which 
is pre -tuned to the Radio 2 signal on 200kHz, or 1,500 
metres. The Veroboard circuitry operates in conjunction 
with a ferrite aerial, the coils of which are home -wound. 
In areas where reception of the Radio 2 signal is reason- 
ably good, the output of the tuner is of the same order 
of amplitude as is that offered by a ceramic or crystal 
pick-up, and the tuner may be coupled to any a.f. 
amplifier, having an input impedance of 20kí2 or more, 
which is capable of operating with an input of this level. 
The tuner may also be coupled to the integrated circuit 
a.f. amplifier described elsewhere in this issue, where- 
upon the two form a complete pre -tuned radio receiver 
driving a loudspeaker. The tuner output provides a 
signal at comfortable but not excessive level in a pair 
of 2,00012 headphones, but is not at a sufficiently high 
power level to operate satisfactorily with a single 
ear -piece. ' 

Naturally, the output of the tuner depends upon the 
strength of the Radio 2 signal in the particular locality 
where it is to be used, and it may not offer an adequate 
output in areas which are considerably removed from 
the transmitter at Droitwich. A further point is that 
the unit has only one sharply tuned circuit, with the 
result that it is impossible to guarantee freedom from 
break -through in areas where local signals, medium 
wave or otherwise, appear at considerably greater 
strength than the Radio 2 'signal. The prototype gave 
satisfactory results in a location where the Radio- 2 
signal is picked up fairly well, and where the local 

medium wave signal is received at a significantly higher 
level. Some limitations in the performance of a radio 
tuner unit as relatively simple as the present one have, 
of course, to be accepted. 

The circuit of the tuner unit appears in Fig. 1, and it 
demonstrates fairly conventional design approach. The 
ferrite aerial tuned winding, Ll, is resonated at 200kHz 
by fixed capacitor Cl and trimmer C2, whilst winding 
L2 provides a low impedance coupling to the base of 
TRl. The letters 'X', 'Y' and 'Z' alongside the ferrite 
aerial windings are references to enable the correct 
connections to be made during assembly. 

TRI is a silicon n.p.n. transistor type BC107 offering 
a high level of gain at 200kHz, and its collector couples 
into the load given by R2, L3 and C6 in parallel. L3 is 
an r.f. choke whose main function, in the present 
design, is to offer an inductive coupling to the ferrite 
aerial to provide a small measure of regeneration. It is 
also caused to resonate, very broadly, at 200kHz by 
means of C6. The positive supply to the collector 
circuit of TRI is decoupled by R3 and C4. 

The amplified signal at TRI collector is next fed, 
via C5, to the base of a second BC107, TR2. This further 
amplifies the signal and then passes it via C7 to thi 
shunt diode detector Dl. The detected signal is the, 
passed to the output via a standard low-pass filter 
consisting of R7 and C8, and a d.c. blocking capacitor 
given by C9. Capacitor CIO provides a bypass across 
the supply lines. 

The tuner unit is powered by a 9 volt battery. The 
current drawn from the battery is of the order of 2mA 
only. 

The components on the board are standard types. 
The resistors are all miniature watt components of 
the same type as those employed in the Wide -Band 
Signal Injector, described elsewhere in this issue. 
Capacitors C3, C5, C7 and C8 are tubular ceramic, and 
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TUNER 

COMPONENTS 

Resistors 
(All 

'-a watt miniature 10%) 
R1 1MO. 
R2 2.2kí. 
R3 4700. 
R4 1MO. 
R5 2.2k0. 
R6 10k 52. 

R7 4.7kí. 
Capacitors 
Cl 200pF, 2%, silvered mica, side wires. 
C2 10-80pF, mica trimmer (Cat. No. VC29F, Home 

Radio). 
C3 3,000pF, tubular ceramic. 
C4 4µF, 10V Wkg., Mullard Miniature electrolytic. 
C5 3,000pF, tubular ceramic. 
C6 120pF, 2%, silvered mica, side wires. 

Ferrite 
aerial 

X 

1I L1 

ÌÌL 

T` 

C7 3,000pF, tubular ceramic. 
C8 3,000pF, tubular ceramic. 
C9 4µF, 10V Wkg., Mullard Miniature electrolytic. 
C10 4µF, 10V Wkg., Mullard Miniature electrolytic. 
Inductors 
LI, L2 Ferrite aerial (see text). 
L3 5mH r.f. choke type CH2 (Repanco). 
Semiconductors 
TR1 BC107. 
TR2 BC107. 
D1 0A91. 
Miscellaneous 
Veroboard, 0.15 in. matrix, 7 strips by 16 holes. 
Ferrite rod, 8 in. by ' in., R.S. Components Blue grade. 
Enamelled wire, 34 s.w.g. 
9 volt battery. 
Flexible screened cable. 

R3 

R4 

TR2 

BC 107 

R5 

Co 

DI v 
0A91 ' 

Output 
3 

+9V 

e b 

o 

BC 107 

Lead -outs 

Fig. 1. The circuit of the Radio 2 tuner unit 
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Fig. 2. Illustrating the component and copper 
sides of the completed tuner unit. Resistor 

R2 is under L3 
they are all mounted vertically. For convenience, they 
are shown in the layout diagram, Fig. 2, as having the 
upper leads projecting from the end centres but, in 
practice, these capacitors have lead -outs which project 
from the sides. The ceramic capacitors are very nearly 
the last components to be mounted. The bottom lead - 
out of each is bent straight down and passed through its 
connection hole in the Veroboard, and the capacitor is 
then oriented such that the upper lead -out points in the 
general direction of the hole to which it is to connect. 
Thus, the body of each ceramic capacitor is slightly 
offset from the hole in which its bottom lead -out is 
inserted, and is not centrally disposed over that hole. 
It is important that the ceramic capacitors have the 
values specified in the Components List. Those employed 
in the prototype were Home Radio Cat. No. C79G. Cl 
and C6 are standard silvered mica components having 
side wires instead of end wires. Trimmer C2 is a 
Cyldon component type CAA/80 and is available from 
Home Radio under the Cat. No. given in the Com- 
ponents List. The three electrolytic capacitors are all 
4µF, 10V Wkg., Mullard Miniature electrolytics, for 
which the Home Radio Cat. No. is 2CH12. 

Fig. 3 (a). Choke L3, R2 and 
C6 form a sub -assembly 
which is made up as shown 
here. After the sub -assembly 
has been completed, the 
choke leads are soldered to 

the board 
(b). Side view of the assembly 
given by L3, R2 and C6 

Solder joints 

The ferrite aerial coils are wound with 34 S.w.g. 
enamelled wire (available on 2 oz. reels from Home 
Radio under Cat. No. ECW 10). The ferrite rod is an 
8 in. by -- in. Blue grade R.S. Components type. This 
rod is available from most component retailers and may 
be identified by the fact that its packing carries the R.S. 
Components trade mark and that one end of the rod 
is coded blue. It may be obtained directly from retailers 
of R.S. Components parts such as Chromasonic 
Electronics, 56 Fortis Green Road, London N10 3HN 
Other grades of rod will require a different number of 
turns in the windings. The tuner is capable of working 
with any ferrite rod having a length of 5 in. or more but, 
as is to be expected, performance improves as the length 
of the ferrite rod increases. It is for this reason that it 
was decided to employ an 8 in. rod. 

Fig. 2 shows the component and copper sides of the 
Veroboard. The first process consists of cutting the 
copper strips at holes A10, B5, B12, C14, E4, E9, F3, 
F8 and g12. Then, on the component side of the board, 
fit a bare wire link between holes G1 and FI. Next, fit 
a link employing insulated wire between holes G15 and 
D15. This last link should be positioned such that free 
access is given to hole F15. Following Fig. 2, fit Cl, R5 
and R7. Fit, vertically, R6, DI, R4, R1, C4, C10 and C9. 
The positive lead -out of D1 connects to hole G14, the 
positive lead -out of C4 connects to A8, the positive 
lead -out of C10 connects to Al2, and the positive lead - 
out of C9 connects to hole C15. The negative lead -outs 
of the electrolytic capacitors are common with their 
cans. Next, fit R3. This component is positioned on the 
outside of C10 and falls partly outside the board 
outline. Next, fit the two transistors, TRI add TR2. 

L3, R2 and C6 are mounted as a sub -assembly. First, 
bend L3 lead -outs in the manner illustrated in Fig. 3(a), 
and then solder R2 across these lead -outs as shown. 
Next solder C6 to the choke lead -outs, as illustrated in 
Figs. 3(a) and (b). Then insert the choke lead -outs into 
holes E6 and A6 and solder the assembly to the board. 
C6 is on the side of the choke that is remote from Cl. 
Ensure that the lead -out at hole E6 does not touch the 
can of TR 1. 

Next come the tubular ceramic capacitors. Fit C5 and 
C8 in the manner described earlier. Similarly fit C7, 
ensuring also that its body allows access to hole D16. 
Fit C3, allowing a slightly longer length in the lead -out 
connecting to hole E3 than would normally be required. 
The longer length is necessary because the lead -out has 
to be later bent to clear trimmer C2 which, in practice, 
overhangs vertical lines 1 and 3. (For clarity, the 
-trimmer is shown slightly smaller than actual size in 
Fig. 2.) 

(a) 

L3 

(b) 
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Next, take up the trimmer, C2, and carefully file its 
tags so that they will pass through the Veroboard holes. 
It is quicker in practice to snip away the small amount 
of metal which needs to be removed from the tags, but 
this requires a pair of snips in good condition coupled 
with great care in their use, since there is the risk of 
accidentally snipping off the tags in their entirety. 
Ensure that the trimmer tags can pass through holes 
F2 and B2, but do not solder it into position yet. Ensure 
also that the lead from C3 to hole E3 will not foul the 
trimmer when the latter is fitted later. 

Connect the braiding of a length of flexible screened 
wire to hole D16, and its inner conductor to hole C16. 
This screened lead carries the a.f. output of the tuner 
unit.'Connect the negative battery lead to hole G16 and 
the positive battery lead to hole A16. 

Take up the ferrite aerial rod and wind on Ll and L2, 
as shown in Fig. 4. Ll consists of 215 turns and L2 30 
turns of 34 s.w.g. enamelled wire close -wound directly 
on the rod. Winding commences with end 'X' of Ll, 
the wire being wound on in an anti -clockwise direction 
as viewed when the left-hand end of the rod (left-hand 
in Fig. 4) is pointed towards the eye. After the 215 turns 
for Ll have been fitted, the wire can be twisted on 
itself to form a loop for the tap 'Y', after which winding 
can proceed with the 30 turns required for L2. The 
winding ends are held in position with tape. The most 
convenient tape to employ here is black electrician's 
insulating tape split into a width of + in. Connect thin 
flexible wires to points 'X', 'Y' and 'Z', anchoring these 
down and covering the solder joints with further lengths 

Fig. 4. Winding the ferrite rod 
aerial. The coil ends are 
secured with insulating tape. 
The soldered connections to 
the flexible wires are also 

covered with tape 

Fig. 5. The ferrite aerial 
should be positioned along- 
side the Veroboard assembly 
in the manner shown here 

21/441ong 

34 

of tape. The flexible wires 'should have the lengths 
indicated in Fig. 4. 

Solder the lead from point 'X' of the ferrite aerial to 
hole B1 of the Veroboard, the lead from point 'Y' to 
hole Dl and the lead from point 'Z' to hole El. Fit the 
tags of trimmer C2 to hobs F2 and B2 and solder it 
into position. Place the ferrite rod alongside the board in 
the manner shown in Fig. 5. 

Connect the screened output lead from the tuner to a 
suitable amplifier and connect a 9 volt battery to the 
supply leads. Adjust C2 for optimum strength of the 
Radio 2 signal. Experimentally move the ferrite rod 
both to and from the board and lengthwise as well. A 
position should be found where the Radio 2 signal is 
received at greatest strength'. If the transistors employed 
have higher gain than average, some positions of the 
ferrite rod may cause oscillation, in which case the rod 

Thin flexible wires 

4' long ]j 41/291ong 

tap 

L1 

215T 

Tape 

L2 

30T 

Ferrite rod g'x 3/8s 

Veroboard assembly 
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The Radio 2 tuner Veroboard assembly with the 
ferrite rod aerial alongside 

should be moved to a position just outside that at which 
oscillation ceases. When the optimum position for the 
rod has been found the trimmer, C2, should be finally 
adjusted. 

The writer has wound several ferrite rod aerials to the 
turn numbers shown in Fig. 4, and each has functioned 
satisfactorily. There is nevertheless a slight risk that 
some rods of the type specified may have slightly differ- 
ing permeability, whereupon it may be necessary to 
add or take off a few turns from Ll to tune in the Radio 
2 signal. The necessity for extra turns is indicated if 
signal strength increases as C2 is tightened, but C2 
cannot be adjusted through the position of maximum 
signal strength. Similarly, the necessity for fewer turns 
is indicated if the same effect occurs at the minimum 
capacitance end of the range in C2. The number of turns 
to be added or taken off should only be in the order of 
10 to 20. 

The tuner may be overloaded in areas of extremely 
high signal strength. The solution here is to orient the 

ferrite rod to decrease signal input. Alternatively, the 
effective value of R2 may be reduced by adding parallel 
resistance on the copper side of the board, across holes 
E6 and A6. 

Due to the simple filter provided by R7 and C8, a 
small amount of r.f. at 200kHz is present in the output 
from the tuner. This caused no trouble when the 
prototype tuner was connected to standard a.f. ampli- 
fiers and the design can, in consequence, be considered 
satisfactory for all conventional applications. The 
residual r.f. did, however, give rise to difficulties when 
the tuner was connected directly to the integrated 
circuit amplifier which is also described in this issue, 
the difficulties being due to the fact that an integrated 
circuit amplifier offers a high degree of gain, in an 
extremely small space, over a very wide band of 
frequencies. A simple additional filter to overcome 
this trouble (which could also arise with other integrated 
circuit amplifiers) is discussed in the article describing 
the amplifier. 

CAN ANYONE HELP? 

Requests for information are inserted in this feature free of charge, subject to space being available. Users of this service undertake to acknowledge all letters, etc., received and to reimburse all reasonable expenses incurred by correspondents. Circuits, manuals, service sheets, etc., lent by readers must be returned in good condition within a reasonable period of time. 

S.T.C. Triple Crystal Type 4434/A-L. J. Godfrey, 80 Clive Road, Dulwich, London, SE2I 8BU -wishes to purchase. 
Ex Ministry Receiver, DRAW 62E, AP67907, GEC 170- R. J. Langdon, 5 Princes Park Close, Hayes, Middlesex - Conversion details to 2 metres wanted. - 
Radio Constructor June and August 1964 issues-J. F. Glavin, North Lodge, Northlands, Salthill, Chichester, Sussex - To purchase or borrow. 

- 

UHF Booster for 2 Metre Reception-- J. D. Noble, 3 Barden Road, Eastmoor, Wakefield, Yorkshire - Circuit wanted. 
Bush Radio AC-DC.Mains Receiver Type DAC 90-- R. Batty, 
2 Manor View, Halfway, Sheffield, S19 5GG - Circuit diagram, loan or purchase. 

Erskine Oscilloscope Model II W-C. Calvert, 34 Renwick 
Road, Blyth, Northumberland - Circuit or manual or both, 
loan or purchase. 

Capacitance -Resistance Bridge, Model 34A, Thrush Electrical 
--A. E. Lelgveld, 2 New Road, Chalfont St. Giles, Bucks - 
Instruction book (loan or purchase) or any information. 
"Crystella" Crystal Controlled F.M. Tuner, Radio Con- 
structor, February and March 1963-B. Hayes, 31 Beverley 
Crescent, The Headlands, Northampton, NN3 2PY - Loan 
or purchase. 

Transistors Type OM 100 TO 5 can. 10 leadout wires, Type 
FU 5B 771239/722 TO5 can. 8 leadout wires-H. L. Hammalt 
42 Park Avenue, Sittingbourne, Kent - Information required. 
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New Products 
F.E.T. MULTIMETER 

This unique 6" mirror scale solid state F.E.T. Multi- 
meter has a most comprehensive specification, and yet is 
most competitively priced. The outstanding features of 
this instrument include: 100 M ohms input impedance 
on all AC/DC Volt and Millivolt ranges (10 Megohms 
on AC Millivolts) covering 1.5 mV to 1,500 volts in 26 
ranges. 150 Nanoamps to 1.5 A self contained in 16 
ranges. External shunts to 150 A. F.R. Voltage to 1,000 
MHZ with probe. Taut band suspension. 13dB ranges 
from -80 to x66 dBM. Accuracy x or -1.5%. Centre 
zero switch. "Floating" input facility. Overload pro- 
tection to 1,200 V on All M.V. & V. ranges. Further 
details and comprehensive specification from exclusive 
distributors: Pambry Electronics Ltd., One Chimney, 
Blackpool Lane, Farnham Royal, Bucks. SL2 3EA. 

BATTERY OPERATED 
SOLDERING INSTRUMENT 

A lightweight thermally controlled soldering instrument has 
been introduced by Adcola Products to operate from a standard 
car battery. 

The new model features a pencil -slim handle moulded in 
Noryl plastic. The complete tool weighs less than 2oz and 
features a simple plug in element which can be replaced in 
90 seconds. 

Two models are available with soldering bit diameters of 
,a -in and tin, rated at 23 and 27 watts respectively to provide 
an operating bit temperature of 360°C. 

The time taken to heat up to soldering temperature is 
dependent upon the condition of the battery used as a power 
source, but the Invader battery model will normally melt solder 
in a couple of minutes and will reach full operating tempera- 
ture in less than five minutes. 

Crocodile clips are provided at the end of 12ft of pvc cable - 
impervious to oil, grease and water - for connection to the 
battery terminals. 

The tool is supplied with a fire resistant tubular sleeve which 
fits over the element and bit. This allows the user to safely 
replace the soldering instrument in a tool box after use without 
having to wait for the tip to cool - the -sleeve also protects the 
element in transit. 

The Invader bin, diameter bit model BL 646 retails at £2.37 
and the larger model BL 1076 for £2.47. Both are available 
with a red or blue handle. A wide range of standard copper and 
iron plated long life bits are also available. 

GOODMANS LOUDSPEAKER 
8/1119 
Mullard Ltd., approve and are recommending Goodmans model 
8/1119 for use with their UNILEX audio modules, and are publicising 
this with their booklet "Screwdriver Electronics". 

The Model 8/1119, which also usefully serves as a replacement 
loudspeaker, is available now, supplied with no -solder lead in an 

attractive display pack designed to match Mullard's UNILEX styling. 
Recommended retail price for this speaker is £2.89 including 

Purchase Tax of £0.49. 
The model 8/1119 is an 8 inch full -range loudspeaker with 15 ohm 

impedance and'a magnet with flux density of 10,000 gauss. 
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SIMPLE RECEIVER 
MODIFICATION 

by 
M. J. Powell, B.Sc. (Eng.), GW31JE 

Applying mainly to valve receivers, the idea described here can be fitted as a modification to some sets or as an addition to others. 

HE COMMONEST ITEM OF EQUIPMENT TO BOTH THE 
experimenter and the listener is a receiver. Few 
experimenters do not possess one of some kind and 

to the listener it is the focus of his hobby, whether it be 
a much -modified wartime relic or the latest all -transistor 
Super DX -Sniffer. The idea to be described can greatly 
improve the usefulness of many receivers and also 
increase their flexibility. 

Fig. 1. A commonly encountered headphone 
output circuit 

HT+ 

Blocking 
capacitor 

Tip 

Ring 

Sleeve 
3 - pole 

jack socket 

Fig. 2. A modification to the circuit of Fig. 1. 
A 3 -pole socket with break contacts is now 

added 
A.F. ACCESS 

Briefly, the scheme makes accessible the input to the 
a.f. amplifier section of the receiver and allows a number 
of useful external units to be plugged in when required. 
Fig. i shows a very common method of feeding head- 
phones from a valve receiver. The feed to the grid of the 
a.f. valve (usually the output valve) is broken by the 
insertion of the headphone plug, thus muting the 
loudspeaker and routing the audio signal to the 
headphones. A 2 -pole (unbalanced) socket is normally 
fitted. 
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0.01NF 

11 
IMn1 

MMt 

Input 

(a) 

Earth (screen) 

Output 

c . . 
Earth (screen) 

(b) 

(:Alli BE 

A.F. filter 

To 'diode' input of 

tape recorder or 
to output of 
second receiver 

(c) 

Earth (screen) 

Test terminals 

(d) 

o 
Earth (screen) 

. . 
Morse key 

(e) 

Earth (screen) 

Fig. 3 (a) to (e). Illustrating the facilities offered 
by the modification. These are all described in 

the text 

Receivers having a headphone socket wired in this 
manner may be modified by replacing the existing socket 
with a 3 -pole socket and wiring this as shown in Fig. 2. 
The 3 -pole socket can, also, be added to receivers which 
have alternative headphone output circuits. If the process 
is one of modification only, it is possible that no drilling 
will be required as both types of socket fit the same 
gin. hole, but some cutting may be necessary with some 

types of war -surplus receiver. All the wires needed are 
already connected to the existing socket and only a 
further half -inch of hook-up wire is needed. The live 
feed is connected to the moving 'tip' contact and the 
grid to the moving 'ring' contact. The live feed wire is 
connected at its other end to the existing blocking 
capacitor and it can be found by inspection. The fixed 
'tip' and fixed 'ring' contacts are connected together 
with the half -inch of hook-up wire. Earth (or chassis) is 
connected to the moving 'sleeve' contact as before. This 
completes the changes required when a straightforward 
modification is involved. 

The connections to the new socket are: 'tip', a.f. 
output at high impedance; 'ring', input to an a.f. 
amplifier at high impedance; 'sleeve', earth. 

EXTERNAL UNITS 

A number of useful external units can now be plugged 
into the receiver, as illustrated in Figs. 3(a) to (e). 

1. A simple top -cut tone control, as in Fig.3(a). 
2. An a.f. filter, either fixed or adjustable, as in 

Fig. 3(b). 
3. The a.f. output at the jack socket can be applied to 

a tape recorder, whilst still allowing use of the receiver 
loudspeaker for monitoring. See Fig. 3(c). This will give 
better quality recording than is given by connecting the 
recorder to the receiver loudspeaker terminals. 

4. The output of a second receiver monitoring 
another band or channel can be fed into the receiver for 
reproduction over the receiver loudspeaker. Fig. 3(c) 
applies here as well. 

5. By switching on the b.f.o. and tuning to an un - 
modulated carrier a source of tone (available between 
the jack plug 'tip' and 'sleeve') can be obtained for 
testing or gain measurement. 

6. An a.f. amplifier feeding a loudspeaker is available 
for bench experiments, the testing of gramophone pick- 
ups or microphones, and for a.f. probing. In the last 
case a 0.01µF blocking capacitor should be inserted in 
the non -earthy test lead. See Fig. 3(d). 

7. A morse key for c.w. practice can be plugged in, as 
in Fig. 3(e). The receiver b.f.o. should be turned on for 
this application, as with item 5. 

A.F. CAIN CONTROL 

Most receivers will have their a.f. gain controls fitted 
before the headphone socket, and this will not be avail- 
able for use with item 6, although one could easily be 
provided on the external unit. 

The receiver headphones should now be fitted with a 
3 -pole plug, with the phones connected between 'tip' 
and 'sleeve'. 

All other plugs used with the receiver should be the 
3 -pole' type also. It is sometimes possible to push a 2+ - 

pole plug into a 3 -pole socket but contact is intermittent 
and damage to the socket can result. Items 1 and 2 may 
require headphone operation, in which case a head- 
phone jack socket can be fitted to the external unit 
itself, wired to break the feed to the a.f. amplifier when,a 
plug is inserted. 

Screened wire should be used for all itéms, particular- 
ly for those which feed back into the a.f. amplifier of the 
receiver. 

3 -pole plugs and sockets are available from most 
suppliers of Hi-Fi equipment. 
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Superhet for 144-146 
MHz 

by 
D. F. W. Featherstone 

Intended for the more experienced experimenter, this article 
describes an interesting approach to the reception of v.h.f. a.m. 

signals. 

HIS SUPERHET WAS BUILT FOR LISTENING ON THE 
144-146MHz amateur band. Its actual coverage 

is a little in excess of 120 to 146MHz, which means 
that the 144-146MHz band appears with tuning capaci- 
tor near the minimum capacitance end of its travel. 
Constructors may reduce the coverage by employing 
low values of tuning capacitance but it will probably 
be better to initially build the receiver with the relatively 
wide range and then reduce this, if felt desirable, after 
it has been brought into full working order. 

No attempt was made to produce a particularly 
neat or small receiver, as the prototype was purely 
experimental. Instead, it was made in three bolt -on 
sections comprising r.f. stage and local oscillator, i.f. 

amplifier, and a.f. stage. Even so, the overall size was 
only 12in. by 41in, with a maximum height of 3in. It 
could therefore be housed in a reasonably small case. 
The total current is 20mA, so it is best powered from 
a mains -driven source when possible. It was built 
mainty from the spares box, which indicates that the 
cost of construction can be kept low. 

THE CIRCUIT 

The r.f. and local oscillator stages incorporate 
transistors TRI and TR2, both functioning in the 
common base configuration. Seé Figs. I and 2. The 
value of R 1 gives reasonable matching for 7552 coaxial 

Aerial 
coaxial 
socket C1 

bce 000 

BC 1688 

Lead -outs 

Fig. 1. The r.f. amplifier stage of the receiver 

C9 

C8 

TR2 

BC 1688 

VC2 

+ 9V 

C10 

ill.--,. C 

TC1 

Fig. 2. The oscillator circuit.. 

o 
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cable from a dipole or quarter -wave aerial. The supply current to the r.f. stage is decoupled by R3 and C4, and that to the oscillator by R6 and C9. The values of C4 and C9 are fairly critical as they form part of the associated tuned circuit. The tuned circuit for TRI is given by Ll and VC1 plus C3 and C4. A secondary coil, L2, couples the signal from TRI to the mixer via C5. 
The local oscillator has a circuit somewhat similar to that of the r.f. stage, with positive feedback from the tapping on L3 applied to the emitter of TR2 via C8. Both the outputs from the r.f. stage and the oscillator are fed to the mixer in the manner shown in Fig. 3. The pairs A and B, and C and D, each consist of parallel wires about fin to lin. apart, and each having a run of about 21-ín. They are earthed to the braiding of a piece of coaxial cable about lin. long, which takes their common connection up to the base of the mixer transistor, which is mounted under the i.f. chassis. The short length of coaxial cable provides screening and improyes stability. 

The circuit of the mixer and i.f. amplifier is very simple, and is given in Fig. 4. Again, the supply to individual stages is decoupled, the decoupling com- ponents being R8 and C11, R10 and 04, and R12 and C18. The diode detector develops the audio signal 

Grommet 

Tag strip 

Coaxial cable 

I.F. section 

Fig. 3. Practical detail illustrating the manner in which the r.f. amplifier and oscillator are coupled to the mixer transistor in the i.f. 
section of the receiver 

B,D 

A,C o 

TR3 

C14 

1 

ST 140 

RIO 

13 16 

CI5 

12 

CI8 

17 C20 

1FT2 

TR4 

ST 140 

C19 

IFT3 
r 

021 

R13 

+9V 

C24 

output 

TR5 

BC 1680 
C22 

D1 
NM 
ow 

me I=eR14 
0A81 + C23 

O 

C 

ST 140 

Lead -outs 

Fig. 4 . The if. amplifier. All the i.f. transformers are home -wound 
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A.F. input 

R15 

C25 

TR6 

2N706 

R16 

R17 

C27 

R19 

R20 

RIS C26 R21 

+9V 

C29 

To phone 

TR7 

2N706 

C28 

o 

2N706 
Lead -outs 

Fig. 5. A suitable a.f. amplifier 

across R14. This signal can then be passed to the a.f. 
amplifier of Fig. 5 for earphone output, or to a more 
powerful amplifier if a loudspeaker is to be used. In 
the i.f. amplifier it may be necessary to vary the values 
of the bias resistors to suit the particular transistors 
employed. These resistors are R7', R9 and R11. Their 
values should be such that the voltage drop across the 
associated decoupling resistor (R8, RIO and R12 
respectively) is around 1 to 1.5 volts. 

COMPONENTS 

In the prototype the tuning capacitor, VC1 and VC2, 
was salvaged from a transistor medium -wave and v.h.f. 
f.m. radio. It has two gangs for v.h.f. and two for 
medium -wave, and the v.h.f. sections only were em- 
ployed in the receiver with the other sections earthed 
to the chassis. The capacitor also had two v.h.f. 
trimmers, but it was found that keeping both in circuit 

The prototype receiver. The r.f. and oscillator 
section is to the front. 

resulted in instability, and only the one in the oscillator 
section was retained. This is TCI in Fig. 2. Equivalent 
results would be given by a 10 + 10pF 2 -gang capacitor 
with a small 10pF air -spaced concentric trimmer in 
the TC1 position. 

The BC168B transistors specified for TRI, TR2 and 
TR5 are available from Amatronix Ltd., 396 Selsdon 
Road, South Croydon, Surrey, CR2 ODE. 

Output transformer Tl can be any small type such 
as the Eagle LT700. It couples into a low impedance 
earphone. 

The coils are home -wound. LI and L2 can be 
wound on Denco formers Ref. 450, each fitted with a 
Denco tag -ring Ref. 6LT/2 for anchoring the wire 
ends. These coils are not screened and do not have dust 
cores. LI consists of 3 turns and L2 of U turns. L3 
has 3> turns, tapped at 2 turn from the R6 end, and L4 
has 11 turns. Spacing is wire width for L2 and L4, 
and twice wire width for LI and L3. A suitable wire 
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Tag -ring 

COMPONENTS 
Resistors 

(All fixed values f watt 10%) 
Rl 15052 
R2 470kû 
R3 1kû 
R4 39052 
R5 47kS2 
R6 1kû 
R7 100k1) (see text) 
R8 1kû 
R9 100kû (see text) 
R10 1kû 
R11 220k9 (see text) 
R12 1kû 
R13 1.2kû 
R14 10kû 
R15 75kû 
R1"6 22kû 
R17 4.7kû 
R18 1kû 
R19 22kû 
R20 8.2162 
R21 27012 
VR1 20kû potentiometer, log 

Capacitors 
Cl 100pF ceramic 
C2 5,000pF ceramic 
C3 4.7pF ceramic (see text) 
C4 200pF ceramic 
C5 10pF ceramic 
C6 5,000pF ceramic 
C7 5,000pF ceramic 
C8 6.8pF ceramic 
C9 100pF ceramic 
C10 8.2pF ceramic 
CII 0.05µF plastic foil 
C12 47pF ± 1pF silvered mica 
C13 47pF f 1pF silvered mica 
C14 0.05µF plastic foil 
C15 0.05µF plastic foil 
C16 47pF f 1pF silvered mica 
C17 47pF f 1pF silvered mica 
C18 0.05µF plastic foil 
C19 0.05µF plastic foil 
C20 47pF ± 1pF silvered mica 
C21 ' 47pF ± 1pF silvered mica 
C22 100pF ceramic 
C23 500pF ceramic 
C24 4µF electrolytic, 4 V.Wkg. 
C25 4µF electrolytic, 4 V.Wkg. 
C26 10µF electrolytic, 6 V.Wkg. 
C27 4µF electrolytic, 10 V.Wkg. 
C28 20µF electrolytic, 6 V.Wkg. 
C29 50µF electrolytic, 10 V.Wkg. 
VC1 VC2 2 -gang capacitor (see text) 
TC1 Trimmer (see text) 

Inductors 
See text for details of all inductors. 

Semiconductors 
TR1 BC168B 
TR2 BC168B 
TR3 ST140 
TR4 ST 140 

TR5 
TR6 
TR7 
D1 

BC168B 
2N706 
2N706 
OA81 

Fig. 6. General appearance of the r.f. and 
oscillator coils 

for all windings is 20 s.w.g. enamelled. A general view of the coils is given in Fig. 6. 
The i.f. transformers may be wound on Denco formers Ref. 5007/4PL fitted with insulated top plate Denco Ref. 5001 and screened by Denco screening cans Ref. 5. This type of can is larger than would normally be employed with the former Ref. 5007/4PL and ensures that the inside surface of the can does not too closely approach the transformer windings. Each winding consists of 22 turns of 26 s.w.g. enamelled wire, close -wound with a tap at 5 turns from the earthy end. The earthy ends of each winding are on the inside (i.e. closer to the other winding) and the spacing be- tween windings is 5/16in. See Fig. 7 All windings are tuned by 47pF close -tolerance silvered mica capaci- tors, which are situated inside the cans. Each winding has a standard 6mm. dust core. 

Chassis dimensions and layout are left to the con- structor, who may prefer to adopt a more conventional approach than that used by the author. For interest, the basic layout of i.f. stages in the prototype is given in Fig. 8. The components are above the chassis in the r.f. and oscillator section, and below the chassis in the i.f. section. LI, L2 and L3, L4 are mounted at right angles to each other. C6 is mounted in the r.f. and oscillator section. In the i.f. section it is advisable to use one earthing point for all the components of each stage, and to avoid cramping the components too much so that each component can be placed near the chassis. 
Top plate 

Support wires - 
Primary 

Tapping point 

Secondary 

. 
n 

II 

Tapping point 

5/16 

Fig. 7. All three i.f. transformers are wound in 
the same manner. Also included in each 
can are two 47pF silvered mica capacitors 

(not shown here) 

ALIGNMENT 

Once construction has been completed, circuit checks 
and alignment can be carried out. Current consumption 
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A.F.stages 

TR3 `--z-- 

o 
WTI 

TR4 

IFT2 

TR5 

o 
IFT3 

R.F. and 
oscillator 
stages 

Fig. 8. Stage layout of the i.f. section. All com- 
ponents except the i.f. transformers are 

below the chassis 

from the 9 volt supply should be around 2OmA. If the 
amplifier of Fig. 5 has been incorporated, a finger 
applied to the non -earthy end of V R l track should 
produce a hum at a readily audible level. 

The i.f. stages are next aligned, with the aid of a 
modulated signal generator. Alignment maybe carried 
out aurally or, preferably, by connecting a testmeter 
switched to read 50µA full-scale across R14. Final 
adjustments should be made with the signal generator 
attenuator adjusted such that a low audio output is 
given or\ such that the testmeter indicates about 5µA. 
The signal generator output is applied, via a capacitor 
of around 300pF, to the base of TR5 for tuning IFT3, 
next to the base of TR4 for tuning IFT2, and then to 
the base of TR3 for tuning IFTI. With the signal 
generator coupled to the base of TR3, all the i.f. 
transformers are also given a final trim. The i.f. trans- 
formers are designed to operate at I0.7MHz, but the 
actual final frequency is not critical and may be any- 
where between 10 and I1.5 M Hz. The frequency 
should be one at which the transformers offer a good 
performance. 

The oscillator stage comes next and this should be 
adjusted such that the 144-146MHz band appears near 
the low -capacitance end of the travel of the tuning 
capacitor. This adjustment is carried out with the aid 
of TC 1. 

The r:l. stage is next adjusted. Tune in a signal at or 
near 144 to 146MHz and bring a small dust core in 
line with LI, L2. If signal strength increases, the value 
of C3, needs to be made larger. If the dust core causes 
the signal strength to decrease, reduce the value of C3 
and check again. When it is felt that the value for C3 
is about correct, `rock' the tuning capacitor back and 
forth through the signal, adjusting TCI slowly until 
the signal is received at maximum strength. 

ROAD 
by 

D.P. Newton, B.Sc. 

ENGLISH WINTERS CANNOT BE SAID TO BE SEVERE, 
and even a midwinter's day may be mild and 
several degrees above freezing. In many countries 

with colder climates the weather can be ,said to be 
less of a problem than ours as large fluctuations are 
not the rule. Here, these fluctuations are a hazard in 
themselves. Driving in daylight may present no prob- 
lems but, as evening approaches, the temperature can 
drop rapidly and any.thin film. of water present on the 
road turn to ice. Those who drive for long periods of 
time may begin their journeys in comparative warmth, 
drive for, some time in heated compartments and then 
fail to notice the rapid change and the ensuing danger. 

r 

'Make on FALL' 

Inside car 

PLI 

T[1] 
----- 

Thermostat 

SI 

BI 
9V 

J 

Fig. i The simple circuit employed for the warn- 
ing device 
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-ICE 

WARN/NG 
A device which forewarns the driver of the presence of road -ice 

TEMPERATURE WARNING 

A warning of a fall in temperature is useful and a 
detector need not be too complex to make. Fig. 1 shows 
the circuit of an adjustable thermostat which operates 
a warning light as " the temperature falls below a 
predetermined level. 

S1 is the operating switch, T the thermostat connected 
in the 'make on fäll' mode, whilst S2 is a push-button 
testing switch to guard against failure of battery or bulb. 
Naturally, the device could be operated from the 12V 
car battery, in which case a suitable bulb would replace 
PLI. Since many users may wish to remove the device 
for the eight ice -free months of the year, the circuit 
shown is more suitable. 

MOUNTING 

Some care must be taken in mounting the detector. 
The thermostat is best fitted remote from the engine and 
radiator, but it must be accessible to the cold air 
outside the car. There are various possibilities, such as 
window mounting, as with parking lights, or mounting 
behind a bumper. One successful method used.by the 
author was to place the thermostat in the car boot near 
a drain -hole, remove the plug and insert a rubber tube 
to deflect air forward as shown in .Fig. 2. 

COMPONENTS 
Thermostat 
T Teddington Room Thermostat (see text) 
Lamp 
PLI 9V bulb and holder (see text) 
Switches 
S1 s.p.s.t. toggle 
S2 push-button 
Battery 
B1 9V battery (see text) 

To interior 

Rubber tube 

Rear bumper 

Drain hole 

Fig. 2 How the thermostat was installed in the 
writer's car 

SETTING THE THERMOSTAT 

Adjustment, is made by means of a knob on the case 
side. The thermostat is detecting air temperature which 
can be,about 5 or 6°C' above road surface temperature 
so it must be set to operate at say 6°C. Watch for a 
day when the temperature is falling and adjust the 
thermostat to operate at ambient temperatures to suit 
the requirements of the driver. 

Together with common sense, this device should prove 
to be a useful aid. 

COMPONENTS 

If any difficulty is experienced in obtaining a 9V bulb, 
a 6V bulb may be employed instead, with a consequent 
change in battery voltage. 

The thermostat is a Teddington Room Thermostat, 
0-15°C, Model A4, Code ZG, and is available by mail- 
order from London Wholesale Warehouse, 165-169 
Queens Road, Peckham, S.E.15. ' 
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DIODE AND HEATER TESTER 

by 
T. Samuel 

A low-cost servicing aid with a surprisingly large number of 
applications. 

ANY BUSY SERVICE WORKSHOPS HAVE ON HAND A 
home-made continuity tester for checking valve 
heaters. Testers of this nature employ a series 

combination of battery, resistor and milliammeter, these 
being connected to the most commonly used heater pin 
tags of several valveholders, and they are particularly 
useful for finding an open -circuit heater in a TV series 
heater chain. Each valve in the chain is inserted in the 
appropriate valveholder, whereupon the milliammeter 

' at once indicates whether or not its heater is continuous. 
This check is much quicker and far less fiddling than the 
alternative procedure of holding testmeter prods against 
the heater pins of individual valves in turn. 

B9A 

valveholder 

o 
MI 

O- ImA 

Continuity test 
terminals 

Diode test 
terminals 

S1 positions : I - normal 
2 - reverse 

Fig. 1. The circuit of the continuity tester. The 
additional circuitry resulting from adding switch 
S1 and the four test terminals a/lows the tester to 
check diodes, to measure resistance, and to 

test for continuity 

166 

DIODE TEST 

Fig. I shows the basic heater test circuit. Here, pins 
4 and 5 of a B9A valveholder and pins 3 and 4 of a 
B7G valveholder are coupled into the series continuity 
test circuit given by battery BI, resistors R1 and R2 
and 0-1mA meter M1. As was just explained, valves 
to be tested are inserted in either the B7G or B9A 
valveholder, whereupon the meter gives an indication 
if the valve heater is continuous and no indication if the 
heater is open -circuit. There are a few B7G and B9A 
valve types whose heaters do not appear at the pins 
indicated, but one soon learns to look out for these 
when using the heater tester, and to then check against 
their heater pins with the testmeter prods. 

The tester of Fig. 1 offers further facilities, since the 
test circuit also couples via switch SI to two sets of test 
terminals. The first of these are the Diode Test Ter- 
minals. The Diode Test Terminals are used for checking 
germanium or silicon diodes of any type. If the polarity 
of the diode being checked is known it is applied to the 
terminals with its cathode (+) end to the positive 
terminal. If it is a good germanium diode the meter will 
then give an indication of around 0.97mA. If it is a good 
silicon diode the meter will read about 0.93mA. SI is 
then put to the `Reverse' position. A good germanium 
diode will cause either no deflection or a slight deflection 
in the meter, the latter being a measure of the leakage 
resistance in the diode. A good silicon diode should 
cause no deflection at all. If the device is a zener diode 
with a zener voltage lower than 9 volts, the meter will 
give a reading corresponding to the zener voltage 
dropped in the diode at the current flowing. Thus, a 
diode offering 6.3 volts ze r voltage at the current 
flowing in the circuit will dive a reading of around 
0.3mA. This is because the diode allows only 2.7 volts 
to be applied to the effective voltmeter given by M1, Ri 
and R2 whereupon, since the full-scale deflection of this 
voltmeter corresponds to 9 volts, it gives a reading 
of 2.7/9 of f.s.d. A small table, such as that given in 
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Meter 
reading 

(mA) 

Voltmeter' 
(RI,R2,M1) 

voltage 

Zener 
diode 

voltage 

0.1 0-9 8-1 

0.2 1.8 7-2 

0.3 2-7 6.3 

0-4 3.6 5.4 

0.5 4.5 4.5 

0.6 5.4 3-6 

0.7 6.3 2.7 

0.8 7.2 - 
0.9 8.1 - 
1.O 9.0 - 

Fig. 2. Table showing meter readings for different 
zener diode voltages, the latter appearing in the 
third column. The zener diode voltages are 
equal to 9 volts minus the voltage in the centre 

column 

Fig. 2, enables the meter readings to be translated to 
volts for evaluating zener diode performance. 

If, when Si is put to the `Reverse' position with a 
diode connected the meter continues to show a reading 
near (or at) f.s.d., the diode under test is shoat -circuited 
and should be discarded. The operator's fingers should, 
incidentally, be kept away from the Diode Test Ter- 
minals when the switch is in the `Reverse' position, as 
they may cause excessively high leakage current 
indications to be given. 

The tester is particularly useful for checking the 
polarity and serviceability of unknown `surplus' 
diodes. If a diode, when connected, causes little or no 
reading with Si at the `Normal' position but gives a 
reading in excess of 9.2mA when SI is in the `Reverse' 
position, it is a serviceable diode with its cathode 
connected to the negative Diode Test Terminal. The 
tester will also indicate whether the diode is a ger- 
manium or silicon device by the magnitude of the meter 
reading which is given when the diode conducts. 

RESISTANCE TEST 

The Continuity Test Terminals also appear after 
switch SI, and these may have two test leads and prods 
fitted to them, whereupon standard continuity tests can 
be carried out in normal fashion. The prods may also 
be used to give an accurate measurement of resistance, 
using the conversion chart given in Fig. 3. If, when the 

test prods are applied to a component, the meter gives a 
reading of 0.75mA, the chart indicates that that 
component has a resistance of 3k12. It should be 
pointed out that this chart is only accurate when battery 
B1 gives 9 volts, and should not be relied upon if the 
battery voltage falls considerably below this level. As a 
further point, the continuity test prods can be used to 
check a germanium or silicon diode whilst it is connected 
in a working circuit, provided that the circuit in which 
the diode"appears does not allow current to flow when 
the test prods are applied with reverse polarity. 

METER READING 

(mA) 

O4 

0-3 

02 

I0 -0 
500n 

0-9 Ikn 

0.8 2kn 

3kn 

0-7 Z 4kn 

t 5kn 
6kn 

r 7kn - 8kn 
O-5 9kn - 10 kn 

- 12kn 

I4kn 
16 kA 

201cn 

25kn - 30kn 

06 

50kn - 60kn 
0I - 

8O 100kn 

o - 

RESISTANCE 

Fig. 3. Chart indicating resistance values corres- 
ponding to meter readings 

The components for the tester can all be housed in a 
small wooden case, with the meter, the two valve - 
holders, SI and R2 mounted on the front panel. SI 
may be a d.p.d.t. toggle switch, but it is preferable to 
use a d.p.d.t. push-button if this can be obtained, the 
push-button being in the `Normal' position when 
released. R2 is fitted with a pointer knob. Before each 
testing session is commenced, R2 is adjusted to give 
f.s.d. in the meter when the two continuity test prods 
are short-circuited together. 

BACK NUMBERS 

For the benefit of new readers we would draw attention to our back number service. 
We retain past issues for a period of two years and we can, occasionally, supply copies more than two years 
old. The cost is the cover price stated on the issue, plus 6p postage. 
Before undertaking any constructional project described in a back issue, it must be borne in mind that 
components readily available at the time of publication may no longer be so. 
We regret that we are unable to supply photo copies of articles where an issue is not available. 
Libraries and members of local radio clubs can often be very helpful where an issue is not available for sale. 
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INTEGRATED CIS 

HE VEROBOARD PROJECT TO BE DESCRIBED IN THIS 
article is an integrated circuit a.f. amplifier offering 
an output in excess of 300 mW. It is intended for 

coupling to a 3 Q loudspeaker. The input impedance 
of the amplifier is 50k 0 and it is primarily suited 
for use as an amplifier following the diode detector of a 
transistor radio tuner. In fact, it offers the same level of 
amplification as do the a.f. stages, from diode detector to 
speaker, of a standard transistor radio receiver. It can be 
coupled to the output of the Radio 2 tuner which is 
described elsewhere this month, whereupon the two units 
form a complete receiver which is capable of driving a 
loudspeaker. The amplifier may also be coupled to a 
crystal or ceramic pick-up cartridge. 

INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 

The integrated circuit employed in the amplifier 
is the R.C.A. CA3020. This is in a T05 -type can and has 
12 lead -outs equi -spaced in a circle. The amplifier is fed 
by a 9 volt battery, from which it draws a quiescent 
current of slightly in excess of 20mA. The current rises, 
in usual Class B fashion, on a.f. peaks. 

To understand how the amplifier works it is first of 
all necessary to quickly examine the internal circuit of 
the CA3020. This is illustrated in Fig. 1. The input to 

10 
o 

Designed around the readily avail 
amplifier is built up on the free VI 
It offers a high level of perform 

ponents are needed in 

n 

RIO 

RI1 

DI 

02 

D 
+ 

R3 

Q3 

12 

The i.c. a.f. amplifier. Few components are re- 
quired external to the integrated circuit Fig. 1. Internal circuitry of the 
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ITEGRATED CIRCUIT 

SCRIBED IN THIS 
Implifier offering 

is intended for 
input impedance 
primarily suited 
ode detector of a 
the same level of 
diode detector to 
eceiver. It can be 

tuner which is 
pon the two units 
able of driving a 
be coupled to a 

in the amplifier 
type can and has 
e amplifier is fed 
aws a quiescent 
The current rises, 

Irks it is first of 
Bernal circuit of 
1. The input to 

e 
Lb 

nents are re- 
ed circuit 

Designed around the readily available R.C.A. CA3020 i.c., this a 
amplifier is built up on the free Veroboard presented this mom It offers a high level of performance, and relatively few col 

ponents are needed in its construction. 

RIO 

10 
O 

D2 

12 

R6 

R9 

2 

Fig. 1. Internal circuitry of the CA3020 integrated circuit 
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RCUIT AMPI 
ailable R.C.A. CA3020 i.c., this a.f. 
Veroboard presented this month. 
rmance, and relatively few com- 
in its construction. 

R6 

R9 

2 

"the CA3020 integrated circuit 

IFIER 

COMPONENTS 

Resistors 
RI 470k0 i watt miniature 10% 
R2 2700 4 watt miniature 10% . 

VR1 5kí2 miniature skeleton preset potentiometer 
(Home Radio Cat. No. VR100B) or standard 
potentiometer, log. track. 

Capacitors 
(All non -electrolytic capacitors Mullard Miniature Foil 
type C280) 
Cl 1µF. 
C2 0.1µF. 
C3 0.01µF. 
C4 1µF. 
C5 125µF 10V Wkg., Mullard Miniature electrolytic. 

Transformer 
Tl Output transformer type T/T2 (R.S. Components) 

Integrated Circuit 
ICI Integrated circuit type CA3020 (R.C.A.). 

Miscellaneous 
Veroboard, 0.15 in. matrix, 7 strips by 16 holes. 
30 speaker. 
9 volt battery. 
Flexible screened cable. 

The integrated circuit amplifier, photographed 
from the other side of the board 
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theic. amplifying section proper appears at terminal 3, 
which couples to the base of transistor Q2. This tran- 
sistor and Q3 form a differential pair. If the base of Q3, 
at terminal 2, is held at earth potential for a.f., Q2 and 
Q3 provide phase -splitting. Their collectors are coupled 
to two driver transistors, Q4 and Q5, the latter coupling, 
in turn, to the output transistors Q6 and Q7. Negative 
feedback, both at d.c. and at a.f., is provided by way of 
R5 and R7. The output transistors should feed, at 
terminals 4 and 7, into a load of approximately 1300. 

The input impedance at terminal 3 is 7000 only. 
Since this is too low for most applications a separate 
emitter follower, QI, is included in the i.c. package. An 
input may then be fed in at terminal 10, and an output 
taken from terminal 1 for application to terminal 3. 
The input impedance at terminal 10 is the 50kO figure 
mentioned earlier. 

In the Veroboard amplifier the CA3020 appears in 
the circuit shown in Fig. 2. Here, the input signal is 
applied via Cl to terminal 10, whereupon it reappears, 
at lower impedance, at terminal 1. After passing through. 
the volume control circuit around VRI, the signal is fed 
to terminal 3 and, thus, to the main amplifying section 
of the CA3020. The output, from terminals 4 and 7 feed 
a 6.6:1 centre -tapped output transformer which, when a 
30 speaker is connected to its secondary, presents a 
calculated primary impedance of 1310 

Terminal 2 of the i.c. is taken to the negative supply 
line via the large -value capacitor C4. This holds the base 
of Q3, inside the i.c., at earth potential for audio fre- 
quencies. The emitters of Q6 and Q7, at terminals 5 and 
6, connect directly to the negative supply line, as also 
does terminal 12. Terminals 9 and 8 connect to the 
positive supply line. No connection is made to terminal 
11. 

A high value electrolytic capacitor, C5, connects 
across the supply lines. This prevents distortion which 
would otherwise occur if the internal resistance of the 
supply battery were to rise to a high value as it aged. 

As will be seen, the overall amplifier circuit requires 
very few components as compared with an amplifier 
of similar performance incorporating discrete semi- 
conductor components. It is desirable for the two 1µF 
capacitors, Cl and C4, to be non -electrolytic types. 
These are Mullard Miniature Foil capacitors type C280, 

and they can be accommodated quitecomfortably on the 
Veroboard. C2 and C3 are also type C280, whilst C5 is 
a Mullard Miniature electrolytic. (The Home Radio 
Cat. Nos. are 2EJ04 for the 1µF capacitors, 2EH49 for 
0.1 µF, 2EH43 for 0.01µF and 2CH60 for the 12511F capa- 
citor.) The two fixed resistors are miniature watt 
components of the same type as are employed in the 
other Veroboard projects described this month. VR1 
may, as in the prototype illustrated, be a miniature 
preset skeleton potentiometer (Home Radio Cat. No. 
VR100B), or it can be an external standard -size knob - 
operated log track potentiometer mounted separate 
from the board and coupled to it by short leads. The. 
choice here rests with the constructor. 

CONSTRUCTION 

Before commencing details of construction the reader 
is warned that the threading of the CA3020 lead -outs 
through the appropriate holes in the Veroboard is 
rather a ticklish task, especially for those who are not 
used to carrying out fine work. If the instructions to be 
given shortly are followed carefully, the i.c. lead -outs 
can be fitted correctly in less than a minute or two, but 
the operation does require both care and concentration. 

The component and copper sides of the Veroboard 
are illustrated in Fig. 3, and the first operation entails 
cutting the strips at holes C3, C13, D8, D14, E3, E8, 
Ell, F8, F14, G4 and G8. 

The next process consists of fitting the integrated 
circuit. This is mounted before any other parts because 
the surface of the board is then uncluttered and easier 
to work on. The only tools required are a small pocket 
screwdriver having a narrow blade and a rule graduated 
in tenths of an inch. Pliers are not needed because none 
of the i.c. lead -outs is bent abruptly. Apart from lead - 
out 11, they are all eased to the positions required. 

The i.c. should be held, as in Fig. 4(a), with the lead - 
outs towards the reader and with the locating lug at 
the left. Lead -out 12 is exactly in line with the lug, with 
lead -outs 1, 2, 3, etc., following it in clockwise order. 
(If any doubt exists, lead -out 12 is connected internally 
to the i.e. can and may be verified by checking with an 
ohmmeter.) Gently bend lead 11 so that it projects 
outwards. No connection is made to this lead -out and 

Fig. 2. The complete inte- 
grated circuit a.f. amplifier 

0 
012 35o 

012 6o 
°II10 8 

0 ó 0 

CA3020 
Lead -outs 

+9V 

O 

G C5 
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C1 

lo 

ICI lead -out II 

8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 
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TI 
speak er 

o I 9V+ 
° 

e 
,__---z 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 

C .(o 0000.00.01( o ) o o 

D o o o o() o o o(o) 
E (o) (o( ) 

F o o ( o ) o ( o ) 

o(o) 00000 000 

Fig. 3. The component and copper sides of the 
amplifier board 

it does not pass through the board. When bent outward 
it provides a useful `marker' for identifying the re- 
maining lead -outs. Next, gently splay out the remaining 
lead -outs so that their ends take up, approximately, the 

positions shown in Fig. 4(a). The ends then conform 
with the hole positions in the Veroboard through which 
the wires will pass. Note that lead -outs 5 and 6 will both 
pass through a single hole, as will lead -outs 8 and 9. 

Next examine Figs. 4(b) and (c). Fig. 4(b) shows the 
i.c. connections below the board whilst Fig. 4(c) 
illustrates the connections above. As will be noted, the 
i.c. lead -outs straddle vertical line 8, with the exception 
of lead -out 3 which passes through hole C8. Working 
from Fig. 4(c) and keeping the flat top of the i.c. 
parallel with the plane of the board, apply the i.c. 
lead -out ends very lightly to the non -copper side of the 
board, which should be spaced off from the surface of 
the bench. Once again, lead -out 11 proves helpful here 
and acts as a ̀ marker'. The lead -out ends should already 
be in approximately the correct positions for the holes 
through which they will pass. Gently ease into their 
holes the lead -outs which first come into contact with 
the board, these being lead -outs 1, 12, 7, 5 and 6. Help 
these into their holes with the aid of the screwdriver 
blade. Then bring the i.c. body fractionally closer to 
the board, easing in lead -outs 10, 8, 9, 4 and 2. With all 
these lead -outs in their correct holes, the i.c. is brought 
fractionally closer again and lead -out 3 is finally passed 
through its hole. As soon as every lead -out has been 
passed through its correct hole, bend over the ends of 
lead -out 1 (or 12) and 7 (or 5, 6) on the copper side of 
the board so that the i.c. is prevented from coming out 
again. 

An important point to bear in mind whilst carrying 
out the insertion of the i.c. lead -outs is that at no time 
must the i.c. body be pressed down so hard that one 
of the lead -outs gets bent. The i.c. case should be held 
down with feather -light pressure. The final spacing 
between the upper surface of the board and the under 
surface of the i.c. body is such that just sufficient of 
lead -out 3 passes through hole C8 to enable a satis- 
factory solder joint to be achieved at this point. 

ó150 
2 

1 C 50D 
L% 1.( E 

II 
12 

F 
/ 7- 

0.15° 
(no connection) G 

10 8,9 

O3 
(a) 

6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 

(b) 

15 16 

o 0 010 ó890 o 0 
II 

F o 0 o 7o o 0 

Eo 0 0 0 1 0 0 
5,6 

0 0 0,2 40 0 

C \o 0 0 0 3 0 0 o 

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

(c) 

Fig. 4 (a). Before insertion, the lead -outs of the i.c. are gently splayed out so that their ends take up 
approximately the positions shown here 

(b). Connections on the copper side of the board for both the i.c. and the output transformer 
(c). Integrated circuit lead -outs above the board 
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All the i.c. lead -outs may now be soldered to the 
appropriate copper strips. 

Next, take up transformer TI and refer to Fig. 4(b). 
This diagram also shows the connection points for Tl 
primary and secondary. First, bend out the mounting 
lugs of this transformer and then check that it can be 
fitted to the board by passing its primary spills through 
holes D12, E12 and F12 and its secondary spills through 
holes DI5 and F15. It will probably be found that it is 
necessary for the spills to be bent in slightly to enable 
them to pass through the appropriate holes. Pass the 
spills through the Veroboard holes just sufficiently far 
to. enable satisfactory solder joints to be made, then 
solder all five spills to the appropriate copper strips. 

Secondary of last 
I.F. transformer 

Pick-up 

(a) 

2.2 Mn 

To amplifier input 

To receiver 
A.F. stages 

To amplifier input 

47kn 

(b) 

27kn 

Tuner 
output 5,000 

pF 

(c) 

Amplifier 
input 

Fig. 5 (a). The amplifier may be temporarily 
connected to a transistor a.m. radio in 

the manner shown here 
(b). A suitable method of coupling a 

crystal or ceramic pick-up to the 
amplifier 

(c). The BBC 2 tuner unit described else- 
where this month may be coupled to 
the amplifier by way of the filter show.) 

here 

The transformer is not pushed up tight against the 
Veroboard and it will be held quite securely by the 
solder joints at its spill ends. Take care, whilst handling 
the transformer, not to damage the fine winding wire 
which connects to the upper ends of the spills. . 

For the rest bf the assembly we return to Fig. 3. Fit 
an insulated link wire between holes G16 and E16, 
positioning this so that hole F16 is left clear. Similarly 
fit an insulated link wire between F6 and A6, leaving 
access free to hole D6. Fit insulated links between G10 
and B10, and between E10 and A10. Fit R1, C2 and C3, 
then R2 (vertical) and C5 (vertical). The positive 
lead -out of C5 connects at hole B9. 

If the preset skeleton potentiometer volume control 
is to be used, fit and solder its central slider tag to hole 
Cl. Its two outside tags then project over the edge of 
the board. Using thin bare wire and following Fig. 3, 
connect one of the outside tags to hole El and the other 
to hole A2. Ensure that there is no risk of short-circuit 
between the outside tags and the ends of strips B and D. 
Should an external standard potentiometer be used, 
connect its slider to hole Cl, .the outside tag at the 
minimum volume end of its track (spindle fully anti- 
clockwise) to the hole A2 and the other outside tag to 
hole El. An external volume control should be con- 
nected to the board with short leads. The skeleton 
potentiometer mounted on the board gives full volume, 
incidentally, when it is rotated fully anti -clockwise. 

Next fit Cl and C4. Their positions are best adjudged 
from the photographs since, for clarity, Fig. 3 shows 
them displaced slightly outwards. At this stage, check 
that lead -out 11 of the CA3020 is not making contact 
with any other wire or conductor. There is plenty of 
space for this lead -out to project sideways and there is 
no necessity to cut it off. 

Take up a length of screened cable and connect its 
central wire to hole GI and its braiding to Fl. Connect 
the two speaker wires to F16 and D16, the positive 
supply wire to B16 and the negative supply wire to A16. 

Assembly is now complete and, after a visual check, 
the amplifier may be tried out, preferably with the output 
from a tuner unit. If a superhet transistor radio is 
available, a suitable input signal may be obtained by 
temporarily connecting the screened cable to its volume 
control in the manner shown in Fig. 5(a). A crystal or 
ceramic pick-up has to be connected to the amplifier 
by way of a matching attenuator circuit, a suitable 
example being given in Fig. 5(b). 

The amplifier may be employed with the Radio 2 
tuner which is also described this month. However, the 
integrated circuit offers greater gain to r.f. signals than 
does a conventional a.f. amplifier and it is necessary to 
insert a filter between the two units. Otherwise, the 
small level of r.f. present in the tuner output receives 
excessive amplification by the integrated circuit and 
distortion results. A suitable filter circuit is illustrated in 
Fig. 5(c). In most instances it will be possible to operate 
the tuner and the amplifier from the same battery, and 
this can be done by connecting the two positive battery 
leads together. The tuner negative battery lead need not 
then connect into circuit because it will receive its 
negative supply via the braiding of the screened leads 
joining the tuner output to the amplifier input. In 
instances where the tuner receives a weak signal and the 
amplifier gain control has to be turned to a high level 
it may be found that the lack of decoupling between 
the two results in slight distortion. Under such cir- 
cumstances the two units require separate batteries. in 
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Trade News . .. 
FLAME RETARDENT CASE FOR TV 
The need to build safety into 

television sets at every possible 
level is being increasingly 
recognised. A hazard demand- 
ing particular attention is fire, 
and components enclosed in 
flame retardent cases make a 
valuable contribution to fire 
prevention. A typical example 
is ITT's TAU 40 delay line for 
colour television. 

This miniature glass delay 
line is used to eliminate colour 
distortion in PAL colour 
receivers. It has been approved 
by major colour television 
manufacturers throughout 
Europe and is in large scale 
production at ITT Compo- 
nents Group Europe's Quartz 
Crystal Division at Harlow, 
Essex. 

The TAU 40 meets all 
manufacturers, specifications 

and is in a specially -designed 
flame retardent encapsulation. 
In the device an electrical 
signal is transformed into a 
mechanical vibration through 
a transducer. 

The mechanical vibration 
passes through a 1 mm thick 
piece of glass, is reflected five 
times and then passes out 
through another transducer as 
an electrical signal. The signal 
takes exactly 63,943 µs to 
travel through the glass. 

Weighing only 17g com- 
pared to its 120g predecessor, 
the TAU 40 is also only one 
tenth the volume of the prev- 
ious model of delay line. 

For further information 
contact ITT Components 
Group Europe, Quartz Crystal 
Division, Edinburgh Way, 
Harlow, Essex. 

DELAY LINE 

SOLID -DIELECTRIC DIODES 

a. 

Solidev Ltd., have just announced the types BF4, BF5 and 
BF6 solid -dielectric diodes in their "Solitrode" series of 
rectifiers. The three types provide current ratings of 1, 2 and 
3 A and are each available in eight versions for peak -inverse- . voltages of 50 to 1200V, and they can withstand current 
surges as high as 40, 60 and 80 A (of 8.3-msec duration). 

The devices exhibit a leakage current at the rated p.i.v. of 
only 5µA at 25°C, derating to 100 µA at 100°C. Fan cooling 
at 25`C can increase the maximum average d.c. current 
ratings from 1 to 1.5 A, 2 to 3 A and 3 to 4.5 A. 

The Solitrode diodes are available in stud packages 
measuring less than 6.5 mm (0.25 in.) long by 3.5 mm (0.14 
in.) in diameter and fitted with silver leads. 

Further details from: Solidev Ltd., Tubs Hill House, 
North Entrance, London Road, Sevenoaks, Kent. 

COUTANT ELECTRONICS EXPAND AUTOMATIC TEST 
FACILITIES FOR POWER SUPPLIES. 
Contant Electronics have expanded the automatic power 
supply test facility at their Ilfracombe, North Devon, 
manufacturing plant with the construction of a unique 
system which tests all main parameters of a power supply. 
Known as DAPHNE 2, it complements the earlier 
DAPHNE 1 automatic tester which is still in use. 

The automatic equipment is used to test all standard 
and special custom -designed power units as well as to test 
the reliability and main operating parameters of new units 
under development. The tests applied check the output 
voltage, regulation of voltage and current for load and 
input voltage changes, and the overload current trip. 
Overvoltage protection can also be tested and the ripple 
is displayed on an oscilloscope. 

Test results are printed out while the tests are being 
performed, the print-out constituting a validated record 
of the quality of the unit which is acceptable by many 
customers as a test certificate. 

Tests are applied under worst case conditions and in a 
manner which detects faults which are not normally 
detected by manual methods. For example, on load and 
line current and voltage regulation tests, the load resist- 
ance is switched abruptly from zero to 100% and the in - 
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line current and voltage regulation tests, the load resist- 
ance is switched abruptly from zero to 100% and the in- 
put voltage is switched abruptly from -10 to -F 10%. the 
transients and step waveforms generated in this manner 
detect any tendency to oscillation of the control circuit 
and the sharp rise in voltage can cause the breakdown of 
faulty joints which could otherwise remain undetected 
until after the unit is in service. 

A further unique feature is a built-in backing -off 
circuit which produces an output voltage and current to 
balance the output from the power unit under test. 
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ELECTRIC ART MOBILE 
Make your own mini -psychedelic light display with the aid of a few 

low-cost components. 

by 
D. P. Newton, B.Sc. 

BIMETALLIC OR `FLASHER' LIGHT BULBS HAVE EXISTED 
for some time. Their uses range from warning 
lights to Christmas tree lights but, where any 

accuracy in time of flash is required, their dependency 
on ambient conditions precludes their use. This device 
is often scorned, therefore, in favour of more complex 
circuitry, but its unpredictability can be put to use. A 
simple, attractive 'art mobile' is one example. 

BRIDGE NETWORK 

The basic unit consists of four bulbs in a Wheatstone 
bridge network as in Fig. 1. The galvanometer is 
replaced by a short-circuit, XY, which carries no current 
when all bulbs are lit and the bridge is `balanced'. 
Suppose A goes carries an increased current 
via XY so it goes out and consequently C and D go out. 
However, A re-establishes itself, bringing C and D back 
on and from here, individual variations in resistance 
and structure make the bulbs flash in an unpredictable 
manner. 

The bulbs are most easily available as the control 
`flasher' for Christmas lights. Various colours can be 
made or bought and this adds to the attraction. The 
effect is improved when the bulbs are behind a trans - 

Flasher bulb 

supply 

Fig. 1. The circuit of the electric art module. The 
four bulbs light up in a random and 

unpredictable manner 

Transluscent screen glued 

onto base 

Base 

Fig. 2. How the bulbs may be arranged to allow 
diffused colour overlap 

lucent, light -diffusing screen such as `frosted' glass or 
clouded Perspex or plastic. If the unit is enclosed as in 
Fig. 2, the overlap of colour becomes apparent and 
attractive. 

Larger displays are made by connecting in parallel 
units wired as in Fig. 1. Sometimes one bulb may differ 
radically in resistance from the rest. In this case it is best 
to replace it as it can become a controlling bulb which 
does not allow the rest to warm up. Before any change 
is made, however, the unit should be allowed to operate 
for a few minutes as it may take time for the 'random- 
ness' to begin. 

The components required for the circuit of Fig. 1 are 
four 6 volt flasher bulbs, together with a supply offering 
6 to 9 volts. 

The writer obtained his bimetal lamps at a Halford's 
store, where they are sold, on individual cards, as 
flasher lamps for Christmas tree lights. The type he 
employed is specified as '6 volt' and is intended for use 
with a 40 -light set. The bulbs are available in various 
colours and the author is assured that they are on the 
standard stock list of all Halford's shops as well as 
many others. 
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Notes 
for 

Newcomers 
Compiled by our Editorial Staff, these notes provide information on 
on points which tend to puzzle readers who are just embarking on the 

hobby of radio construction. 

S IS EVIDENT FROM THE CORRESPONDENCE RECEIVED 

by the Editorial Staff of Radio & Electronics 
Constructor, we continually attract new readers 

who are interested in the hobby we represent, but who 
are not aware of some of the more basic details which 
form an essential part of that hobby. These notes should 
assist in providing the background required. 

RESISTORS 

A component which causes quite a little confusion is 
the humble fixed resistor. This is a component whose 
function is to present a fixed resistance having a value 
measured in ohms (û), in kilohrns (kS2) or in megohms 
(MS2). Kilohms are thousands of ohms, and megohms 
are millions of ohms. The value of 1 MS2 may also be 
referred to as 1,000kû or 1,000,00012; but it is most 
convenient to use the term `1 Mû' as this is shortest. It is 

similarly more convenient to refer to 1kû than to 
1,O00û. If necessary, we use the term `fixed' to differen- 
tiate a fixed resistor (whose value is not supposed to 
alter) from a `variable resistor' or `potentiometer' 
(whose value can be deliberately made to alter). The 
symbol for a fixed resistor is shown in Fig. 1(a), that for 
a variable resistor in Fig. 1(b), and that for a potentio- 
meter in Fig. 1(c). A preset variable potentiometer is 
shown in Fig. 1(d). Commonly, the term 'potentio- 
meter' is used for the component represented by Fig. 
1(b) because this device will, in practice, almost cer- 
tainly have a solder tag or other form of terminal at the 
unused end of its track, even if no connection is made to 
that tag. The `track', as indicated in Figs. 1(b) and (c), 
is the resistive path along which the `slider' travels, and 
the quoted value of the variable resistor or potentio- 
meter is the total resistance of this track. In some 
instances, the track offers a change of resistance which 
is proportional to slider rotation; this is described as a 
`linear' track. In other instances, the track resistance has 
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(a) 

Slider 

(c) 

Track 

Slider 

(b) 

(d) 

Track 

Fig. 1. Circuit symbols for (a) a fixed resistor, 
(b) a variable resistor, (c) a potentiometer and 

(d) a preset potentiometer 

a `tapered' characteristic, the resistance changing 
relatively slowly per degree of slider rotation at the anti- 
clockwise end of the track and relatively quickly per 
degree of slider rotation at the clockwise end of the 
track. This is known as a 'log' (short for `logarithmic') 
track. Log track potentiometers are commonly used for 
volume controls, since the sensitivity of the ear to 
audible sound level follows a logarithmic law. 
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The term `fixed' is very frequently omitted when referring to fixed resistors. These are almost always simply referred to as `resistors'. 
A resistor cannot be made to have an exact value of resistance. If, for instance, we were to refer to a resistor as having a value of exactly 10û, this would infer that the resistance should be 10.000000 ...52, which is clearly impossible to achieve in practice. Instead, we refer to a resistor by its nominal value together with a tolerance on that value, the common tolerances being ±20%, ±10%, ±5%, ±2% and ±1%. The term ±' stands for 'plus or minus'. The most usual resistance tolerances encountered in home constructional projects are ±10% and ±5%. The ±' is quite often omitted, whereupon we refer to a '10% resistor', or '5% resistor', and so on. 

If a circuit design specifies that a particular resistor should be, say, 10052 +10%, this means that the circuit will work satisfactorily if the actual value of the resist- ance offered by the resistor lies anywhere between 11052 and 9052. If the constructor should happen to have on hand a 1000 f5% resistor this could be used in place of the 10052 +10% type specified because its value must obviously lie within the limits of 11052 and 909. It is always in order to use a resistor having a closer toler- ance than that specified. On the other hand a resistor having a wider tolerance should not be employed. Thus, a 10052 ±20% resistor should not be used if 1009 +10% is specified. In general, resistors become more expensive as the tolerance becomes closer, and the circuit designer specifies tolerances that are as wide a circuit operation allows. 
One of the most common functions of a resistor is to allow a voltage to appear across it due to the current which is made to How through it. Because of this the resistor dissipates power in the form of heat. Power is measured in watts (watts are volts multiplied by amps) and resistors have a wattage rating to specify the number of watts they may safely dissipate without becoming overheated. Large -size resistors have a higher wattage rating than small -size resistors. Common wattage ratings are ,h watt, watt, â watt, watt, 1 watt, 2 watts, 3 watts and 5 watts. Unfortunately, it is difficult to give precise details of actual physical dimensions for the different wattage ratings because these vary somewhat according to different manufacturers and different types of resistor, and also because engineering wattage specifications can themselves be interpreted in different ways. The newcomer to radio is best advised to assign to a resistor the wattage rating under which it is sold by the retailer. After a little experience, he will soon be able to adjudge the lower wattage ratings automatically. For very nearly all circuits in which resistors appear - in particular those handling direct current and audio frequencies - it is in order to use a resistor having a higher wattage rating than that specified, provided that the higher wattage resistor is not so bulky that it will not fit into the circuit layout. Usually, the situation re- solves itself down to employing the next higher wattage rating, e.g. employing a I watt resistor instead of a watt resistor. 

In many radio circuits resistors dissipate extremely low powers, these being in the order of one -thousandth of a watt or even considerably less. Resistors dissipating these low powers may still, nevertheless, be specified as } watt. This is done simply because the watt type of resistor is cheap and readily obtainable. Resistors having dissipations of : watt and watt most common- ly appear in circuit designs where physical space has to 
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be kept low. 
The resistor colour code is illustrated by Fig. 2 and the Table. 

2nd colour 
N 

Ist colour 

3rd colour 

4th colour 

Fig 2. With present-day resistors, four coloured bands at one end of the body indicate the value and tolerance. The accompanying Table gives the figures corresponding to the colours 

TABLE 
THE RESISTOR COLOUR CODE 

Significant 

Colour 

Black 

Figure 
(First two 
colours) 

o 

Multiplier 
(Third 
colour) 

1 

Tolerance 
(Fourth 
colour) - Brown 1 10 1% Red 2 102 2% Orange 3 103 3% Yellow 4 104 4% 

Green 5 105 5% Blue 6 106 6% Violet 7 107 7% Grey 8 108 8%' White 9 109 9% 
Gold - 0.1 5% Silver - 0.01 1G?o No colour - 20% 
Example: Yellow, Violet, Brown, Gold: +70e ±5% 

CAPACITORS 

Capacitors have a capacitance value together with a working voltage. There is a tolerance on the capacitor value, although this may not be marked on the compo- nent itself. If a circuit design does not specify a toler- ance for a capacitor, it is quite in order to employ any capacitor of the type quoted, since it will automatically have the tolerance required by the circuit. 
A very wide range of capacitors from around 0.001µF to 1µF, are available in what can generally be referred to as `paper or plastic foil'. Up to some 15 years or so ago these capacitors were most commonly made as paper types only, but subsequent developments have resulted in a number of plastic alternatives to the paper dielec- tric, notable amongst these being polyester. There are also `mixed dielectric' capacitors, which employ a combination of paper and polyester for the dielectric. 
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Any of these capacitor types may be used where a' 
`paper or plastic foil' component is specified. Several 
particularly useful ranges of capacitors are made by 
Mullard, these consisting of Mullard Polyester, Mul- 
lard Miniature Foil, and Mullard Metallised Foil, all of 
which have the advantages of relatively small physical 
size and robust construction. Because of this, these 
particular types of capacitor are sometimes specified 
directly by manufacturer and type number. 

Silvered mica capacitors are available from around 
5pF to 12,000pF, and are very suitable for r.f. (radio 
frequency) circuits. They are also made to close 
tolerances and even the standard ranges are around 
±1% to ±2%. An, -advantage with silvered mica 

capacitors is that they exhibit very low change in 
capacitance for change in temperature and are, in conse- 
quence, particularly suited for home -constructed r.f. 
oscillator tuned circuits. 
" Ceramic capacitors are available from around 0.5pF 
to 10,000pF. So far as the newcomer is concerned they 
have the slightly confusing complication of being 
available in different grades of ceramic which have 
widely varying dielectric constants and temperature 
coefficients. (Temperature coefficient defines the change 
in capacitance for change in temperature). They are very 
suitable for r.f. circuits and those with a temperature 
coefficient of NPO or P100 may be used in home - 
constructed oscillator tuned circuits. If, as is often the 
case, the temperature coefficient cannot be reliably 
ascertained, it is preferable to employ silvered mica 
capacitors in such circuits instead. The lower value 
ceramic capacitors - below some 150pF or so - are most 
commonly available in tubular construction, and are 
normally ±5% or less in tolerance. There is a very 
useful range of disc ceramic capacitors, from around 
1,000pF to 10,000pF, which are small in size and have 
tolerances of the order of +50% to -25% on nominal 
value together with very high temperature coefficients. 
These are excellent for the main purpose for which they 
are intended, this being as r.f. bypass capacitors in 
short-wave and v.h.f. circuits, where the wide tolerance 
and change of capacitance with temperature is unim- 
portant. 

Electrolytic capacitors are available from around 1µF 
to 10,000µF. These capacitors require a direct voltage 
across them to enable the dielectric to `form' and the 
capacitance to be exhibited, and this direct voltage is 
almost always automatically provided by the circuits in 
which they appear. An electrolytic capacitor must always 
be connected into circuit with correct polarity (i.e. 
capacitor positive to circuit positive and capacitor 
negative to circuit negative). If it is connected with 
incorrect polarity it will exhibit a low resistance or even 
become fully short-circuited ,with, in some cases, 
disastrous results in the circuit in which it is fitted. 

With home -constructor designs it is safest to ensure 
that the direct voltage across any capacitor never 
exceeds its working voltage. (With some Mullard 
electrolytic capacitors the voltage rating quoted is, in any 
case, the maximum voltage specified by the manufactur- 
er.) As is to be expected, the physical size of a capacitor 
in any range and type tends to increase as the working 
voltage rating becomes higher. Unless a particular make 
and type of capacitor is quoted for a home -constructor 
design it is always safe, if a capacitor having the working 
voltage stated is not available, to employ a capacitor 
having a higher working voltage than that specified 
provided that there is space in the layout to accom- 

modate it. This applies to electrolytic as well as non - 
electrolytic types. Thus, a 5,000pF disc ceramic capaci- 
tor having a working voltage of 500 may be employed 
where a 5,000pF disc ceramic capacitor with a working 
voltage of 350 is specified. If no working voltage is 
specified, then any capacitor of the type required may be 
used since it will automatically have an adequate 
working voltage rating. This situation often arises in 
low voltage transistor circuits where it is only necessary 
to ascribe working voltages to the electrolytic capacitors. 

There is a range of very small disc ceramic capacitors 
(from around 0.01 to 0.5µF) available in the trade 
'which employ a ceramic that allows a leakage current to 
flow. These are normally used by set manufacturers and 
should be avoided by the newcomer to radio. They may 
be recognised by the fact that they have low working 
voltages (usually below 20 volts). Ordinary disc ceramic 
capacitors, which may be safely used, have working 
voltages in excess of 150. 

The circuit symbol for a non -electrolytic capacitor 
appears in Fig. 3(a) and that for an electrolytic capaci- 
tor in Fig. 3(b). The symbol in Fig. 3(b) has a. `plus' 
sign to indicate the positive connection. A variable 
capacitor is shown in Fig. 3(c) whilst a trimmer (which 
is a variable capacitor that may be preset to a particular 
value) is shown in Fig. 3(d). 

T T 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Fig. 3. The circuit symbols employed for (a) a 
non -electrolytic capacitor, (b) an electrolytic 
capacitor, (c) a variable capacitor and (d) a 

trimmer 

Capacitance values are given in microfarads (µF) and 
picofarads (pF), one million picofarads being equal to 
one microfarad. Values around 0.001µF are quoted 
either in µF or in pF, and it is a simple matter here to 
remember that 0.001µF is the same as 1,000pF. There is 
another capacitance unit, the nanofarad (nF) which is 
equal to 0.001µF or 1,000pF. This unit is not used in 
Radio & Electronics Constructor. 

SOLDERING 

Many early attempts at home construction fail 
because of poor soldering. The ability to solder is 
essential for satisfactory results, and it is one that is 
quite easy to acquire. The newcomer should practice on 
a few odd components and tagstrips before tackling a 
constructional project. 

The basic theory behind soldering is very simple. 
Solder will flow over two parts suitable for soldering 
together provided, first, that both parts are raised, by 
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Solder 

Tag -strip 

(a) 

Soldering iron 

(b) 

Fig. 4 (a). When soldering a wire to a tag, as 
here, it is helpful to initially place the end of a 

length of solder against the wire and tag 
(b). The soldering iron tip is then placed against 

the end of the solder 

the soldering iron, to a temperature which is just above 
the melting point of the solder. A flux is necessary in the 
soldering process, this being a chemical which breaks 
down the oxides that form on the parts to be soldered 
and which then allows the solder to come into intimate 
contact.with their surfaces. Always employ a radio -type 
resin -cored solder such as `Multicore' or Savbit', in 
which the resin itself forms the flux. Never use a paste 
or liquid flux. The tip of the soldering iron should 
always have a shiny tinned finish. 

A good approach is to lay the end of a length of resin - 
cored solder on to the parts to be joined, as in Fig. 4(a), 
and then apply the soldering iron, as in. Fig. 4(b). The 
solder will melt at once, releasing flux and allowing 
the iron to rest on the parts to be joined, after which 
a little more solder may be fed in. A good solder joint 
can be recognised as it is being made, since the solder 
runs smoothly over the surfaces to be joined. As soon 
as this has occurred remove the iron, and do not 
disturb the joint until the solder has solidified. 

COMPONENT AVAILABILITY 

A final point concerns component availability. There 
are many towns in the U.K. which do not have shops 
offering a wide range of radio components, and readers 
who are so situated make their purchases by mail-order. 
It is a very helpful move, when starting the hobby, to 
obtain the catalogues of mail-order houses, as these 
catalogues not only assist in the task of tracing particu- 
lar parts but also have the incidental advantage of being 
instructive, since they introduce the reader to the 
appearance and characteristics of present-day com- 
ponents. As may be gathered from the advertisements 
in this issue, the cost of a catalogue can in some 
instances be considerably reduced due to the presence 
of repayment vouchers in the catalogue itself. 

Building 

by 
Arthur C. Gee, G2UK 

HE NEXT TIME YOU WANT TO PUT THE SHORT WAVE 
set on to a shelf, and find that it fits nicely but 
there just isn't room to accommodate the separate 

speaker usually used with this type of receiver, don't 
despair! Just have a look through some of the com- 
ponent suppliers' catalogues and see if you can find 
something in the speaker line which will fill the bill. 
Then fit it into a cabinet of your own construction which 
just fits into the available space. Making up a cabinet 
is not nearly so difficult as you might imagine! 

The speaker cabinet is made so as to comfortably 
fit the available space 
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Speaker Cabinet 

How to construct a presentable speaker cabinet which just fits 
into the space available for it. 

AVAILABLE SPACE 

In the writer's case, there was a space of 4; ins. 
between the top of the receiver and the bottom of the 
shelf above. In the Home Radio components catalogue 
he found listed an elliptical speaker, 5 by 24 ins. in size, 
under Cat. No. LS87C. He also found listed plastic 
speaker grilles, 64 by 34 ins. in size, which were available 
in black, cream, grey or white, all of these being under 
Cat. No. LS1A. Further items, listed under Cat. No. 
ZA35, were -I in. rubber feet with steel pin fixing. It 
was decided to make up a small wooden cabinet around 
these parts which would just fit into the available space. 

You do not have to here the ability or facilities of a 
skilled cabinet maker to make up quite a presentable little 
speaker cabinet. Provided you can use a wood saw, a 
drill and sandpaper with a little care and patience, and 
are prepared to carry out a lot of sandpapering, you can 
easily make a presentable job. 

For a small cabinet of this type, first make the back 
and sides of the same wood, say 5 -ply plywood. The 
dimensions must be such as to accommodate the speaker, 
to fit the space available-remembering to allow for the 
rubber feet on the bottom-and to take the grille so that 
it fits neatly into. the front of the cabinet. The photo- 
graphs make the arrangement clear. 

Cut t.: back and the side pieces to the required size. 
Then fix the side pieces to the back with wood tacks 
and glue. Now, temporarily fit the speaker to the back 
with lengths of studding and spacers cut from Paxolin 
tube or similar. The front of the speaker frame should 
be so positioned that it will be just behind the grille 
when the latter is fitted. When a satisfactory speaker 
mounting has been achieved, the speaker may be 
removed. 

Next cut pieces of thinner plywood-say 3-ply-to 
form the top and bottom of the cabinet. Make the top 
and bottom a little longer and a little wider than the 
back and sides, so that there is an overhang at the sides 
and front. Pieces of. the same plywood can then be 
glued to the sides of the cabinet to give the appearance 
of veneer and cover up the cut ends of the back piece of 
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Details of the assembly of sides, top and bottom 
just before the grille is fitted 

wood. The top, bottom and two glued -on side pieces 
should project forward sufficiently to form an edging 
when the grille is fitted. Drill a hole in the bottom, or 
back, to take the loudspeaker lead. 

Cut out some triangular pieces of wood. These are 
glued to the inside corners of the cabinet at the front to 
support the grille. Glue on the thinner pieces of plywood 
to the sides to finish off, and then leave to set hard. 
Next sandpaper down. The better you do the sand- 
papering the better the cabinet will look. You can now 
stain, paint, polish or leave the cabinet white, as per 
your fancy. Connect a lead to the speaker, take this 
through the hole in the bottom or back, and finally 
mount the speaker in place. Fix the grille and attach 
four rubber feet to the bottom. 

And you'll have a very nice looking little speaker 
housing. 
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PART FOUR 

by 
L. C. Galitz 

In this fourth article describing the construction of Cyclops, the 
basic reflex and motor circuitry are dealt with. 

FIG. 17 SHOWS THE COMPONENT LAYOUT ON THE 
main chassis. First, the Veroboard edge connector, 
the three relays, the two batteries, the power 

supply socket and the switches are mounted. Also, 
the touch sensors are attached to the underside of 
the chassis, and details of these are given in Fig. 
18(a) and (b). Two microswitches are screwed to each 
corner, and metal bumper bars are attached between 
the microswitches on each side. If the microswitches have 
metal operating levers the metal bars may be soldered 
to these. Should the microswitches have operating 
buttons only, then the bars are supported by a loop of 
wire at each switch, this loop being soldered to one of 
the contact tags or secured in any other convenient 
manner. Pieces of Sellotape wrapped round the bars 
prevent them sliding out of the wire loops. All the 
microswitches are wired in parallel, and one wire from 
them passes through hole 1 in the chassis (see Fig. 17) 
and the other through hole 3. The Veroboard. edge 
connector is screwed intò position, using two spacing 
pillars to keep the tags clear of the chassis, and the main 
switch, Sl -S4, is secured down by means of two of the 
holes in the switch metalwork. If there is no way of 
screwing the switch down, or if independent switches 

are used, then a separate panel must be made up. In 
the prototype part of the chassis was cut away as 
shown in Fig. 19, to accommodate the projecting sections 
of the switch. Also, S5 was secured directly to the main 
switch. 

MOUNTING BRACKETS 

A Perspex bracket was made up to mount relays 
RLB and RLC, this being illustrated in Fig. 20(a). 
Another Perspex bracket, shown in Fig. 20(b), was em- 
ployed for mounting the power supply socket. A special 
bracket, consisting of a Meccano part 6a bent to shape, 
was used for mounting relay RLA,,this being shown in 
Fig. 20(c). A Ripmax Tank Clip is fitted under the 
chassis, as in Fig. 20(d), and secures the Deac battery, 
BY1. Leave sufficient space for a second Deac battery 
of the same type, which will be fitted later. The photo- 
graph of the chassis underside which accompanied 
Part 2 of this series shows both batteries in position. 
A clamp for accumulator BY2 is shown in Fig. 21. 
Finally, a 2 -way connector block having screw terminals 
is mounted near BY2 in order to take the accumulator 
leads. 
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Socket for electronics Power switch unit 
panel I 

Recognition' lamp 
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2 -way connector 
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Battery BY2 
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motor 

1, Wires pass 
j under motor 
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4 

3 

O 2 0 
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supply 
socket 

RLB RLC 

To RLA contacts 

Fig. 17. Component layout and motor wiring above the chassis 
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Operating buttons 

Main chassis 

8 microswitches 

(a) 

Wire loop holding bar in position 

Comm. 

Sellotape wound round bar 

to prevent movement 

Bumper bar 

(b) 

Fig. 18 (a). How the touch sensor microswitches are positioned under the main chassis 
(b). If the microswitches have operating buttons, the bumper bars may be held in position in 

the manner shown here 

A rear view of Cyclops in completed form. The 
device mounted on a pillar behind BY2 is a dry 
reed switch. This is added for the extra circuits 
which will be described in the next two articles. 
The Veroboard panel at the front will also be 

discussed in the next two issues 

Chassis beneath centre of switch cut out 
to approx. 3/8°depth 

(a) 

Switch 

S5 

1 
J 

Cut-out in chassis 

(b) 

Fig. 19. Side view (a) and top view (b), showing 
how the chassis is cut out to take the 

main switch assembly 
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REAR VIEW 

21/2" 

O 000 
O 0 0 

o 
O 000 
O 0 0 

o 

Cut-outs Bracket 

(a) 

SIDE VIEW 

Meccano part 6A bent 
to shape 

(c) 

Socket 

11/4" 

(b) 

Woodscrew 

Battery BY1 \ Tank clip 

(d) 

Fig. 20 (a). The Perspex bracket on which relays RLB and RLC are mounted 
(b). The power socket is also mounted on a Perspex bracket 
(c). A Meccano part is used for securing relay RLA 
(d). The Deac battery is secured to the chassis' underside by a Ripmax Tank Clip 

Meccano part 2A 
bent to shape 

13/4 

Meccano part 3 

bent to shape 

11/2° 

Fig. 21. The clamp which holds accumulator 
BY2 in position 

13/4 

PHOTOCELL ASSEMBLY 

The ORP12 photocell is mounted in a tube whose 
diameter, approximately .Ç in., provides a snug fit. In 
the prototype the tube was made of glass painted matt 
black on the inside and the outside. The front end of the 
tube was left clear whilst the back, after suitable lengths 
of insulated wire had been soldered to the ORP12 
lead -outs, was sealed with sealing wax and then painted 
black, the leads passing through the sealing wax. 
Alternatively, a metal tube could be used, this being 
sealed off at one end and painted matt black on the 
inside. In either case the length of the tube should be 
about 2 in. The tube may be secured to the large gear' 
wheel by means of a clamp or by any other convenient 
means. As was described in Part 2, the leads from the 
photocell are wired to the jack socket underneath the 
eye assembly. 

The recognition light assembly consists o f a Meccano 
coupling, part 63, screwed to the eye unit support, as in 
Fig. 22(a) and (b). This holds a brass rod bent into the 
shape shown, the lamp being soldered at the other end. 
A reflector taken from a torch is mounted behind the 
lamp and is secured by adhesive. This method of 
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Tip of bulb soldered to rod 

Bulb 

Phone jack 

Bolt and washer 

One wire to lamp 

screwed here 

Meccano hole 

Reflector from torch 

Brass rod 

Meccano part 63 

(a) 

Meccano part 63 

Nut 

Eye unit support Special washer 

(b) 

3 /2" 

- Wires to electronics 

Eye unit support 

6BA screwed rod 

Nut and washer 

Fibre washer 

Second wire 
to lamp 

Fig. 22 (a). The recognition lamp assembly 
(b). Detail showing how the Meccano 

coupling is secured to the eye unit 
support. The 'special washer' is of 
the type employed for mounting 
power transistors when these are 
insulated from the heat sink 

mounting has the disadvantage that replacement of the 
lamp, should it burn out, is a little fiddling, and some 
constructors may prefer to devise a combination of 
bulb holder and reflector which enables the bulb to be 
screwed in or out in the normal manner. The Meccano 
coupling has to be insulated from the eye unit support, 
and this was accomplished in the prototype by using 
insulating washers, as shown in Fig. 22(b). This 
insulation is of considerable importance because if, 
when the learn circuits are added later, there is a 

short-circuit between the lamp circuit and the eye unit 
support, damage would result to both power supplies 
and circuitry. Some constructors may prefer to use a 
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Scan motor 
(common pos.) 

Drive motor 

Socket 2 

electronics 

Chassis hole 3 

RLA 

(a) 

Recognition lamp 

RLBI 

Electronics socket I 

Power socket I 

RLA coil 

RLB,RLC coils 

Battery BY' neg. 

Electronics socket 2 

Power socket 2 

Fig. 23 (a). Connections to the contacts of relay ALA 
(b). Wiring to switches S1 (a) and (b) and to S2 (a) 

different and more positive method of insulating the 
lamp rod from the eye unit support, incorporating, say, 
a bracket made of insulating material. 

At this stage, wiring up can commence. The motor 
wiring is illustrated in Fig. 17. The reflex circuit wiring 
should be carried out by following the circuit diagram, 
Fig. 14, which was published last month. In Fig. 14 the 
numbers 1 to 8 alongside the dotted line correspond to 
the same numbers on the edge socket shown in Fig. 17. 
The lead from the microswitches which passes through 
hole 1 connects to tag 6 of the edge socket, and that 
which passes through hole 3 connects to relay contact 
set RLAI. The wires from battery BYl pass through 
hole 2. Figs. 23(a) and (b) give details of the wiring at 
relay RLA and at switches Sl(b), Sl(a) and S2(a). 

The eye unit support is connected to tag 2 of the 
Veroboard socket, thereby automatically providing one 
of the connections to the photocell jack plug. The tip 
of the jack plug connects to tag 3 of the Veroboard 
socket. The Meccano coupling mounted on top of the 
eye support unit, and electrically isolated from it, takes 
one of the wires connecting to the bulb. The other wire 
to the bulb passes up the brass rod and is connected 
to its remaining terminal. All wiring should be kept 
well clear of mechanical moving parts. 

TESTING AND SETTING UP 

Firstly, the insulation between the recognition light 
assembly and the eye support unit, if it is of the type 
employed in the prototype, should be carefully checked. 
If this check proves satisfactory, the sliders of VR1, 
VR2 and VR3 should all be set at the bottom (positive) 
ends of their tracks, and the power should be applied. 
Then, Cyclops should be placed 1 ft. away from a 
suitable light source and VR2 adjusted so that relay 

S2 

(b) 

RLB cuts in. The lamp should then be moved away, 
and RLB should cut out before the lamp is more than 
about 1 ft. 3 in. away. VR1 should be set at maximum 
unless the ambient light conditions are such that relay 
RLC cuts in; in which case VR1 should be set to the 
maximum possible before this happens. Cyclops is 
really a nocturnal animal, and he is happiest when his 
habitat is in pitch darkness apart from the lights he is 
required to `feed' on. VR3 is set to a position such that 
relays RLB and RLC cut out when a lamp is held about 
1 in. from his eye. 

At this stage, TRI, R1 and D1 are mounted on the 
Veroboard panel. Also, a capacitor should be soldered 
in the Cl position which has a value such that relay 
RLA operates for a period of duration equal to the 
time that the front drive unit takes to rotate through 
180°. In the author's case this value was 50µF. 

In order to achieve maximum drive efficiency, the 
horizontal contrate wheel, i.e. the one above the chassis, 
should rotate in the opposite direction to that in which the 
eye unit and front drive unit rotate. Then, the very 
slight rotational motion imparted to- the front wheels 
by the scanning system is in the same direction as the 
main drive power under normal conditions. 

If the motors are connected with the requisite polarity, 
Cyclops will now exhibit basic reflexes. He will specu- 
late for light and, upon finding it, will home into the 
source and then `feed' on it. He will also avoid obstacles 
and, when confronted with his reflection in a mirror, 
will execute a highly personalised version of the tango! 

In the next article, the Conditioned Reflex in animals 
will be discussed, and constructional details of a 
Conditioned Reflex for Cyclops will be given. 

(To be continued) 

CYCLOPS SERIES 
'For the benefit of new readers we can still supply a limited number of copies of July, August and 
September issues containing the first 3 parts of this series. Price 20p each, plus 10p post for the 3 
issues. 
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FOR DX LISTENERS 
By Frank A. Baldwin 

Times-GMT 

CLANDESTINE 
Most readers of these columns are aware that such 

stations exist and radiate programmes on the short 
waves, such stations as Radio Euzkadi (Basque Free- 
dom Movement) ón 13200 signing -on at 2230 in English, 
Spanish, French and Basque, and usually jammed or 
partly so. Or Radio Portugal Livre (Free Portugal) on 
11507 from 1857 onwards in Portuguese and also on 
15483. However, what about Voice of the Malayan 
Revolution on 15789, heard opening in Chinese at 1400, 
then into Tamil; or Voice of the Thai People on 9423 
signing -on at 1100 in a Thai dialect or Radio Sparks 
signing -on in Chinese at 0945 on 9600? Have a go and 
log some of the Clandestines. 

AROUND THE DIAL 
African stations continue to interest and 

reception of them here in the U.K. on the 60 metre band 
can provide some worthwhile listening periods. 

MALAWI 
Blantyre, the capital city, can be heard on 3380 

(88.76m) where it was recently logged at 1935 when 
radiating a drama in dialect, probably Chichewa. 

CONGO 
Brazzaville in the form of R.TV Congolaise may be 

logged on 3264 (91.91m) around 2055, when we heard 
the very rythmic African drums in an apparently 
endless session. 

MALI 
Bomako on 4783 (62.72m) often provides typical 

African fare, we heard it at 2125 with drums, chants and 
other percussion native instruments. This is the Home 
Service, the evening schedule of which opens at 1800 
and extends through to 2300. 

MAURITANIA 
With the dial set at 4850 (61.87m), one can often 

receive Radio Mauritania free of interference around 
2200. We logged it 2203 when the Home Service 
(evening schedule from 1700 to 2300) was carrying a 
programme of typical African music. 

DAHOMEY 
Cotonou has a 30kW transmitter on 4870 (61.60m) 

which radiates the Home Service throughout the evening 
up to 2300. It was logged recently at 2220 with the usual 
drums and chants but this time interspersed with shrill 
female cries - quite impressive. 

Frequencies = kHz 

CAMEROON 
On 4972 (60.33m) the Radio Yaounde 30kW trans- 

mitter can often be heard during the evening. We logged 
the Home Service (1700 to 2230) at 2210 when, sur- 
prisingly for a change, a programme of recorded 
English "pops" was heard. 

LATIN AMERICA 
Late night and early morning sessions often provide 

some additions to the log in the form of LA stations, 
although I should add that equally often, one can return 
dejectedly to bed having ascertained that conditions for 
LA receptions are anything but good - or even 
impossible. 

BRAZIL 
PRC5 Radio Clube do Para, Belem, on 4865 (61.66m) 

with its 2kW transmitter can often be heard during the 
late evening if conditions are right. We logged it here at 
2216 when a sports commentary in Portuguese was 
being broadcast, schedule 0900 to 0300. 

Radio Brazil Central, Goiania, on 4995 (60.60m) has 
a 5kW transmitter that operates throughout the evening 
right up to sign -off at 0400. This Brazilian can often be 
heard quite early in the evening here in the U.K., 
around 2100 or so. We logged ZYX2 at 2130 when the 
station identification in Portuguese was clearly heard. 

Radio Relogio, Rio, is another 5kW Brazilian that 
can often be logged early on in an LA session. Listen on 
4905 (61.16m) for ZYZ20, we heard it at 2235 when a 
talk in Portuguese was being radiated. 

ECUADOR 
HCHE4 La Voz de Esmeraldas operates on 4875 

(61.54m) from 1000 through to 0600 with a 5kW trans- 
mitter and it can sometimes be heard through inter- 
ference from other LA transmitters. A programme of 
LA songs and station identification were heard at 0330. 

COLOMBIA 
One of the easiest ways to log this country is to tune 

to 4955 (60.54m) for the 25kW signal of HJCO Radio 
National, Bogota; we heard it at 0207 when a talk in 
Spanish on Colombiana was being featured. 

VENEZUALA 
Then, of course, we have the myriad Venezualans. 

YVOA Radio Sucre on 4960 (60.48m) 1 kW with 
identification and LA music at 0200; YVKB Nueva 
Radio Dif on 4890 (61.35m) 5 kW at 0210 with LA 
"pops" and YVLA La Voz de Carabobo on 4780 
(62.76m) IkW with identification and LA music at 
0230. 
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 ISRAEL 
Kol Yisrael, Tel Aviv, has been using various experi- 

mental channels over the past few weeks, presumably in 
an effort to locate clear channels for its external service. 
Initially, it was heard on 11760 (25.51 metres) but has 
recently (at the time of writing) been logged on 11715 
(25.61m) at 2042 with the news in English and also on 
11790 (25.45m) at 1800 in Spanish - the last logging 
according to BADX (British Association of Dx-ers). 
By the time this appears in print, Kol Yisrael may well 
be experimenting with channels differing from those 
quoted here. 

INDIA 
The General Overseas Service of All India Radio from 

Delhi may be heard here in the U.K. on many channels, 
some of those noted here recently were - 9530 (31.48m) 
at 2102 with the news in English; 9912 (30.27m) at 2045 
with a programme in English directed to the U.K. and 
also in parallel on 7260 (41.32m) and 11740 (25.55m); 
and on 11620 (25.82m) at 1845 with a programme in 
English, complete with Indian musical items. 

MOZAMBIQUE 
Radio Clube de Mozambique, Lourenco Marques, 

may be heard on 4855 (61.79m), where it was recently 
logged by us at 2155 when radiating a programme of 
Portuguese songs and guitar music. Announcements in 
Portuguese, 4 chimes followed by station identification 
at 2200 were heard. 

Radio Clube de Mozambique radiates its "A" pro- 
gramme on 4855 (25kW) from 0400 to 0530 and from 
1600 to 2210 daily, all programmes being in Portuguese. 
Other channels used are 15295 (19.62m), 11820 (25.38m) 
9620 (31.19m), 6115 (49.06m) and 3210 (93.44m). 
However, the 4855 channel offers the best chance of 
hearing Lourenco Marques here in the U.K. 

NIGERIA 
A station not very often heard here in the U.K. is 

Benin City on 4932 (60.38m). Owing to the activities of 
a utility station right on this frequency, Benin City 
signals are, more often than not, completely obliterated. 
A lucky chance recently presented the writer with the 
opportunity to log the 10kW transmitter, the utility 
station being off the air for once. The Mid -West State 
Programme was heard at 2225, the African drums and 
chants being "in the clear". 

CHINA 
The Fukien Front station operates on many channels 

but two of these have been recently logged here, these 
being 3400 (88.24m) at 2010 when radiating a pro- 
gramme of military music and choral marching songs 
and 3900 (76.92m) at 2017 with a talk in dialect. 

The schedule of Fukien is rather large to reproduce in 
these pages but readers may like to listen on the follow- 
ing channels during the time periods quoted. 

From 2010 to 2230 on 2600 (115.4m), 2800 (107.1m), 
3200 (93.75m), 3400, 3535 (84.87m), 3900 and on 4380 
(68.49m). From 2230 to 2300 on 2600, 2800, 3200, 3400, 
3900, 4380, 5170 (58.03m) and on 5240 (57.25m). 

FALKLAND ISLANDS 
The Falkland Islands Broadcasting Service operate a 

0.5kW transmitter on 3942 (76.I0m), their schedule in 
the summer months being from 2230 to 0130 (Saturdays 
from 2130) and in the winter months from 2230 to 0200 
(Saturdays from 2030). They have however been noted 
recently signing -off as early as 0100 or just after - all 
according to BADX. All programmes are in English 
and the frequency given here is approximate. 
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ZAIRE 
Radio National du Zaire lists its operational fre- 

quencies as 4880 (61.48m), 7115 (42.16m), 9770 (30.71m), 
11720 (25.60m), 11795 (25.43m), all 10kW and 15245 
(19.68m) 100kW, all located at Kinshasha. The Lubum- 
bashi transmitters operate on 5955 (50.39m), 7865 
(38.13m), 9540 (31.45m) and 11865 (25.28m). Bukuvu 
operates on 4839 (62.00m), Mbandaka on 5995 (50.04m), 
Luluabourg on 6125 (48.98m), Kisangani on 6085 
(49.30m), Mbujimayi on 7295 (41.12m), Fikwit on 7255 
(41.35m) and Matadi on 7205 (41.64m), all according to 
BADX. Zaire - formerly Democratic Republic of 
Congo. 

BANGLADESH 
Radio Bangladesh may be heard on 17935 (16.73m) 

at 1230 with its programme in English directed to the 
U.K., at which time it was recently logged by us. Prior 
to the identification at 1230, a plaintive melody was 
heard, this being followed by a newscast. Have the tape 
recorder ready for the melody, it is well worth recording. 

HAITI 
This country is rather difficult to log here in the U.K. 

and the reception of 4VEH on 15280 (19.63m) from 
midnight to 0100 is no mean feat considering the low 
power involved - just 0.1kW. Our old friend B. Walsh 
of Romford, Essex did just that and he tells me that the 
programming was in English. If you do manage to log 
this one, the address is Box 1, Cap Haitien. 

GHANA 
In addition to the often heard 4980 (60.25m) channel, 

Ghana can be logged on other frequencies. Readers may 
like to try the 21545 (13.93m) channel around 1445 when 
a programme in English is radiated, according to BADX 

NICARAGUA 
YNHC Radio Hernandez de Cordoba on 6100 

(49.18m) has an observed schedule from 1600 to 1900 
and from 2200 to 0000 daily. 

YNCA Radio Atlantico has been logged on 6120 
(49.02m) at 2210. 

SRI LANKA 
Radio Ceylon is reported by BADX on 9719 (30.86m) 

at 1700 with a programme in English to sign -off at 1730 
with identification "All Asia Service of Radio Ceylon 
from Republic of Sri Lanka". 

SOUTH AFRICA 
Radio RSA has an English Service beamed to the 

U.K. from 1900 to 1950 on 15175 (19.77m). 
The SABC has been recently logged by us on 3320 

(90.34m) with a programme of light music and 
announcements in Afrikaans at 2050 and also on 4945 
(60.67m) at 2232 with dance music in the All Night 
Service. 

KUWAIT 
The English Service from Radio Kuwait may be 

heard from 1730 to 1900 on 11825 (25.37m). 

LIBERIA 
Radio ELWA ("Eternal Love Winning Africa"), the 

Radio Voice of the Sudan Interior Mission, Monrovia, 
operates on the following frequencies in a variety of 
African languages, and English, 3227 (93.03m), 4770 
(62.89m), 9555 (31.40m), 9640 (31.12m), 11940 (25.13m), 
11950 (25.10m), 11975 (25.05m), 15095 (19.87m) and on. 
15170 (19.78m). 
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This month Dick encounters an unusual fault in a cassette tape 
recorder. Its repair enables both him and Smithy to discuss a tape 
motor speed control circuit which is widely used in these recorders. 

92l :;.: 
00 

000 

yòur 

sbop; 
DICK. CARRIED THE SMALL 
cassette recorder over to his 
bench and regarded it thought- 

fully. He selected `Playback' and 
switched it on. A low hiss from the 
speaker indicated that some form of 
life was extant in the amplifier stages, 
but there was no response from the 
tape motor. He switched to `Record' 
whereupon the speaker became silent, 
but the motor still refused to operate. 
He scratched his head, then took the 
back off the recorder. 

There were five 'high power' 1.5 
volt cells inside, and he applied his 
testmeter prods to the end terminals 
of the holder in which they were fitted. 
The testmeter needle indicated 7.5 volts 
exactly. Dick next peered inside the 
recorder chassis, looking for obvious 
faults and disconnections; but of these 
there were none. 

Dick scratched his head once more, 
then reached a decision. Rising from 
his stool he walked purposefully over 
to the filing cabinet in which the 
service manuals were kept. 

CASSETTE RECORDER SNAG 

Smithy looked up, startled, from the 
work on his bench. 

"What on earth," he queried, "are 
you up to?" 

"Me? Why, nothing," replied Dick. 
"l'm just going to get out the service 
sheet for this cassette recorder I'm 
fixing." 

"Wonders will never cease." com- 
mented Smithy, in an agreeably 
surprised tone. "It looks as though all 
my advice over the last few years has 
actually started to bear fruit. It must 
be months since you last got a service 
manual out." 

"Ah yes," said Dick airily, "but 
don't forget that I don't need to rely 
too much on manuals, because I can 
usually fix the jobs I get without having 
to look them up." 

"Can you?" commented Smithy 
accusingly. "I would have said, instead, 
that you are quite prepared to spend 
ages digging around in a set in the hope 
that you'll stumble on what's gone 
wrong rather than devote a few minutes 
sitting down with its service sheet and 
trying to locate the trouble in a logical 
manner." 

I like that." retorted Dick, stung 
at the unexpected indictment. "I bet 
there's nobody can repair a set quicker 
than I can." 

"l'm not talking about the repair of 

a set," replied Smithy sternly, "I'm 
talking about the tracing of the fault 
that needs repairing. Pretty well all 
service engineers will take about the 
same time to replace, say, a short- 
circuited capacitor. But the service 
engineer who's worth his salt is the 
one who locates the- particular capa- 
citor which has gone short-circuit in 
the shortest possible time." 

Smithy turned back to his bench, 
then chuckled as a thought occurred to 
him. 

"I don't know why I'm going on at 
you like this," he grinned, "seeing that 
you are, for once, setting about things 
the right way." 

"Don't worry about it, Smithy," 
replied Dick soothingly, as he searched 
further in the filing cabinet. "You're 
probably just at that difficult age where 
you tend to be irrational and find fault 
with things. They say we all have to - 
go through it." 

Smithy threw a suspicious glance at 
his assistant, but that worthy had by 
now obtained the service manual he 
required and was already returning to 
his bench with it. 

As Dick reached his bench, he opened 

470n 

330n 
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BC 109 

Silicon 
diodes 

510n 

AC 12ß 560n 

2.4n 
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motor 

+ 75V 

Chokes 

Fig. 1. Basic cassette tape motor speed control circuit. The values 
and transistor types shown are representative of current 
practice and do not apply to a specific model. A silicon 
transistor of similar rating may be employed instead of the 

germanium AC 128 
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the manual at its circuit diagram and 
examined the circuitry around the 
motor. (Fig. 1). Tentatively, he set the 
recorder to "Playback" and switched 
on again: He next applied the prods 
of his testmeter to chassis and the 
positive supply rail at the upper end 
of the 5600 resistor in the motor 
circuit. (Fig. 2(a).) The meter indicated 
7.5 volts. Dick next moved his positive 
test prod to the lower end of the 5600 
resistor. (Fig. 2(b).) The testmeter 
needle remained at zero. 

Hardly able to believe his good for- 
tune at finding a fault condition as 
early as this, Dick checked again. 
There was quite definitely no discer- 
nable voltage between the lower end 
of the 5600 resistor and chassis. There 
must, he decided next, be a dead 
short-circuit between the lower end of 
the resistor and chassis. Quickly, he 
switched off the recorder, set his 
testmeter to an ohms range and 
reapplied it between the lower end of 
the 5600 resistor and chassis. The 
testmeter indicated a resistance of 
about 40. 

Dick frowned. This was not quite a 
dead short-circuit. Admittedly, the 
reading of 40 was so much lower in 
value than 5600 that it could quite 
readily be the reason for an apparent 
zero voltage indication in the testmeter. 
On the other hand, though, a resistance 
of 40 could just simply be the com- 
bined resistance of the motor windings 
and the series chokes, whereupon it 
could represent a perfectly satisfac- 
torily state of affairs. On an impulse, 
Dick shifted the testmeter prods so 
that they bridged the 5600 resistor. 
(Fig. 2(c).) The meter indicated a 
resistance of around 6k0. 

Dick checked again. 6k0. This was 
a much better lead towards the fault. 
It was obvious that fixed potential 
divider networks between the positive 
and negative supply rails elsewhere in 
the recorder could present a resistance 
of this order across the 5600 resistor. 
But that 5600 resistor should, if it was 
doing its job properly, then pull an 
overall resistance of 6k0 down to its 
own value and below. The 5600 
resistor had an appreciable length of 
lead -out on each side of its body before 
either of these descended below the 
printed circuit board. With a trembling 
hand, Dick snipped one of the lead -outs 
and measured the value of the resistor 
on its own and divorced from the 
remainder of the circuit. His testmeter 
indicated that the resistor was com- 
pletely open -circuit. 

Dick experienced for several 
luxurious moments the sense of intense 
gratification that is achieved by those 
who, on visiting a friend's club, get 
the three bars up after inserting one 
single coin in the bandit. Then he set 
to work and proceeded to solder in a 
new 5600 resistor on the board. 

When all was complete he put down 
his soldering iron and switched the 
recorder on. Its little motor whirred 
immediately to life. 

(a) 

(c) 

SWITCH -ON RESISTOR 

"Hey, Smithy," called out Dick 
cheerfully. "Perhaps you're right about 
consulting service manuals after all. 
The manual has certainly helped me 
to locate the fault in this battery 
cassette recorder quickly." 

"You should know by now," 
replied Smithy over his shoulder, "that 
I am always right about everything. 
What was the snag?" 

"The motor in this recorder wouldn't 
run," announced Dick. "It obtains its 
current via a 5600 resistor, which had 
gone open -circuit. I've just fitted a new 
one and the motor's going like a bomb 
now" 

"The motor obtains its current via a 
what did you say?" 

"A 5600 resistor." 
Smithy rose from his stool and 

walked over to Dick's bench, 
"This," he announced, "I must see 

for myself. Dash it all, Dick, a 5600 
resistor in a standard battery cassette 

(b) 

Fig. 2 (a). Dick's first test on 
his cassette tape recorder was 
to check the voltage at the 
upper end of the 5600 
resistor 
(b). He next checked the 
voltage, and then the resist- 
ance, between the lower end 
of the 5600 resistor and 
chassis 
(c). The final test was a re- 
sistance measurement across 
the 5600 resistor 

recorder can't pass as much as 20mA 
with the full battery voltage across it, 
so it can hardly be in the supply lead 
to the motor." 

"Well, it is," retorted Dick defiantly, 
pointing to the 5600 resistor in the 
service manual circuit diagram. "You 
can't have a resistor which is more in 
series with the motor than that one is." 

Smithy peered at the diagram. 
"You're right about the resistor 

being in series," he agreed. "But 
you're wrong if you think it's meant 
to supply current to the motor." 

"Then what does it do?". 
"It's the switch -on resistor for the 

two transistors which govern the motor 
speed." 

"Well," conceded Dick. "I did think 
that those two transistors in the 
circuit could be involved in the 
operation of the motor. But I was so 
pleased at being able to find that the 
resistor was faulty after my first few 
checks that I didn't bother about the 
rest of the circuit. How do those two 
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transistors work, anyway ?" 
"In a very simple manner," replied 

Smithy. "Their function is to keep the 
motor speed as constant as possible 
both for changes in supply voltage and 
for variations in mechanical loading 
on the motor. Under running con- 
ditions the main current for the motor 
passes through the AC128 at the top 
and the 2.40 resistor between its 
collector and the motor. Forget about 
the two chokes in series with the motor 
for the time being. They have no effect 
on, motor operation and both have a 
very low resistance." 

Smithy paused for a moment to 
collect his thoughts. 

"Now." he continued, "the circuit 
is set up such that something like 2 to 
4 volts appears between the emitter 
and the collector of the AC128. Let's 
see what happens now if the supply 
voltage drops. This voltage drop 
appears at the junction of the 2.40 
resistor and the 5600 resistor you 
replaced, and it is passed in. its 
entirety to the emitter of the BC109. 
The drop is passed in its entirety 
because of the two silicon diodes in 
series; these are both forward con- 
ducting and there is a constant voltage 
of about 1.2 volts across them. The 
voltage drop will also be applied to the 
base of the BC109 by way of the 4700 
resistor, the 3300 pre-set potentio- 
meter and the 2k0 resistor. Because of 
potential divider action in this chain 
of resistors the voltage drop at the base 
of the BC109 will be less than that at 
the emitter." 

Dick frowned. 
I don't get that." 

Smithy sighed and pulled a pen from 
his pocket. He drew two simple 
sketches in the margin of the service 
manual. (Figs. 3(a) and (b).) 

"The first of these sketches," he 
announced, "gives you the situation 
with the two silicon diodes. These are 
forward `biased, which means that 
about 1.2 volts appears across the two 
of them in series. Now if the upper 
supply point at the top of the diodes 
is, say, 5 volts above the chassis, then 
5 minus 1.2, or 3.8 volts, appears at 
the lower end of the two diodes. If, 
next, the upper supply point drops to 
4 volts, you still have 1.2 volts across 
the diodes, with the result that 4 minus 
1.2 volts, which is equal to 2.8 volts, 
appears at the lower end of the two 
diodes. So, a drop of 1 volt at the top 
of the diodes causes a drop of 1 volt 
at the bottom of the diodes. Okay?" 

"Yes," confirmed Dick "I get that 
bit." 

"Right," said Smithy briskly. "Now 
1 et's turn to the chain of resistors. 
Their total value comes to 2,8000 and 
we can, for the sake of argument, 
adjust the potentiometer so that the 
resistance above its slider is 5600. 
This is one -fifth of 2,8000, with the 
result that one -fifth of the voltage 
applied to the chain appears above the 
slider and four -fifths of the voltage 
appears below the slider. Do you 

(a) 

1/5 EV 

4/5EV 

470n 560n 

1- 
33On 

2kn 

2,800A 

EV 

(b) 

Fig. 3 (a). The voltage at the 
lower end of the two silicon 
diodés in Fig. 1 is always 1.2 
volts lower than that at the 

top 
(b). On the other hand. the 
voltage at the slider of the 
pre-set potentiometer (as- 
suming no direct connection 
to the lower transistor) is 
always a fraction of the volt- 

age at the top 

follow things so far?" 
"Yes," replied Dick. "This seems 

pretty well okay up to now." 
"Good," commented Smithy. "Now, 

as with the diodes let's start off by 
applying 5 volts to the chain of resistors. 
We will then get four -fifths of this, or 
4 volts, between the pot slider and 
chassis. What happens when we reduce 
the 5 volts to 4 volts ?" 

"Why," replied Dick, slightly taken 
aback at this sudden question, "we'll 
have four -fifths of 4 volts between the 
pot slider and the chassis." 

"And what's that?" 
"Four -fifths of 4? Blimey now, this 

needs a spot of mental arithmetic! 
It's 4 times 4 over 5, which is 16 over 5. 

And that comes out to-let me see 
now -3 and a fifth." 

"Good," said Smithy. "Or, if we 
work in decimals, we can say that 
four -fifths of 4 is 3.2. Assuming that 
the chain of resistors is not connected 
to the transistor. base, a fall of 1 volt 
at the top would result in a drop of 
only 0.8 volt at the slider of the pot.' 
At the same time, a drop of 1 volt, 
passed via the silicon diodes, causes a 
fall of 1 volt at the emitter of the 
BC109." 

"I see what you're getting at now," 
said Dick excitedly. "You've shown 
that a voltage change at the top of the 
resistors is reduced due to potential 
divider action in the resistors. In the 
present instance the pot slider connects 
to the forward biased base -emitter 
junction of the BC109 and so we 
should think also of the current drawn 
from the pot slider by the' transistor 
base. Since the voltage drop at the pot 
slider, when no current is drawn from 
it, is less than the voltage drop at the 
bottom of the two silicon diodes, it 
follows that when the pot slider is 
connected to the transistor base the 
voltage drop at the top causes that 
base to become marginally more 
positive with respect to the emitter 
than it was before. The result is that the 
transistor draws an increased collector 
current when the voltage applied to 
the motor falls." 

Smithy gazed at his assistant be- 
nignly. 

"There are moments." he said 
fondly, "when you exhibit a level of 
intelligence which raises you head and 
shoulders above the common rut of 
your own mediocrity." 

Dick polished his finger nails on the 
lapel of his overall jacket. 

"I'm not just a pretty face, you 
know," he replied modestly. "I've got 
brains I haven't even started using yet." 

"I have little doubt of it." com- 
mented Smithy. "Anyway, let's get 
back to 'the transistor motor speed 
control circuit. We have now seen that, 
if the supply voltage falls, the collector 
current in the BC109 increases. This 
increasing collector current flows in 
the base of the AC128, and it turns this 
transistor harder on. The result is that 
a lower voltage appears across the 
emitter and collector of the AC128, 
this counteracting the original drop 
in supply voltage. The circuit will 
similarly counteract rises in supply 
voltage. These will cause reduced base 
current in the BC109 and, in conse- 
quence, the AC128. The latter will be 
turned less hard on, thereby allowing 
a higher voltage to appear across it 
and compensate for the rise in supply 
voltage." 

VARYING MOTOR LOAD 

"It seems to be," remarked Dick, 
"quite a neat little circuit. Are there 
any other things it can do?" 

"As I mentioned earlier," replied 
Smithy, "it can also counteract 
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changes in motor voltâge due to 
varying mechanical load on the motor." 

"How does it do that?" 
"In rather the same manner as it 

counteracts supply voltage variations. 
If the load on the motor increases, the 
motor draws a larger current. This 
results in a bigger voltage drop across 
the series 2.4e resistor, and this voltage 
drop is passed to the emitter of the 
BC109 via the silicon diodes in the 
same way as before. The BC109 draws 
more current, thus turning the AC128 
harder on, and so raising the voltage 
applied to the motor and causing it to 
maintain a constant speed." 

"I suppose." suggested Dick, "that 
you initially set up the pot for the 
correct motor motor speed." 

"That's right," agreed Smithy. "You 
check motor speed by running a test 
tape which has a tone of known 
frequency recorded on it. The pot is 
then adjusted such that the tone is 
reproduced at the correct frequency. 
Alternatively, you can check the time 
taken for a known length of tape to 
pass the capstan." 

Smithy paused momentarily and 
scribbled some figures in the manual 
margin. 

"Now, these cassette recorders," 
he resumed, "are usually 1 inches per 
second, and so you can expect 561 
inches of tape to take 30 seconds to 
pass through. After a few timed test 
runs it should be possible to arrive at a 
final pot setting which is quite 
accurate." 

350n 

1220n 

"I see," replied Dick. "Incidentally, 
is this motor speed control circuit used 
fairly widely in battery cassette 
recorders?" 

"Yes, it is," said Smithy.. "There are 
a number of British and European 
manufacturers who use the basic 
circuit. The values of individual 
resistors and the transistor types vary 
between different makes, of course, 
but those are the only major differences 
you'll encounter. I've also seen the 
circuit, in slightly more altered form, 
in a Japanese cassette recorder. In this 
case there are two silicon diodes in 
parallel instead of in series. This 
version of th8 circuit also has a 
thermistor in the lower end of the 
resistor chain." (Fig. 4.) 

"Why have two diodes in parallel?" 
queried Dick. "Wouldn't one do?" 

"The' two diodes are dissimilar 
types," explained Smithy, "and they 
will be chosen to give the required 
overall forward characteristic. They 
may also assist in providing a level of 
temperature compensation. However, 
the thermistor will be the main com- 
ponent which looks after that particular 
department." 

"Why do you need temperature 
compensation?" 

"To guard against changes in the 
resistance of the motor windings as 
ambient temperature varies," ex- 
plained Smithy. "This winding resis- 
tance will increase with temperature. 
When there is a thermistor in the 
lower part of the .resistor chain, the 

2.4n 

470n 

68On 

220n Thermistor 

470n 

220n 

4.5V 

Fig. 4. An alternative version of the motor speed control circuit, as 
used in the Sanyo M508 cassette recorder. Both transistors 

here are silicon types 
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resistance inserted by this component 
decreases as temperature goes up. This 
reduces the bias current in the lower 
transistor, the transistor passes less 
current and the circuit stabilizes with 
the upper transistor offering an in- 
creased effective resistance to com- 
pensate for the increased resistance of 
the motor windings. Another way of 
achieving the same effect, which is 
encountered in some European designs, 
consists of inserting a positive tem- 
perature coefficient resistor in the 
resistor chain above the pot. Its 
resistance increases with ambient 
temperature, thereby giving the same 
effect as a thermistor below the pot. 
Normally, the resistor is a wire -wound 
job using the same type of wire as is 
employed in the motor. This can result 
in very accurate temperature com- 
pensation." (Fig. 5.) 

"Are there any other means of com- 
pensating for temperature changes?" 

"The only other one I can think of 
at the moment," said Smithy, "consists 
quite simply of relying on the silicon 
diodes themselves. Normally, the 
forward voltage of a silicon diode falls 
slightly as its temperature goes up, 
which is just what Is required in the 
circuit. The manufacturer chooses 
diodes which -have the desired forward 
voltage and temperature charac- 
teristic." 

With these words, Smithy put his 
pen back into his pocket, preparatory 
to returning to his own bench. 

"Hey, hang on a minute," said Dick, 
recognising the signs, "I've still got a 
few more questions to ask you." 

"Oh, all right then," replied Smithy 
resignedly, "but I hope they aren't ones 
that require long answers, I can't stay 
gassing away here all day long." 

"What." asked Dick, "are the two 
chokes in series with the motor for?" 

"They're to stop commutator noise 
RADIO 

Fig. 5. Obtaining temperature 
compensation by means of a 
positive temperature coeffi- 
cient resistor in the resistor 
chain. Component values 

shown are typical 

from the motor getting onto the 
supply rails," said Smithy. "You may 
sometimes find capacitors of the order 
of 0.02µF in the motor supply circuit 
as well, these assisting in filtering out 
the noise. Some recorders seem to get 
by without either chokes or capacitors. 
Any more questions?" 

FINAL QUESTION 

"Yes," replied Dick, "there's just 
one final one. You ha' en't yet told me 
what that 5600 resit for I changed 
actually does." 

"As I said at the time," replied 
Smithy, "it's a switch -on resistor. Its 
function is simply to cause a small bias 
current to flow in the lower transistor 
when the circuit is switched on. This 
bias is sufficient to allow both tran- 
sistors to start condut Ling and come 
up to their full operating condition. 
If you didn't have that resistor, both 
transistors would simply remain in 
the cut-off condition after the circuit 
had been turned on." 

"Stap me," remarked Dick ele- 
gantly. "Then all that resistor does is 
merely turn the stabilizing circuit on!" 

"That's right," confirmed Smithy. 
"And as soon as it's done that little 
job it takes no further interest in the 
proceedings and has no further effect 
in the working of the circuit." 

Dick gazed at the. resistor in the 
cassette recorder with newly aroused 
respect, whereupon Smithy took ad- 
vantage of his silence to quietly slip 
away and return to his own much 
neglected labours. As he did so, he 
wondered how -long it would be before, 
yet again, he would be standing 
alongside his assistant and explaining 
some further points in electronics. 

Smithy sighed. 
Life in the Workshop tended to be 

rather like that. 
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SWITCHED 

EARTH 

SUPPLY 

UNIT 

by 
Vincent S. Evans, G8EDM 

HE AVERAGE ELECTRONIC HOBBYIST NEEDS A TABLE 
top power unit which he can use to supply whatever 
project or gadget he has in hand at the moment. It 

requires to be something better than a simple trans- 
former and rectifier arrangement, but at the same time 
should not be too sophisticated and expensive to build. 
Nevertheless it must have a variable voltage output, and 
this voltage should be reasonably stable over a wide 
range of loadings. 

STABLIZATION 

Perhaps it should be explained for the beginner that a 
simple unstablized mains unit is usually designed to 
supply a specified voltage at a fixed load current. For 
example, a power supply unit of this type could provide 
9 volts at 20mA for a small transistor receiver which 
requires this voltage and current. However, should an 
amplifier requiring, say 200mA at 9 volts be connected 
to the same power supply unit, its output voltage may 
well drop dramatically. The object of having a stabilized 
unit is to prevent this drop in voltage as the load current 
is increased. 

The stabilized supply unit to be described will fulfil 
the requirements of the average constructor and is 
fairly easy to build. The output voltage is continuously 
variable from zero to 12 volts, and voltage stability is 
good for load currents up to 250mA. At 400mA loading 
there is a drop of 1 volt when the output is set to 12 
volts off-load, and the voltage drop at this current is less 
than 1 volt when the output is adjusted for lower 
voltages. This performance is adequate for general 
purposes anti, in addition, the output is to a considerable 
extent unaffected by fluctuations in mains voltage. It 
should be added that an output current of 400mA is the 
maximum that should be drawn from the supply unit. 

The particular project to be supplied with power will 
have either a positive or negative common (or chassis) 
supply line. It is often advantageous, and in some in- 
stances necessary, for the power supply chassis line to be 
of the same polarity, and earthed. In other cases it is 
desirable that neither the positive nor negative output 
terminals of the supply unit be earthed so that they are, 
instead, `floating': Provision for all three requirements 
is made in the present design, which includes a 3 -way 
switch capable of earthing either output terminal or of 
leaving both floating. To ensure that no mistakes are 
made when using the unit, the operating state is indi- 
cated visually by two pilot lights. 

This stabilized power supply unit has an output that is continuously 
variable up to 12 volts. Either the positive or negative output 

terminal, or neither, may be earthed as desired. 
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THE CIRCUIT 

The general configuration is a well -tried one, and 
incorporates a mains transformer with a secondary 
rated somewhat higher than the maximum stabilized 
output voltage and current figures required. The trans- 

former employed by the author has a secondary rated 
at 15 volts r.m.s., 0.5 amp, and it is available from J. 
Bull (Electrical) Ltd., 7 Park Street, Croydon, CR0 1YD 

The transformer is shown in the circuit diagram 
given in Fig. 1 as Tl, and its secondary connects to a 
silicon bridge rectifier. This is specified in the Compo- 

Fi Silicon 
bridge 
rectifier 

15V 
eO.5A 

- 
ti 

+ 
TR3 

AC 128 

PLI ® PL 2\ 
red green 

ZDi 

TRI 

AC128 

! 
VR1 

TR2 

OC 29 

F2 

C2 M. Output 

b 

AC128 

Lead -outs 

e 

b 

OC 29 

Lead -outs 

Fig. 1. The circuit of the stabilized power supply un ii 

COMPONENTS 

Sib 

o 
t 

Resistors 
(All fixed values watt l0%,) 

R1 68Oû 

Neon 
NEI 240V neon assembly, with integral 

series resistor, panel -mounting 
R2 1.21d1 
R3 82012 Switch 
VR1 20k12 potentiometer, linear Si(a)(b) d.p.d.t. centre -off, miniature, toggle 

Capacitors Fuses Cl 1,0000 electrolytic, 25 V. Wkg. F1, 2 500mA fuses, 30mm. 
C2 500µF electrolytic, 15 V. Wkg. 

Transformer 
T1 Mains transformer, secondary 15V at 

0.5A (see text) 

Semiconductors 
TRI AC128 
TR2 0C29 
TR3 AC128 
ZD1 13 Volt zener diode, I watt 
Silicon bridge rectifier, IA 25V (see text) 

Pilot Lights 
PLI, 2 14V 0.75 watt, l.e.s. (R.S. Compo- 

nents) 

Miscellaneous 
Panel -mounting l.e.s. bulb holder, red lens 
Panel -mounting l.e.s. bulb holder, green lens 
2 Fuseholders, panel -mounting, miniature (see 
text) 
Pointer knob 
Mica washer and insulating bushes (for TR2) 
Wander plug socket, red 
Wander plug socket, black 
Materials for chassis and panel 
3 -core mains lead 
Grommets, solder tags, etc. 
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nents List as 1 amp 25 volt. In practice, any silicon 
bridge rectifier rated at 1 amp (or more) and with a p.i.v. 
(peak inverse voltage) of 25 volts or more may be em- 
ployed. (In general, the lowest p.i.v. rating likely to be 
encountered is 50 volts.) Modern small -sized electroly- 
tic capacitors are used for the reservoir capacitor, Cl, 
and the final (smoothing capacitor, C2, to keep the 
overall unit small in dimensions. 

Transistors TRI and TR2 are arranged as a Darling- 
ton pair d.c. amplifier, the overall current gain being 
equal to the product of the individual gains of the two. 
TR1 is a high gain type. The variable voltage output is 
obtained by varying the voltage on the base of TRI by 
means of potentiometer VR1. Since TRI and TR2 are 
both in the emitter follower configuration, the voltage 
at the emitter of TR2 is just a little lower than that on 
the base of TRI. The zener diode ZD1 maintains the 
voltage across VR1 at a fixed level. The potentiometer 
may be a carbon -track component instead of the more 
rugged wire -wound type, and its knob is provided with 
a scale calibrated in terms of output voltage. The 
potentiometer requires a linear track in order to provide 
even spacing in the scale calibration. 

No heat sink is required for TRI. TR2, on the other 
hand, needs a large heat sink, to which it should be well 
coupled, since it can dissipate a significant -amount of 
power when the supply unit is providing a high output 
current at low voltage. The heat sink, here, is provided 
by the chassis. Resistor R3, across C2, provides a 
discharge path for the capacitor, allowing it to discharge 
rapidly when the unit is switched off or when VR1 is 
adjusted to provide a lower voltage. 

Fig. 2. (a) The assembled chassis and front panel 
(b) Illustrating how the chassis is bent 

A view of the chassis underside 

Two fuse points are provided, one at the mains input 
and one at the negative output terminal. The author 
employed miniature Eagle single -hole mounting fuse - 
holders (available as Type 125 from Henry's Radio) 
fitted with 500mA 30mm. fuses. The mains input fuse 
protects against component breakdown, and the fuse in 
the output gives some protection against overload. 
Nevertheless, short-circuiting of the output should be 
avoided at all times. 

SI is a double -pole double -throw centre -off toggle 
switch. This is available in several makes, including the 
Bulgin Type S780 (Home Radio Cat. No. WS81). 
Section SI (b) connects either of the output terminals to 
chassis or it leaves them floating. SI(a) connects PLI or 
PL2 to the emitter follower TR3 to indicate the state of 
the circuit. When PLI is illuminated, the positive out- 
put terminal is earthed; when PL2 is illuminated, the 
negative output terminal is earthed; and when neither 
lamp is illuminated, the output terminals are floating. 
PLI and PL2 are fitted in miniature l.e.s. panel -mount- 
ing holders, that for PLI having a red lens and that for 
PL2 a green lens. The author employed R.S. Compo- 
nents 14V 0.75 watt lamps as it mks found that 12V 
lamps of higher wattage tended to damage the plastic 
lenses of the miniature holders. These bulbs are avail- 
able from any supplier of R.S. Components parts, 
including Chromasonic Electronics, 56 Fortis Green 
Road, London, NIO 3HN. It is not advisable to employ 
bulbs drawing a higher current since excessive dissipa- 
tion will then occur in TR3. The envelope of this tran- 
sistor is clipped to the chassis by means of a small metal 
clamp to provide heat dissipation. 

21124 

118" Paxolin 

N 
1 

3112 

16sw.g. aluminium 

(a) (b) 
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sockets 

No mains on -off switch is shown in Fig. 1, and none 
was provided in the prototype. If such a switch is 
required, it may consist of a d.p.s.t. toggle type, and is 
inserted in the live and neutral mains input leads. It 
may be positioned at any convenient point on the front 
panel. 

CONSTRUCTION 

As will be gathered, the author went to some pains to 
obtain miniature components and thereby enable. the 
whole unit to be reasonably small in size. It was poss- 
ible, in consequence, to assemble the prototype in a case 
measuring 6 by 3 by24in. Many readers inay prefer to 
obtain standard sized components, where applicable, 
whereupon the chassis dimension will need . to be 
enlarged to suit. Even if miniature components are used, 
it is a wise precaution to obtain all of these before 
commencing on the front panel and metalwork. A 
check can then be made to see that the components will 
fit into the intended space. If not, the chassis dimensions 
can be enlarged as necessary. 

The chassis and front panel are made up as shown in 
Figs..2(a) and (b). The chassis is a piece of 16 s.w.g. 
aluminium with two folds, to which is bolted the front 
panel consisting of a sheet of tin. Paxolin. Three holes 
are required at the chassis rear, these being for the fuse - 
holders and the mains input lead. The latter must be 

Fig: 4. Wiring above the chassis. Connect the 
zener diode with the polarity shown in Fig. 1 

Fig. 3. The components mounted on the front 
panel 

fitted with a grommet. Three corresponding holes will 
be required in the back of the power supply case when 
this is fitted later. Fig. 3 shows the front panel layout and 
indicates the positioning of the front panel components. 
Wiring above the chassis is shown in Fig. 4, whilst Fig. 5 
illustrates the below chassis connections and the 
positioning of the fuseholders. 

TR2 is insulated from the chassis and must be 
mounted with a mica washer and two insulating bushes. 
Care must be taken to ensure that the chassis surface 
presented to this transistor is flat, and that the mounting 
and lead -out holes for it are free from burrs. Note that a 
number of connections are made, both above and below 
the chassis, to solder tags secured under the bolts and. 
nuts which hord TR2 in position. As. was mentioned 
earlier, TR3 is held against the chassis by a small metal 
clamp. 

It is possible that the primary and secondary tags of 
the transformer for Tl may be positioned differently to 
those shown in Fig. 4. The transformer tags should be 
identified before this component is wired in so that 
connections agree with the circuit diagram of Fig. 1. 
The same remarks apply to the bridge rectifier, the tags 
of which may have positioning different to that shown in 
Fig. 5: The 2 -way terminal block in Fig. 5 may be cut 
from a flexible plastic terminal strip of the type available 
from radio and electrical retailers, or from the electrical 
counter of popular stores. A number of leads pass 

Clamp 
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The chassis as seen from the rear 

Terminal block 

NEI 
PL2 

/PLI 

Bridge rectifier 

Fig. 5. Components and wiring underneath the 
chassis 

through holes in the chassis. These holes should be fitted 
with grgmmets. 

The mains lead must be a 3 -core type, preferably 
terminated in a 3 -way mains plug with an earth pin. It 
is a sensible precaution, when wiring is complete and 
before testing commences, to check that any exposed 
mains connections or joints are properly covered or 
taped to prevent accident. Also, all internal wiring 
should, be carefully checked, as an incorrect connection 
could damage one or more of the transistors. 

When the unit is switched on and tested, it will 
probably be found that the maximum output voltage 
given by the unit will differ somewhat from the nominal 
voltage of the zener diode. This is due to spread, within 
tolerance, in the zener voltage plus the fact that a small 
voltage is dropped in the base -emitter junctions of TRI 
and TR2. The author employed a zener dicde with a 

+ 

CI 

nominal voltage of 13 and found that the maximum 
output available was 12 volts exactly. If several zener 
diodes are to hand, it may be found advantageous to 
check these in turn in the circuit, finally incorporating 
the one which gives best results, as indicated by a volt- 
meter connected across the output ter.ninals. The mains 
supply must, of course, be switched off when changing 
diodes. It should be remembered that it is possible to 
use two lower voltage zener diodes in series, the effective 
total voltage being the sum of the two. 

Calibration of the voltage scale, which consists of a 
disc or square of white card glued to the panel behind 
the knob of VR 1, may finally be carried out, this being 
done with a reliable voltmeter connected across the out- 
put terminals. The scale is afterwards protected by 
painting with clear varnish. 
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Radio Topics 

SEQUENTIAL TIMER 

The accompanying diagram, issued 
by Motorola Semiconductors Limited, 
York House, Empire Way, Wembley, 
Middlesex, illustrates an ingenious 
method of obtaining sequential timing 
operations with the aid of unijunction 
transistors. The circuit automatically 
switches from one independent time 
delay to the next. Three time delays 
are shown in the diagram but the 
system can be expanded to include 
any number of time delays. If the final 
stage is coupled back to the first the 
system gives continual recycling. 

The circuit is started by applying a 
positive pulse to the gate of thyristor 
SCR1. This fires, drawing current 
through the first load resistor RL1 and 
biasing transistor Q1 into conduction. 
Q1 draws collector current through 

By Recorder 

RV1 and REl, charging timing capaci- 
tor CE1 in the process. The voltage 
across CE1 increases until it reaches 
the peak -point voltage for the uni - 
junction transistor Q2. Q2 fires and 
causes a relatively large current to flow 
between its base 1 and base 2. The con- 
sequent positive pulse at the base 1 is 
fed to SCR2 which, in its turn, also 
fires, causing current to flow in the 
second load resistor RL2 and biasing 
transistor Q3 into conduction. 

When SCR2 fires, the lower end of 
RL2 goes suddenly negative, and a 
negative pulse is fed back, via Cl, to 
SCRI. This pulse turns off SCRI, with 
the result that the bias current to Q1 
is removed and this transistor cuts off. 
Capacitor CE1 discharges into the 
emitter and base 1 of Q2 and the first 
section of the circuit reverts to its 
original state. 

At the same time, the now con- 
ductive Q3 is causing the voltage 
across capacitor CE2 to rise. This, 
when it is sufficiently high, triggers the 
unijunction transistor Q4, and the 
process just described is repeated in 
the second and third stages of the cir- 
cuit. The timing sequence comes to 
an end when the final thyristor, SCR4 
in the diagram, fires and turns off 
SCR3. If the base 1 of Q6 is returned 
to the gate of SCR1 instead of to the 
gate of SCR4 the circuit continually 
recycles. 

The time delays of each section are 
set by the values of RV, RE and CE, 
being adjustable by means of RV. 
With the components .shown, the 
delays available are from 16 milli- 
seconds to 8 seconds. 

The circuit is designed around 
Motorola semiconductors, these being 

1000 
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CIRCUIT 

A simple sequential timing circuit designed by Motorola Limited. Any number of sequential stages may be 
incorporated 
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type BC350 for the transistors, 
MCR106-1 for the thyristors and 
2N4871 for the u.j.t.'s. The type 
2N4871 operates with a typical peak - 
point emitter current of only luA 
and the reverse emitter current at 
voltages below the peak -point level is 
typically as low as 0.005uÄ. The 
device is, in consequence, very suitable 
for timing applications where the 
charging capacitor couples directly to 
the emitter, since the emitter current 
prior to the peak -point is low enough 
to be negligible compared with the 
capacitor charging current. 

SOLDER RISK 

Although it is always wise to 
employ a heat shunt on the lead -outs 
when soldering transistors into circuit, 
there are plenty of occasions when 
many of us do not observe this simple 
and sensible precaution. Even when in 
such instances the soldering iron is 
applied and removed quickly, there is 
still a risk of damage to the transistor 
for a reason which is rarely mentioned. 

If, due to previous connections or to 
excessive zeal in applying the solder, 
there is a large mass of solder at. the 
connection point for the transistor, 
that mass of solder will retain its heat 
for a surprisingly long period after 
the removal of the iron. This heat can 
travel up the lead -out wire of the 
transistor and it may cause internal 
damage. It should be noted that it is 
not the heat which is present at the 
joint when the iron is applied that 
results in the damage, it is the heat. 
remaining in the large mass of solder 
after the iron has been taken away. 

Methods of avoiding this trouble 
are, of course, obvious. First, try to 
prevent the appearance of excessively 
large quantities of solder at the points 
to which transistors connect. Second, 
play it safe in any case by using a heat 
shunt. 

I.C. INSERTER 
My photograph illustrates the 

type A23-2050 integrated circuit 
insertion tool which is now available 
from Jermyn Manufacturing, Vestry 
Estate, Sevenoaks, Kent. This enables 
14 and 16 lead d.i.p.'s to be rapidly 
and safely inserted into sockets and 
printed circuit boards. The letters 
'd.i.p.', incidentally, indicate dual-ip- 
line for plastic -encapsulated integrated 
circuits. 

Using the device is simplicity itself. 
An integrated circuit is loaded into 
the base of the tool, which auto- 
matically adjusts its leads to the correct 
pitch of 0.3 in. The i.c. leads are then 
located over the socket or printed 
circuit board, whereupon the tool's 
plunger is operated to insert the i.e. 
by applying light finger pressure only. 

The base of the tool is made of a 
transparent material, thus facilitating 
visual alignment of the i.c. leads. 
Furthermore, no metal parts are used 
in its construction, so that i.c.'s can be 
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The Jermyn Manufacturing 
Division's A23-2050 and 
A23 -2050P integrated cir- 

cuit insertion tools 

inserted into live sockets if required 
without danger of causing short- 
circuits. 

A special gold-plated version of the 
tool (the type A23 -2050P) is also 
available. This is employed for in- 
serting MOS devices, where it is 
essential for the i.c. leads to be short- 
circuited together during insertion. 

AUTOMATIC SIGNAL 
GENERATOR 

In our last May issue we published 
an article under the title `Automatic 
Signal Generator'. This described an 
experimental signal generator whose 
output was always at the aerial input 
frequency of the receiver being aligned. 
The effect was achieved by extracting 
an output from the receiver oscillator 
and mixing this, in the signal generator, 
with an oscillator running at the 
receiver intermediate frequency. We 
added an introduction to the article 
which referred to it as being an 
original idea. 

We should have known that almost 
all claims to originality in electronics 
are liable to result in the production 
of evidence that the idea has been 
thought of before! So it has turned 
out with the automatic signal generator 
principle, and several readers have 
kindly pointed out to us that a similar 
type of signal generator was described 
during World War 11 in the R.S.G.B. 
Bulletin. The material concerned ap- 
peared under the title 'The Synthe- 
scope' in the December 1943 and 
February 1944 issues of the Bulletin, 
and was written by R. H. Hammans 
G 2 S G . We are only too happy 
to bring the record straight and give 
credit for the idea to G2IG. 

DE -SOLDERING 
Made Easy 

UNSOLDERING BITS - release 
component leads in one oper- 
ation.-&" diam, shanks. 
Dual -in -line (0.3") I.C. 85p. 
Long line of leads 75p. 
T 0.5 outline 55p. 
Finepoint non -seize 30p. 
MATCHING SOLDERING 

IRON. £1.80 
SOLDER -ABSORBING WICK 

40p. 
ORIENTATION LTD. 

Mayfield, Coverack, Cornwall 

COMPUTER PANELS 
Panel contains 2 x Mullard 0C23 Transistors and 
5 other Transistors etc. 2 panels SOp p.p. 15p. 
Panel contains 2 x Mullard 0C28 Transistors 
2XBCY34, etc, 2 panels 50p p.p. 15p. 
Assorted Computer Panels contains many 
useful Transistors, Diodes, Trim Pots, etc. 
4 panels for El post free. 
Assorted Panels contains minimum of IO 
integrated circuits, also Transistors, Diodes 
etc. El p.p. 15p. 
Electrolytic Capacitors OF/V. 2000/35, 10,000/ 
15, 10,000/25, 12,500/35. All at 30p each p.p. 6p. 
2,000/50, 2.500/50, 5.000/50, 10,000/50, 12,500/ 
50, 50,000/15 all at 40p each p.p. 10p. 
Also available wide range motor start capacitors 
also block paper, etc. Send our exact require- 
ments. 
Assorted miniature and subminiature Electro- 
lytic Capacitors. 100 for LI.20 p.p. I5p. 

Send your exact requirements 

XEROZA RADIO 
I, East Street, Bishops Tawton, Devon 

D 

Vary the strength 
of your lighting with a 

-v- 

The DIMMASWITCH is an attractive and effic- 
ient dimmer unit which fits in place of the normal 
light switch and is connected up in exactly the 
same way. The white mounting plate of the 
DIMMASWITCH matches modern electric fit- 
tings. Two models are available, with the bright 
chrome knob controlling up to 300 w or 600 w 
of all lights except fluorescents at mains voltages 
from 200-250 v, 50Hz. The DIMMASWITCH has 

built-in radio interference suppression: 
600 Watt E3.20. Kit Form E2.70 
300 Watt £2.70. Kit Form £2.20 

All plus 10p post and packing. 
Please send C.W.O. to: 

DEXTER & COMPANY 
7 ULVER HOUSE, 19, KING STREET, 
CHESTER CH1 2AH. Tel: 0244-25883. 

As supplied to H.M. Government Departments. 
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THE MIDLAND 
NATIONAL 

AMATEUR RADIO AND 
ELECTRONICS EXHIBITION 

at the 

GRANBY HALLS LEICESTER 
OCTOBER 26th to 28th 1972 

SPONSORED BY THE AMATEUR RADIO RETAILERS ASSOCIATION 
COME AND SEE THE LATEST DEVELOPMENTS IN RADIO COMMUNICATIONS 

AND ELECTRONICS. WORLD-WIDE CONTACTS FROM THE EXHIBITION 
LARGE CAR PARKS 

EASY ACCESS FROM Ml MOTORWAY JUNCTION 
ADMISSION 20p 

THIS INCLUDES A CHANCE TO WIN A PIECE OF THE BEST IN RADIO EQUIPMENT 
OPENING TIMES THURSDAY & FRIDAY 26th & 27th, 12 noon to 9 p.m. 

SATURDAY 28th, 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. 
OVERSEAS VISITORS FROM PARIS - FRANKFURT - AMSTERDAM & BRUSSELS 

PLEASE CONTACT:- 
"MIDAWAY LTD." 40A, HILLSIDE, CASTLE DONINGTON, NR. DERBY 

FOR INFORMATION REGARDING INCLUSIVE AIR CHARTER FLIGHTS TO AND FROM THE SHOW 

DENCO (CLACTON) LIMITED 
355-7-9 OLD ROAD, CLACTON -ON -SEA, ESSEX 

Our components are chosen by Technical Authors and Constructors throughout 
the World for their performance and reliability, every coil being inspected twice 
plus a final test and near spot-on alignment as a final check. 

Our General Catalogue showing full product range 

DTB4 Transistor Er Valve circuitry for D.P. Coils 
DTB9 Valve Type Coil Pack Application circuitry 
MD.1 Decoder Circuitry fqr Stereo Reception 

18p 
18p 
18p 
21p 

All post paid,' but please enclose S.A.E. with all other requests in the interests of 
retaining lowest possible prices to actual consumers 
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS 
Rate: 4p (9d) per word. Minimum charge 60p (12/-). 

Box No. 10p (2/-) extra. 

Advertisements must be prepaid and all copy 
must be received by the 4th of the month for 
insertion in the following month's issue. The 

Publishers cannot be held liable in any wax 
for printing errors or omissions, nor can they 
accept responsibility for the bona fides of 
advertisers. (Replies to Box Numbers should 
be addressed to: Box No. -, The Radio 
Constructor, 57 Maida Vale, London, W9 1 SN) 

NEW CATALOGUE NO. 18, containing credit vouchers 
value 50p, now available. Manufacturers new and 
surplus electronic and mechanical components, price 
23p post free. Arthur Salis Radio Control Ltd., 28 
Gardner Street, Brighton, Sussex. 

MECCANO FOR "CYCLOPS" - Special Pack of all Mec- 
cano parts required - £3.28 including postage. Send off 
today to The Meccano Spare Parts Specialists and start 
building! "Everything Meccano" at M. W. MODELS, 165 
Reading Road, Henley-on-Thames. Oxon. Telephone 3342. 

FOR SALE: Cossor transistorised portable LW, MW and 
VHF. Black leather. 6l x 4 x 2 in. £3. Box No. G179. 

SERVICE SHEETS for Televisions, Radios, Transistors, 
Tape Recorders, Record Players, etc., from 5p. with 
free Fault Finding Guide. Catalogue 15p. Please send 
S.A.E. with all orders/enquiries. Hamilton Radio, 
47 Bohemia Road, St. Leonards-on-Sea, Sussex. 

FOR SALE: VHF KIT, 80 - 180 MHz. Receiver, tuner, 
converter. World wide sales. Incomparable. £4.00 or 
s.a.e. for literature. Johnsons (Radio C), Worcester 
WR1 2DT. 

FOR SALE: Tannoy p/a type weather -proofed microphone, 
£1. Marine freq. xtals, 2009, 2306, 2381kHZ. lin pin 
spacing. £1 each. Box No. GÌ85. 

BUILD IT in a DEWBOX robust quality plastic cabinet 
2 in. x 21 in. x any length. S.A.E. for details. D.E.W. 
Ltd., 254 Ringwood Road, Ferndown, Dorset. Write 
now - right now. 

AERIAL BOOSTERS. L45 - 625 UHF Television, L12 - 
405 Television, L11 - VHF Radio, Price £2.95. Resistors, 
capacitors and television valves sold in bargain parcels. 
S.A.E. for free leaflets. VELCO ELECTRONICS, Bridge 
Street. Ramsbottom, Bury, Lancs. 

CHROMASONIC ELECTRONICS is well and living at 
56 Fortis Green Road, London N10 3HN. 40 page illus- 
trated catalogue 20p. post free. 

MINI MAINS TRANSFORMER MT7, 30 x 30 x 37mm, 
7-0-7V rms, 120mA, for 9V rectified d.c. Top quality 
component with really comprehensive data. 70p, U.K. 
post 5p. Mail order only. AMATRONIX LTD., 396 
Selsdon Road, South Croydon, Surrey, CR2 ODE. 

FOR SALE: Heathkit radio gear: Oscilloscope £37, Sine/ 
square generator £22, Millivoltmeter £19, Valve -voltmeter 
£20, Wattmeter £25, Quad 22 and Armstrong 12-12 watt 
stereo amplifier £39. All in excellent condition. Box No. 
G190. 

"MEDIUM WAVE NEWS" Monthly during Dx season - 
Details from: K. Brownless, 7 The Avenue, Clifton, York. 

WANTED URGENTLY for cash by dedicated fisherman, 
pair portable transistorised trans/receivers, self contained. 
Good condition. Box No. G191. 

"HOW TO LISTEN TO THE WORLD", published October 
1972, £1.90, post lop. Direct from World Publications' 
warehouse. Order from: David McGarva, Box 114E, 
Edinburgh EH1 1HP. 

(Continued on page 203) 

POTENTIOMETERS Lin or Log, 12p; with DP 

Switch, 23p; Dual Ganged, 36p; Special Offer, 5K 
with DP switch, 15p; WAVECHANGE SWITCHES, 
22p; Special Offer, Miniature, '4p, 3W, 16p; 
AMPLIFIERS: 1 Valve (EL84), £3; 1W Transistorised 
£1; 10W Transistorised, £3.75. JB3 Junction Box, 
£1.20. 5" Plastic Library Cases, 10p. 500uA 
TUNING METERS, 50p. CARTRIDGES: Compatible 
ACOS GP91-3SC, 90p; Stereo GP93-1, £1.15; 
Ceramic with Diamond Stylus, £1.80. CAPACITORS 
100mF 25V, 5p; 220mF 25V, 5p; 400-200-50- 
16mF 300V, 30p; 0.1 500VDC, 300VAC, 31p. 
MINIATURE INDICATOR LAMPS (5 colours),11p; 
6 or 12V Bulbs for above, 4p. MAINS NEONS panel 
mounting (red, green, clear), 15p. 100 MIXED 
RESISTORS, 45p. ROTARY SWITCHES (on/off) 
250V 2A, 10p. PLUGS: Jack Standard, 10p; 
Screened, 13p; 2.5mm and 3.5mm, 6p; Screened, 
8p. HEADPHONES: High Impedance (2,000 ohm), 
90p; STEREO 8 ohm, £1.95; STEREO 8/16 ohm, 
£2.10. MICROPHONES: Lapel, 28p; ACOS MIC. 
45, 90p; Dual Impedance Dynamic 600 ohm and 
50k, £4.50. RECORDING TAPE: 5" LP 900ft., 45p; 
54" LP 1,200ft., 60p; 7" LP 1,800ft., 81p. 
RESISTORS: carbon film 5%, lip. ALUMINIUM 
CHASSIS from 6" x3" to 16" x10", all 21" deep. 
Transistors, Rectifiers, etc. 
Large S.A.E. for list No. 4. Special Prices for quantity 
quoted on request. Add 10p for P&P on orders 

under £5. 

M. DZIUBAS 
158 Bradshawgate, Bolton, BL2 1 BA. Lancs. 

TECHNICAL TRAINING 
in Radio, Television and 
Electronic Engineering 

Let ICS train You for a well -paid post in this 
expanding field. ICS courses offer the keen, 
ambitious man the opportunity to acquire, quickly 
and easily, the specialized training so essential to 
success. Diploma Courses in Radio, TV Engineer- 
ing and Servicing, Colour TV Servicing, Elec- 
tronics, Computers, etc. Expert coaching for: 
* C&G. TELECOMMUNICATION TECHNICIANS CERTS 
* RADIO AMATEURS EXAMINATION 
* GENERAL RADIOCOMMUNICATIONS CERTIFICATES 
* C&G. RADIO SERVICING THEORY 

CONSTRUCTOR COURSES 
Build your own transistor portable, signal genera- 
tor, multi -test meter-all under expert guidance. 
POST THIS COUPON TODAY and find Out how ICS 
can help YOU in your career. Full details of ICS 
courses in Radio, Television and Electronics will 
be sent to you by return mail. 
Member of the ABCC. Accredited by the C.A.C.C. i tti I ti ri 

Name Age 
BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE 

' Address 

' INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS 

TA 33 INTERTEXT House, 
Stewarts Road, 

CALS Y London SW8 4UJ Las ti aim Pitti tri tri ai 
1 
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RADIO 
OI'FICERS 

PMG 

DO PMG II 

YOU MPT 

HAVE 
2 YEARS' 
OPERATING 
EXPERIENCE 

POSSESSION OF ONE OF 
THESE QUALIFIES YOU 
FOR CONSIDERATION 

FOR A RADIO OPERATOR 
POST WITH THE 

COMPOSITE SIGNALS 
ORGANISATION 

On satisfactory completion of a 7 months 
specialist training course, successful ap- 
plicants are paid on scale rising to £2365 
pa; commencing salary according to age 
- 25 years and over £1664 pa. During 
training salary also by age, 25 and over 
£1238 pa with free accommodation. 

The future holds good opportunities for 
established (ie pensionable) status, service 
overseas and promotion. 

Training courses commence every 
January, April and September. Earliest 
possible application advised. 

Applications only from British -born UK 
residents up to 35 years of age (40 years 
if exceptionally well qualified) will be 
considered. 

Full details from: 
Recruitment Officer, 
Government Communications 

Headquarters, 
Room A/1105, 
Oakley Priors Road, 
CHELTENHAM , 
Glos., GL52 5AJ. 
Tel: Cheltenham 21491. Ext. 2270. 

NEW STYLE 
SELF -BINDER 

for "The Radio Constructor" 

The "CORDEX" Patent Self -Binding 
Case will keep your issues in mint 
condition. Copies can be inserted or 
removed with the greatest of ease. Rich 
maroon finish, gold lettering on spine. 
Specially constructed Binding Cords are made 
from Super Linen of great strength, very hard 
twisted and twice doubled. They are attached 

to strong RUSTLESS Springs 
under tension, and the method 
adopted ensures PERMANENT 
RESILIENCE of the Cords. Any 
slack that may develop is 
immediately compensated for 
and the Cords will always 
remain taut and strong. It is 
impossible to overstretch the 
springs, as a safety check 
device is fitted to each. 

RAMO`' 
CONSTRUCT() 

PRICE 75p P. & P. 14p 

Available only from:- 

Data Publications Ltd. 
57 Maida Vale London W9 ISN 
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS 
(Continued from page 201 / 

POSTAL ADVERTISING? This is the Holborn Service. 
Mailing lists, addressing, enclosing, wrapping, facsimile 
letters, automatic typing, copy service, campaign planning, 
design and artwork, printing and stationery. Please ask 
for price list. - The Holborn Direct Mail Company, 
Capacity House, 2-6 Rothsay Street, Tower Bridge Road, 
London, S.E.1. Telephone: 01-407 1495. 

FOR SALE: Widescreen Cine Outfit. 9.5mm Prince cine 
camera fitted with Zenoscope Anamorphic lens, 9.5mm 
Specte projector with adaptor for Zenoscopic lens, 
widescreen 60 in. by 30 in., six 9.5mm cassettes for camera. 
£50. Box No. G 192. 

FOR SALE: Pye Cambridge transmitter/receiver. Modified 
for 2 metres. Excellent condition. £30. Box No. G193. 

Q MULTIPLIER COILS. High efficiency pot core 
assemblies for use in the range 50kHz - 2MHz. Other 
frequencies to order. 50p. each plus 5p. p. & p. State 
frequency required and whether p.c. or single hole 
mounting. Overseas enquiries invited. Storey, 145 The 
Knares. Basildon. Essex. 

FOR SALE: 2 metre converter, 24-26MHz I.F., built in a.c. 
230V power supply. £10. Box No. G194: 

"GOVERNMENT SURPLUS WIRELESS EQUIPMENT 
HANDBOOK". Contains circuits, data, illustrations for 
British/USA receivers, transmitters, trans/receivers. In- 
cludes modifications to sets and test equipment. Price 
£2.85, p.p. 15p. "HANDBOOK OF TRANSISTOR 
EQUIVALENTS AND SUBSTITUTES" by B. B. Babani. 
Includes many thousands of British, USA and Japanese. 
transistors. 78 pages. Only 40p, p.p. 5p. Gerald Myers 

(RC), 18 Shaftesbury Street, Leeds, LS12 3BT. 
FOR SALE: "Jane's Fighting Ships" edition. £5.00. 

Box No. G195. 
HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION. Burwood Lodge Hotel, 

Dawlish Road, Teignmouth, South Devon. Especially 
suitable for parents with young children. Facing south, 
on the cliffs, direct access by private path to the sea. 
Mothers' kitchen, automatic washing machines, baby 
listening service. Licensed lounge. Ample free parking. 

MULLARD MODULE LP1153 I- watt output into 8 ohms 
9 volt supply, brand new with data 70p. post paid. Trans- 
istor ignition £9.50; kit £7.50. S.A.E. lists. C. & W. 
Electronics, Unit 4, Meadow Road Industrial Estate, 
Worthing, Sussex. 

COMPONENTS TO CLEAR: Woden Mic. transformer, 
M.T.10I, £1.50. E.C.C. Miniature relay type 2,5A, £1.00. 
8 in. speaker, 30p. Eddystone 5 pin coil formers, 10p. 
Metal rectifiers, type SETT 2 W.B., 30p. Capacitors: 
5mfd 3000V d.c., 30p. 2mfd 1000V d.c., 20. lmfd 1000V 
d.c., 15p. 4mfd 500V d.c., IOp. Box No. G196. 

JOIN THE INTERNATIONAL S.W. LEAGUE. Free 
services to members including Q.S.L. Bureau, Amateur 
and Broadcast Translation, Technical and Identification 
Dept. - both Broadcast and Fixed Stations, DX 
Certificates, contests and activities for the SWL and 
transmitting members. Monthly magazine, Monitor, 
containing articles of general interest to Broadcast and 
Amateur SWLs, Transmitter Section and League affairs, 
etc. League supplies such as badges, headed notepaper 
and envelopes, QSL cards, etc., are available at reasonable 
cost. Send for League particulars. Membership including 
monthly magazines, etc., £2.00 per annum. (U.K. and 
British Commonwealth), overseas 6 Dollars or £2.50. Sec- 
retary ISWL, 1 Grove Road, Lydney, Glos., GL15 5JE. 

VALVES TO CLEAR: VR91, 171DDP, 801, U14, HP4106, 
6B4 -G, 6AG5. All at 20p each. Box No. G197. 

WANTED: Early books on wireless, pre -1925. Details to 
Box No. G198. 

(Continued on page 205) 

IN THIS CATALOGUE 

...-M.TID CIRCUT9 

10p 
post paid 
in U.K. 

96 Pages 
Transistors, with technical specs. 
I.Cs with working diagrams 
Resistors, capacitors, components 
Diagrams, tables, information 
GENUINE DISCOUNTS 

ELECTROVALUE LTD. 
28 St. Dudes Rd., Englefield Green, Egham, TW20 OHB 
9-6 daily: 1.0 p.m. Sat. Telephone Egham 3603 

FREE TO AMBITIOUS ENGINEERS 
THE LATEST EDITION OF ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES 

SEND FOR YOUR FREE COPY TO -DAY 
NEW OPPORTUNITIES is a highly informative 76 page guide 
to the best paid engineering posts. It tells you how you can 
quickly prepare at home for a recognised engineering qualification 
and outlines a wonderful range of modern home study courses in 
all branches of Engineering. This unique book also gives full details 
of the Practical Radio & Electronics courses administered by our 
Specialist Electronics Training Division - explains the benefits of our 
free,Appointments and Advisory service and shows you how to qualify 
for five years promotion in one year. 

PRACTICAL EQUIPMENT INCLUDING TOOLS 
The specialist Electronics Division of B.I.E.T. NOW offers you a 
real laboratory training at home with all the practical equipment 
you need, plus basic practice and theoretical Courses for beginners in 
Radio, TV, Electronics, etc. 

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
Dept. (B10), Aldermaston Court, Reading RG7 4PF r SEND OFF THIS COUPON TO -DAY !I'm 7 

Tick subjects that interest you: 
IAMSE (Elec) City & Guilds Certificate RTEB Certificate 

Radio Amateurs' Exam DMG Certificate Colour TV 
Electronic Engineering Computer Electronics Radio and TV 

IServicing Practical Electronics Practical TV and Radio El 
Please send booklets & full information without cost or obligation. 

I 

I 

I 

I 

NAME AGE 
(BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE) 

ADDRESS 

OCCUPATION 

ITo: BIET Dept. B10, Aldermaston Court, Reading RG7 4PF 
Accredited by the Council for the Accreditation 

of Correspondence Colleges 

I 

I 

I 

I 

J 
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THE MODERN BOOK CO 

BASIC TELEVISION 
New Picture Book Manual 

£3.50 
Practical Transistor Novelty Circuits 
by H. Ness 40p Postage 5p 
T.V. Technician's Bench Manual 
by G. W. Wilding £2.50 Postage 12p 
A Mullard Minibook Semiconductor 
Devices 38p Postage 5p 
Tape Recorders 
by H. W. Hellyer £2.25 Postage 12p 
Making Et Repairing Transistor Radios 
by W. Oliver £1 Postage 10p 
Servicing with the Oscilloscope 
by Gordon J. King £1.80 Postage 12p 
Servicing Transistor Radio Receivers 
by F. R. Pettit 75p Postage 7p 
The Mazda Book of Pal Receiver 
Servicing 
by D. J. Seal £3.50 Postage 15p 
Handbook of Transistor Equivalents 
and Substitutes 
by B. B. Babani 40p Postage 5p 

in the Common Core Series 
Postage 20p 

Beginner's Guide to Radio 
by Gordon J. King £1 
Using an Oscilloscope 
by D. W. Easterling 70p 

Postage 10p 

Postage 7p 
Principles of Transistor Circuits 
by S. W. Amos £1.50 Postage 10p 
Radio Data Reference Book 
by G. R. Jessop £1 Postage 10p 
20 Solid State Projects for the Car 
and Garage 
by R. M. Marston £1.20 Postage 7p 
Transistor Circuits in Electronics 
by Haykin £2.50 Postage 12p 
Practical Wireless Service Manual 
by Newnes £1.50 Postage 10p 
T.V. Fault Finding 405/625 Lines 
by J. R. Davies 50p Postage 7p 
Radio Valve Et Transistor Data 
by A. M. Ball 75p Postage 10p 

We have the Finest Selection of English and American Radio Books in the Country 
19-21 PRAED STREET (Dept RC) LONDON W2 INP 

Telephone 01-723 4185 

PLAIN -BACKED 
NEW STYLE SELF -BINDERS 

The "CORDEX" Patent Self -Binding 
Case will keep your copies in mint 
condition. Issues can be inserted or 
removed with the greatest of ease. 
Specially constructed Binding cords are 
made from Super Linen of great strength, 
very hard twisted and twice doubled. 
They are attached to strong RUSTLESS 
Springs under tension, and the method 
adopted ensures PERMANENT RESILI- 
ENCE of the Cords. Any slack that may 
develop is immediately compensated for, 
and the Cords will always remain taut 
and strong. It is impossible to over- 
stretch the springs, as a safety check 
device is fitted to each. 

PRICE lOpP. Et P. 14p 

Available only from:- 

for your other magazines 
(max. format 74" x 94") 

COLOURS: MAROON OR GREEN 
(If choice not stated, colour available will be sent) 

Data Publications Ltd, 57 Maida Vale London W9 1SN 
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS 
(Continued from page 203) 

' COMPONENTS GALORE. Pack of 500 mixed components, 
manufacturer's surplus plus once used. Pack includes 
resistors, capacitors, transistors, I.C., gang pots., etc. 
Tremendous value. Send £1 inc. postage. C.W.O. To: 
Caledonian Components, Fosterton Firs, Strathmore 
Road, Thornton, Fife. 

WANTED: Advertiser has built a. sky survey camera for use 
by members of an Astronomical Society. It uses whole 
plate size photogrâphicplates. Has anyone got any double - 
sided whole plate holders please? Box No. G.199. 

TWIN LEAD. 7A. 250V. White sheath. May be used as 5052 
feeder. Approx. 1dB loss per 100 feet at 30MHz. Easily 
split apart. 30m. - £1.00, 100m. - £2.50. Messrs. Burns 
Electronics, The Cottage, 35 Beulah Hill, London SE19 
3LR. 

ARE YOU A MOTORING ENTHUSIAST? The Seven - 
Fifty Motor Club caters for all types of motor sport - 
racing, rallies, hill climbs, etc. Monthly Bulletin free 
to members. For full details write to: The General 
Secretary, Colin Peck, "Dancers' End", St. Winifred's 
Road. Biggin Hill, Kent. 

LARGE QUANTITY of pre-war circuits/details of radios, 
radiograms and car radios. Also many constructors items 
for sale. S.A.E. for lists. Box No. G200. 

THE BRITISH AMATEUR ELECTRONICS CLUB. 
A club for all who are interested in electronics as a hobby. 
Quarterly Newsletter sent free to members. Subscription 
50p per year. Details from Hon. Secretary, J. G. Margetts, 
17 St. Francis Close, Abergavenny, Mon. 

FOR CONSTRUCTORS, Inventors and Small Manufac- 
turers. A self-employed precision instrument maker can 
undertake development/prototype work. `Specials' and 
small batch production of machined components. Box 
No. G201. 

FIBREGLASS CIRCUIT BOARD. 5p.-12 square ins., 50p. 
square foot. Double 8p. - 12 square ins., 70p. square foot. 
Post IOp. BRB, 17 Southbreck Rise, Worksop, Notts., 
S80 2UP. 

FOR SALE: Cossor 1049 MK3A oscilloscope £23.00 o.n.o. 
R.T.C. tape deck as for "The Stereo Tape Recorder" 
(P.W. Jan. 1970) £4.00. 18 element u.h.f. TV aerial, new, 
£4.00. Collection only. Telephone: Lancing 2594. 

IF YOU HAVE ENJOYED A HOLIDAY on the Norfolk 
Broads, why not help to preserve these beautiful water- 
ways. Join the Broads Society and play your part in 
determining Broadlands future. Further details from:- 
The Hon. Membership Secretary, The Broads Society, 
"Icknield", Hilly Plantation, Thorpe St. Andrew, Norwich, 
NOR 85S. 

TELEPRINTER EQUIPMENT FOR SALE: A 5ft. high 
cabinet, containing a `teleprinter terminal', consisting of an 
AR88D receiver, three chassis above containing equipment, 
a main power unit below the receiver and three spare 
chassis below that. One chassis contains an 1800 cycle 
filter. Whole unit looks very smart. Each chassis comes out 
on runners. £65. S.A.E. for details. Box No. G202. 

WORLD DX CLUB covers all aspects of SWLing on 
Amateur and Broadcast Bands through its monthly 
bulletin "Contact". Membership costs £1.38 a year. 
Enquiries to Secretary, WDXC, 11 Wesley Grove, 
Portsmouth, Hants., P03 5ER. 

A.T.U. KIT £4.50; assembled £5.50 (plus 30p P/P in both 
cases). Covers Short Wave Amateur & Broadcast bands, 
Marine bands, etc. Artificial earth/aerial bandswitch 
(complete aerial plus aerial peaking system for SOLID 
STATE sets) doubles as extremely efficient `earthing' 
system for Communications Receivers and Transmitters 
£4.50 (plus 30p P/P). 3p stamp for full range of Partridge 
World Record Aerial, and aerial systems. BOX 6, Part- 
ridge Electronics Ltd., Broadstairs, Kent. 

To All Users of Industrial 
Electronics 
Take advantage of our very competitive prices 
and high quality workmanship. 

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF 
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS EQUIPMENT. 

INDUCTION HEATING GENERATORS. METAL 
DETECTORS, POWER SUPPLIES, AUTOMATION 

AND CONTROL EQUIPMENT. 
HIGH QUALITY 

SHORT DELIVERY TIMES, 
TWO YEARS GUARANTEE 

DESIGNS CONSTRUCTED TO 
CUSTOMERS OWN SPECIFICATIONS 

WRITE FOR FULL DETAILS TO: 

"E.B.E.H. A. KYPRIOTIS" 
LABORATORIES OF 

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS 
OFFICE 
ANDROMAHIS 50, KALLITHEA 
ATHENS, GREECE 

FACTORY 
PAPAFLESSA 3, TSAKOS 
AGHIA PARSKEVI 
ATHENS, GREECE 

RSGB BOOKS FOR YOU 
New (fourth) edition of the ever -popular 

AMATEUR RADIO 
TECHNIQUES 
by Pat Hawker, G3VA 

Aimed at extending the reader's awareness of new 
devices and techniques. Provides a source book for 
many useful circuits and aerials. An ideas book rather 
than a constructional manual, but an ideas book that 
will prove its value time and time again. 
Substantially enlarged edition comprising 256 pages 
with over 600 diagrams. New material and features 
include more emphasis on integrated circuits, a quick 
guide to digital electronics, and much additional in- 
formation on the cure of TV interference and on 
aerials. 

£1.80 including postage and packing 
RAE MANUAL 

by G. L. Benbow, G3HB Sixth (1972) edition 
The standard work for all would-be licensed radio 
amateurs studying for the Radio Amateurs' Exam- 
ination. A completely re -written edition brought fully 
up to date to meet the present examination syllabus 
requirements. 
96 pages 90p post paid 
These are two of a complete range of technical pub- 
lications, log books and maps, all obtainable from: 
RADIO SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN 

35 DOUGHTY STREET, LONDON, WC1 N 2AE 
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r 
A7/MrlCAM( tlllO ,tsS000i! 
£11.s0 

A precision tool , 
using a combination 
of butane and com- 
pressed oxygen. Two pencil lead 
thin flame sizes. Adjustable to 
5.000°F. Cuts metals, welds, brazes 
and solders etc, gold and silver. 
Ideal for repair and construction 
work, model engineering, electri- 
cians, silversmiths, dental, model- 
ling jewellery, computer servicing. 
Up to 40 min. operation on fuel 
supplied. Replacement set 2 Oxy- 
gen, 1 Butane cylinders, E1.50 inc. 
post. Our price C11.50 - 31p 
p. & p. Send £11.81. 

See close up work 
with less eye strain 

and fatigue. 
Lightweight adjust- 

able headband. 
Powerful optically 

ground lenses from Con- 
tinental glassworks. Can 

be worn overnormal glasses. An 
essential aid electronics, model- 
ling. industry. Home and workshop, 
stamp collecting, jewellers, watch- 
making and any fine work. 24v 
magnification. 65.25 -1 35p p. & p. 
Send £5.60 3x model 50p extra. 
State model.TWIN-BEAM SPEC - LAMP - Worn just like a pair of 
spectacles. Two powerful spot lamps 
illuminate. working area. Can be 
worn with Binocular Magnifier. 
Bat. operated. Only 61.90 10p 
p. & p. Send E2. 

SU, fasi f lON JI:.00.M(Sl(C 
AYIfIANC[S6fOW(g IOOlS 

INTRODUCTORY 
PRICE ONLY 

£1.69 
Store cable 

tidily. Heavy 
duty 3 -core 

cable fitted un- 
breakable rubber 

tandard 13 amp fused 
3 -pin plug & 3 -pin 

socket. Saves trouble fitting your- 
self. For Domestic Appliances, 
Garden Power Tools, Hedge Trim- 
mers, Mowers, etc. 30ft app. cable 
& FREE storage reel E1.69, 41p 
p. & p. Send E2.10. 15ít. app. E1.20 
35p p. & p. 50ft app. E2.20. 41p 
p. & p. 75ft. app. C3, 50p p. & p. 
100ft. app [3.75+55p p. & p. 50 ft. 
app. 'Roverpoint' cable with winder 
reel. socket, plug, carry handle, 
L3.99 +41p p. & p. 

Safe and quick. FOUR 13 amp 3 -pin 
shuttered Socket Outlets Red neon warning indicator operates when 
in use. Only E2.40 ,35p p. & p. Total E2.75. Also De Luxe Model (Illus.) PLUS On/off switch PLUS 
Magnetic Contact Braker - If you draw too much current it switches off automatically. PLUS 30ft. (9 
metres) approx. lead, £6.75 140p 
p. & p. Total E7.15, Bonus offer: if required, set of four fused 13 amp 
plugs S0p extra. Post free if ordered with above. 

National Giro Account 
No. 553-8254 

JOHN DUDLEY & CO. LTD. (Dept. RC.2), 301 Cricklewood Lane, London, N.W.2. Tel.: 01-458 5917. Callers welcome. Easy parking. 

INTERNATIONAL 
SHORT 

WAVE 

LEAGUE 

Membership £2.00 per annum (U.S.A. 
$6.00) including 12 monthly issues of 
Monitor - the League journal. Including 
free use of all Services, QSL Bureau etc. 

THE LARGEST S.W.L. ORGANISATION 
IN THE WORLD 

For full details write to: 
The Secretary, 

I.S.W.L., 
1, GROVE ROAD, LYDNEY, 

GLOS. GL15 5JE. 

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS 
Use this form for your small advertisement 

To: The Advertisement Manager, Data Publications Ltd., 57 Maida Vale, London W9 1.SN 
Please insert the following advertisement in the issue of THE RADIO CONSTRUCTOR 

16 words at 4p 
64-p. 

ALL WORDING 
IN 

BLOCK LETTERS 
PLEASE 

I enclose remittance of being payment at 4p a word. MINIMUM 60p. 
Box Number, if required, 10p extra. 

NAME 
ADDRESS 

Copy to be received four weeks prior to publication. Published on the 1st of every month. 
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS 
(Continued from page 205) 

FOR SALE: Teleprinter 75R, £17.00. S.A.E. for all details. 
Box No. G203. 

FOR SALE: V.H.F. Signal Generator, perfect order, £9 
Buyer collects. Also quantity valves, mostly new. Badman. 
25 Cadgwith Drive, Darley Abbey, Derby. 

FOR SALE: Ex -Government miniature oscilloscope. 
General purpose type with optical magnifier. Working 
order. £18 o.n.o. Carriage extra or collect Middlesex. 
Box No. G204. 

ESSEX GARDENERS. Buy your bedding and rock 
plants, shrubs, etc., also cacti from May's Nurseries, 
608 Rayleigh Road, Hutton, Brentwood, Essex. Callers 
only. Monday to Saturday. 

TECHNICAL & INFORMATION SERVICES. For 
readers of The Radio Constructor with specific design and. 
installation difficulties, in the fields of radio and television, 
novelty electronics, and related add-on R. and TV and 
tape equipment. For, diagrams, circuits etc. available to 
readers own needs for specific projects. Problems dealt 
with. Enclose no money. Write to: 25 Poynter Road, 
Bush Hill Park, Enfield, Middlesex. 

RADIO CONTROL FOR MODELS. We supply all 
components and materials necessary to construct a 
professional multi -channel control system. S.A.E. for 
leaflet. Mail order only. Aercon Developments, 85 
Netherfield Road, Sandiacre. Nottingham. 

URGENTLY REQUIRED: Pre-war Lissen A.C. Skyscraper 
receiver and Lissen Hi -Q components. Litherland, 11 

Birch Grove, Chippenham, Wiltshire. Telephone: Chip- 
penham 50707. 

FOR SALE: Radio Constructor, Practical Wireless & 
Practical Television magazines. Reasonable prices. Single 
issues. All enquiries answered. S.A.E. G. Charnley, 
18 Nether Street, Finchley, London N12 7NL. 

TRANSFORMERS REWOUND. Output or mains types. 
Specials made to order at reasonable prices. S.A.E. 
Enquiries. Ratcliffe, 18 Beech Avenue, Thongsbridge, 
Huddersfield, Yorks., HD7 2SX. 

FREQUENCY LIST TRANSFERS. We have a limited 
supply of sheets of Dial Frequency Transfers in black. 
Short Wave frequencies 1,8Mc/s to 32Mc/s and 
144Mc/s and 146Mc/s. Includes amateur band marker 
frequencies at 100kc/s points and other short wave 
frequencies from 2 to 32Mc/s at every 500kc/s points. 
Each frequency is repeated. Two sheets for 5p, five 
sheets for 10p, postage 3p. Data Publications Ltd., 
57 Maida Vale, London W9 1SN. 

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS 
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GOLDEN HUNTER, 
from £10'50 yPowerfW 

metal detector tie di m 41,,ia Send 
loca 

for 
es bur 

illus. iteraturens. 

etc. etal 

a r UNDERGROUND EXPLORATION LTD 
DEPT 21 FARADAY HOUSE 

P.O. BOX 1 HAILSHAM SUSSEX 

SOKSOL DE -SOLDER KIT. Here is a kit that is a must for every 
service engineer and electronic project constructor. You make it up 
to your own exacting requirements. It de -solders transistors, I.C.'s, 
those wrap -round solder joints on switches, potentiometers, 
transformers, etc., etc. Simple to use. You just drop special braid in 
the supplied chemical solution, pull out and allow to dry. When 
reach; to use just simply place braid on device to be de -soldered, 
apply soldering iron to braid and the rest is sheer magic as all solder 
is soaked up in seconds. The kit includes 20 feet of special braid, 
Chemical solution and full instructions. £1.00, post 15p. Money 
back guarantee if dissatisfied. 
Bargain component parcels include resistors, silver mica, poly- 
styrene and electrolytic capacitors, valve holders, rotary switches, 
transistor panels, plus a generous selection of other components. 
Guaranteed to be the best mixed parcel on offer or your money back. 
4 lbs. net weight, £1.00, post 40p. 
Assorted computer panels contains I.C.'s, thyristors, transistors, 
diodes, trim pots, etc., etc. Don't miss this bargain. 5 assorted panels 
£1.00, post 20p. 
Flexible connecting wire, many assorted colours, 50 yds. for only 50p. 

ELEKON ENTERPRISES, 224A ST. PAUL'S ROAD, 
HIGHBURY CORNER, LONDON N.1 

ESSENTIAL BOOKS 
MOBILE RADIO TELEPHONES. Important reference book for 
users of commercial mobile communications equipment. Includes 
chapters on installation, operation Er maintenance. Contains 
photos and diagrams etc. Price £2.60 incl. postage. 
GOVERNMENT SURPLUS WIRELESS EQUIPMENT 
HANDBOOK. Contains circuits, data, illustrations and valuable 
information for British/USA receivers, transmitters, trans/ 
receivers. With modifications tosets and test equipment. Latest 
impression £3.25 including postage. 
A BEGINNERS GUIDE TO HI-FI by J.R. Hey, Tech (C.E.I.) 
M.S.E.R.T. An excellent guide to the purchase of ready made Hi-Fi 
equipment. It will save you pounds. Price only 40p inc. postage. 
HANDBOOK OF TRANSISTOR SUBSTITUTES AND 
EQUIVALENTS by B. B. Babani. Includes many thousands of 
British, USA and Japanese Transistors. 78 pages. Only 40p., 
post Et packing 5p. Available from GERALD MYERS (RC). 18, 
Shaftesbury Street, Leeds LS12 38T. Please include extra 
postage for abroad. 

YUKAti SO PROFESS/OVAL 7Hr 
SELF-S?%DX yVKA/V AEROSOL WAY - 

Get these drying aREY HAMMER 

W OR /MACK WR/NKCE 
/V (CRACKLE) finishes 
'Akan Aerosol epaykil contains 453g. fine owe, durable eaay Inetant 
spray. No stove baking required. Hammers available In Bray end bloe, 

90p wrr. pd. Modern Eggshell Black Wrinkle (Graces) producing a 3D 
f,oro,ed finish, 90p cart, pd., ell at 85p per push-button »Bieprey can N 
our counter. Also durable, heat end water reelerant Black Matt finlatt 
(339g. eelf-,prey cans only) 75p can. Pd. 
SPECIAL OFFER: One can plus optional transferable snap -on trigger 
handle (value 25p) for Bhp can. pd. Choice of 13 self -spray plain colours 
and primer (motor car quality) also available. 
Plea ose ncl cheque or crossed P.O. for total amount direct to: - à 
DEPT:RC/IOYUKAN,307a EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W21BN 
We supply many Government Depe,tmente, Municipal Authorities, InatitNminea and Leading Industrial Organisations-We can au you too. Now B 

,Open ell day Saturday. Closed Thursday afternoons. wen belt., 

Other Token Air 
Dry/no Aaroso/t 
463p. at SOP 

wt.. pd. 
Include 
Zinc Chromate 
Char Lacoow 
Matallla: Grey, 
B/ua. 

MORSE MADE EASY!!! 
FACT NOT FICTION. If you start RIGHT you will be reading amateur 
and commercial Morse within a month. (Normal progress to be expected.) 
Using scientifically prepared 3 -speed records you automatically learn to 
recognise the code RHYTHM without translating. You can't help it, it's as 
easy as learning a tune. 16-W.P.M. In 4 weeks guaranteed. Beginner's 
Section only £3.30. Complete course £4.50 (Overseas £1 extra). Details 
only, 4p stamp. 01-660 2896 

G3HSC/Box 38, 45 GREEN LANE, PURLEY, SURREY. 

SYNTHESISER 
MODULES 

Voltage -controlled modules for synthesiser construction and 

other musical MIRACLES! Catalogue 15p. D.E.W. Ltd., 254 

Ringwood Road, Ferndown, Dorset. 
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CHASSIS 
and 

CASES by EDGWARE ROAD 

H. L. SMITH & CO. LTD. 
287/9 Edgware Road 

London W2 1BE 
TEL: 01-723 5891 

CASES ALUMINIUM, SILVER 
HAMMERED FINISH 

Type Size Price Type Size Price 
N 8x6x2" £1.00 W 12x7x7" £2.50 
N 6x6x3" £1.05 W 15x9x8" £3.15 
N 4x4x2" 80p Y 8x6x6" £2.25 
U 4x4x4" 95p Y 12x7x7" £2.80 
U 54x4}x43" E1.15 Y 13x7x9" £3.15 
U 8x6x6" £1.45 Y 15x9x7" £3.35 
U 94x74x34" £1.55 Z 17x10x9" £4.15 
U 15x9x9" £3.00 Z 19x10x84" £4.35 
W 8x6x6" £1.90 *Height 
Type N has removable bottom, Type U re- 
movable bottom or back, Type W removable 
front, Type Y all screwed construction, Type 
Z removable back and front. Plus p.&p. 

BLANK CHASSIS 
FOUR-SIDED 16 SWG ALUMINIUM 

Size 
6x4x2" 
7x4x14" 
7x5x2" 
8x4x2" 
84x54x2" 
9x7x2" 
10x4x24" 
12x4x24" 
12x5x3" 

Price 
34p 
33p 
40p 
38p 
44p 
50p 
50p 
55p 
66p 

Base Size Price 
17p 10x8x24" 66p 
18p 12x7x24" 66p 
19p 12x9x24" 76p 
19p 13x8x24" 76p 
21p 14x7x3" 80p 
26p 14x10x24" 88p 
21p 15x10x24" 92p 
22p 17x10x3" E1.10 
26p Plus post and packing 

Base 
30p 
33p 
38p 
38p 
36p 
47p 
50p 
55p 

TO FIT OUR CASES 
7x51x14" 38p 21p 12x61x2" 60p 33p 
7x54x2" 43p 21p 14x81x2" 74p 44p 
11x64x14" 48p 30p 154x94x24" 94p 52p 
11x6}x2" 55p :,Op 17}x9}x24" E1.05 59p 

Plus post & packing 
PANELS: Any size up to 3ft. at 36p sq. ft. 16 s.w.g. 
(18 s.w.g. 32p). Plus postage and packing 

B. H. COMPONENT FACTORS LTD. BARGAIN PRICES 
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

SPECIAL RESISTOR KITS CERAMIC PLATE CAPACITORS RESISTORS1W 5% CAR BON FILM 1p each POLYESTER CAPACITORS C280 SERIES 250V. 
0W 5% carbon film 750V. (pF) 5, 10. 25, 40, 70. 100. 220, 20p 10 ohms -1M 100 for 55p - 

0.01 µF, 0.015µF, 0.022µF. 0.033µF. 3p. 0.068µF, 0.1 µF, 
10E12 KIT - 10 of each Ell value 10 ohms - 1M. E2.80 22pF 50V. 21p. (µF/V) 0.001/50. 2p 0.15µF, 4p. 0.22µF. 5p. 0.33µF, 7p. 0.47µF. Bp. 0.68µF, 

1N 4001 6p 2N706 10p AC127 15p 
A TOTAL OF 610 RESISTORS net. 0.0047/30. 2p. 0.01/50. 2p. 0.01/350, 2p 10p. 1 µF. 13p. 1.5µF,20p. 2.2µF. 23p. 

25E12 KIT- 25 of each E12 value 10 ohms - 1M. 06.50 0.022/50. 21p. 0.047/30. 3p. 0.1/30, 4p 1N4002 7p 2,4708 13p AC128 20p POLYESTER CAPACITORS C296 SERIES(TUBULAR) 
A TOTAL OF 1525 RESISTORS Tel. 0.1/100, 50 1N4003 8p 2N1303 17p BC108 11p 1600,0.01µF,0.015µF,0.022µF,2p.0.047µF,0.068µF,3p. 

1N 4004 9p 2,43055 60p BEY51 20p 
íN914 6D 2,43866 SSE OC71 12p 

0.15µF, 0.22µF. 4p. 0.33µF, 5p. 0.47µF. Bp. 0.68µF, 1 µF. 
lop. ROTARY SWITCHES .. 24 p 

1P 4W, 1P 12W. 2P 2W. 2P 4W, 2P 6W, 3P 3W, 
3P 4W. 4P 2W, 4P 3W. 

VEfl OBOARD 
0.1' MATRIX 2.5" x 5" . 26p 7400N 15p 7440N 25p 0075 15p 

7401N 15p 7470N 30p 0083 18p 
4000. 0.001µF. 0.0015µE, 00022µF. 0.0033µF, 0.01 µF, 
2p. 0.015µF,0.033µF.3p.0.068µF 4p. 2.5'x3.75' .. 23p 7410N 15p 7483N 120p OC84 18p BARGAIN PACKS 
MINIATURE ELECTROLYTIC MOLLARD C426 SERIES 

3.]5'x5' .. 280 7430N 15p 7493N 80p uL914 30p PVC WIRE 7/0076. 5 x 10 yds. 5 colours.. .. 30p 3.76'x3.75'.. 25p 
6p each 

TUNNEL DIODES 1,43717 Cl. T0716, 
PVC WIRE 14/0076. 5 x 10 yds. 6 colours .. 30p 2.5' x1" 2 for 12p 

2.5' 
/6 1.3 IO/ 

(µF/V) 0.64/64.1.6/25, 4/40. B/40. 10/i6, 10/64, 16/40 
/00.6. 10/6, 16/40, 

SMALL 4 WAY CABLE. 1004e...,,. 50p 
SMALL SCREENED WIRE, 10 yds. f' DIA. .. 50p 

0.15' MATRIX x 5' . 25p 
2.5' x 3.75' .. 17p TD716. SOp /25, , 0. 20F/O//64. 26 

MIN. GEN. PURPOSE SWITCHING DIODE 25 for 25p 
NEON BULB. 80V. WIRE ENDED.. . 5 for 20p 

3.75' x 5' . 30p 
3.75' x 3.75' .. 25p PANEL NEON 240V, TAG ENDED 150 

100/6.4.125/16.200/6.4.200/10.320/6.4. 
MULIARD 0437 SERIES RESISTORS ASSORTED 8W and 5W .. 100 for 40p 2 2.5' x l' for 12p R.F. CHOKES. 0.22uß. 2.2uH, 12u0, 

1 

64/64, Sp. 160/25, 90. 160/40. 11p. 640/6.4, Sp. ELECTROLYTICS TRANSISTOR TYPE 25 for 50p 
POLYESTER CAPACITOR 10µF 100V .. 50p 

0.15" MATRIX 2.5' x 5' .. 12p 
PLAIN 2.5' x 3.75' .. lip 

BD 

TRANSISTOR EQUIVALENTS BOOK 40p 1600/6.4. E. 

MINIATURE PUSH BUTTON, push to make .. 10p 
TRANSFORMER (MAINS) 32 -0 - 32 A 150 mA 50p 
SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR 2400 3W ex. equip. .. 76p 

5' x 3.75' .. 20P 
PINS (STATE SIZE) 10 - 4p, 25 - 8p. 
100-30p. 

ELECTRONICS DATA BOOR .. 25p 
COIL CONSTRUCTION MANUAL .. 30p ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS 

(µF/V.) 2.5/50. 3p. 4/10. 64/50. 10/15, 16/15. 20/25. POTS. ASSORTED, SOME EX. EOUIP. .. 5 for 25p INSERTION TOOLS (STATE SIZE) 54p TAPE RECORDING HANDBOOK .. 301, 25/15, 25/25. 40/6, 64/10. 200/6. 250/10. 4p. 10/6. SILICON DIODE 4000 8A (TOP HAT) 410, 25p TRACK CUTTER 40p ZENNER DIODES B2188 TYPE. UN- 10/50. 25/50, 32/50, 50/10. 64/25. 100/25. 6p. 50/50, SILICON DIODE 100V 20A (PLASTIC CASE) 2 for 70p MARKED. BUT TESTED AND 64/40, 250/15. 1000/3. 6p. 100/50, 250/25. 400/10, 
DIN PLUGS BA5 ex equip. TESTED . .. .. 4 for 20p POLARITY MARKED, ALL VALUES 500/10. 500/12. 640/10. 1000/6. 8p. 500/25. 10p. OC83 ex equip. TESTED .. .. .. 6 for 25p 

EIectrolytic 2.5µF 50V .. .. 25 for60p 
2 pio 12p SOCKET lop 
3 pin 13p SOCKET 10p 

2 - 13 volts .. .. 6p 
BRIDGE RECTIFIER. PLASTIC, 100V 

500/50.12p. 1000/12.10p. 1000/25. 2000/12. 2500/12. 
150.1000/50.350.2000/25. 26p.2500/25.30p. 3000/50. ACY17 ex equip.. TESTED .. .. 51or 25p 5 pin 180' 16p SOCKET 12p 1A.. .. .. 40p 65p. 5000/50, 850. 

C.W.O. ONLY. P Et P 1Op ON ORDERS BELOW £5. DISCOUNT: ABOVE £10 - 10%, £20 - 15% 
DEPT. RC. 61 CHEDDINGTON ROAD, PITSTONE, LEIGHTON BUZZARD, BEDS, LU7 9AQ 

TEL. CHEDDINGTON (0296) 668446. Callers by appointment only. ENQUIRIES - S.A.E., LIST 5p. 

DATA BOOK SERIES 
DB5 TV FAULT FINDING 

124 pages. Price 50p, postage 6p. 
DB6 RADIO AMATEUR OPERATOR'S HANDBOOK 

80 pages. Price 45p, postage 6p. 
DB16 RADIO CONTROL FOR MODELS 

192 pages. Price 75p, postage 8p. 
DB17 UNDERSTANDING TELEVISION 

512 pages. Price £2.10, postage 25p. 
DB18 AUDIO AMPLIFIERS 

128 pages. Price 53p, postage 6p. 
DB19 SIMPLE SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS 

140 pages. Price 80p, postage 6p. 

I enclose Postal Order/('heque for in payment for 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

(BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE) 

PEAslal Orders should be crossed and made payable to Data Publications Ltd. 
Overseas customers please pay by International Money Order. 
All publications are obtainable from your local bookseller, 
Data Publications Ltd., 57 Maida Vale, London W9 1SN 

Please mention THE RADIO CONSTRUCTOR when writing to advertisers 
208 RADIO & ELECTRONICS CONSTRUCTOR 

www.americanradiohistory.com
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OP 

U.K's LARGEST ELECTRONICS CENTRES! 
HENRY'S RADIO LTD. EDGWARE RO!' 9, LONDON, W.2. 

404-406 ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS & EQUIPMENT 01-402 8381 NO 354-356 HIGH FIDELITY & TAPE EQUIPMENT 01-402 5854/4736 EN V 309 PA - DISCO - LIGHTING HIGH POWER SOUND 01-723 6963 
303 BARGAIN STORE SPECIAL OFFERS All Mail to: 303, Edgware Rd., Lone 

A YOUR ELECTRONIC REQUIREMENTS WITHIN 200 YARDS. CALL IN AND SEE FOR YOURSEL 

_ 

L, 

ootf4 
war.' 

BUILD mow AI S* 
THE 
20 + 20 WATT INTEGRATED 
I.C. STEREO AMPLIFIER 

FREE TEAK CABINET with complete kits 
FEATURES New slim design with 6 - IC's, IC sockets, 10 silicon 
transistors, 4 rectifiers, 2 zeners. Special Gardeners low field slim line 
transformer. Fibre glass PC panel. Complete chassis work. 
HIGH QUALITY AND STABILITY ARE PREDOMINATE FEATURES - 
DEVELOPED BY TEXAS ENGINEERS FOR PERFORMANCE, RELIABILITY 
AND EASE OF CONSTRUCTION. 
FACILITIES On/off switch indicator, headphone socket, separate treble, 
bass, volume and balance controls, scratch and rumble filters, mono/stereo 
switch, Input selector: Mag. P.U., Radio Tuner, Aux. Can be altered for 
Mic, Tape, Tape head etc. (Parts list Ref. 20 on request). 
(Parts list Ref. 20 on request). 
Constructional details Ref. No.: 21 30p 
Designed approved kits distributed by Henry's Radio Ltd. 

(As featured in "Practical Wireless" 
May to August 1972) 

SPECIAL 
KIT PRICE 

£28.50 45;e 

(Complete with FREE TEAK CABINET) 

SLIM 
DESIGN 

WITH SILVER 
TRIM. 

Overall chassis size 
14 ' x 6" x 2' high 

RECORD DECKS CHASSIS 
(POST 50p) 

SP25/3 £11.25 HT70 £15.95 
MP60 £11.25 MP610 £14.75 
AP76 £19.50 GL75 £29.20 

PLINTH/COVERS (State Model) 
SP25/MP60/610 £3.65 (Post 40p) 
AP76 £4.50 (Post 40p) 

CART/PLINTH/COVER (Poet 70p) 
(HL) MP60/G800H/PC £18.95 
MP610/SC5MD/TPD2/PC £19.95 
AP76/M756SM/PC £32.50 
AP96/M756SM/PC £39.95 
(HL) AP76/G800/PC £29.95 
(HL) SP25/G800H/PC £19.95 
HT70/G800/TPD1/PC £27.00 
(HL) 2025/9TAHCO/PC £14.95 
MP60/SC5MD/PC £17.25 
(HL) GL75/G800E/PC (44.50 
(111-1 G175/G800/PC £39.95 

LOW COST HI-FI SPEAKERS 
E.M.I. Size 13r. x 8l". Large Ceramic Magnet. 

TYPE 150 6 watt, 3, 8 or 15 
ohms £2.20. Post22p. 

sA TYPE 150TC Twin cone ver- 
sion £2.75. Post 22p. 

TYPE 450 10 watt with twin 
tweeters and crossover, 3, 8 
or 15 ohms. £3.85. Post 25p. 

TYPE 350 20 watt with tweeter 
and crossover, 8 and 15 ohms. 
£7.70. Post 28p. 

POLISHED CABINETS 150. 150TC, 450 £4.60. Post 30p. 
ASSEMBLED IN POLISHED CABINETS (8 ohm) 
Series 6 (Assembled 150TC) per pair 16.50 post 70p 
Snnes 8 (Assembled 460) per pairf18.95 post 70p 

-- W MW/LW TUNER 

Uses Mullard Module. 
Slow motion tuning. 

Built in battery. Ferrite aerial. Overall size 7' x 29" x 3;<'. 
TOTAL COST TO BUILD £485 Post 15p. All parts sold 
separately - Leaflet No. 6. 

PORTABLE TO BUILD 
Printed circuit all.lransislor design using Muller, 

RF /IF Module. Medium and Long Wave bands 
plus Medium Wave Bandspread fore sal 
levity. Also slow.molion geared tuning. a 

sel., 
ra 60031W 

push.pull output, fibre glass PVC covered cabmen 
car aerial säckel. Attractive appearance and per 
lormance TOTAL COST TO BUILD £7.98 p.p. 32p 

(Battery 22v) 
All parts sold separately - Leaflet No. 2 

TEST EQUIPMENT 
JUST A SELECTION 

SE250B Pocket Pencil Signal Injector £1.90 
SE500 Pocket Pencil Signal Tracer £1.50 
THL33D Robust2K/Voll. E4.55. With case £4.99 
TE15 Grid Dip Meter 440 KHz- 2800Hz £13.45 
500 30 K. Volt Multimeter £9.25. With leather 

Case - £10.50 
200H 20K/Volt Multimeter £4.20. With case £4.95 
AF105 50K/Volt Multimeter £8.50. With case £9.50 
U4341 AC/DC Multimeter with transistor tester 

with steel case £10.50 
TE200 RT Generator 120KHz 500MHz Carr35p £15.95 
1E220 Audio Generator 20Hz 200KHa Carr 35p £17.50 
CI5 3' Pulse Scope 1OHz-10mHz Carr 50p £39.00 
TE85 Valve Voltmeter 28 ranges Carr4 Op £17.50 
ALL NOMBREX MODELS IN STOCK 

5 TRANSISTORS 300 kc/s 
BAND -WIDTH, PRINTED CIRCUIT, 
HIGH FIDELITY REPRODUCTION, 
MONO AND STEREO. 
A popular VHF FM Tuner for quality 
and reception of mono and stereo. 
There is no doubt about it -VHF FM 
gives the REAL sound. All parts sold 
separately. Free Leaflet No. 3 4, 7. 
TOTAL £0.97, p.p. 20p. Decoder 
Tuning meter unit £1.75. 
Mains unit (optional) Model PS900 £2.47. Post 20p. 

:Mains unit for Tuner and Decoder PS1200 £2.62. Post 20p. 

19re8 n,>(^-397 

Fully detailed and illustrated 
covering every aspect of Elec- 
tronics - plus data; circuits and 
information. 

10,000 Stock lines at Special 
Low Prices and Fully Guaranteed. 

PRICE PoPaìdst 55p 
(40p FOR CALLERS) 

PLUS( FIVE 10p 
VOUCHERS 

Send to this address - Henry's Radio Ltd. (Dept. RC), 3 Albemarle 
Way London, E.C.1. - for catalogue by post only. All other mail 

and callers to "303", see above.. 

pLar-at 

-- 
D 

f1 - 
Kit £5.97. 

UK's Largest Range - Write phone or MiMindlIMIZil 
call in. Details and demonstrations 

n request. 
DJ30L 3 Channel sound to light unit 3Kw £29.75 FIBRE OPTICS 
DJ40 3 Channel Mic (built in) to light 3 Kw (38.75 LIGHTING 
D.17055 70 watt Disco amp/mixer (49.95 EFFECTSO MICS. 
DISCOAMP 100 wan Disco amp/mixer £67.95 PROJECTORS 
DJ1055 30 watt Disco amp/mixer £32.75 SPOTS 

DIMMERS DIMME Anti -Feedback Quality Mic. £11.50 RS 

DJ500 50 wan P.A.Amp £56.25 MIXERS. STANDS 
O J300 150 watt ens Group Valve Amp £99.50 Everything for PA 

Portable Discos- Details on request Disco- Lighting 
Credit terms for callers. FREE Stock List 

Ref. No.18 

ULTRASONIC TRANDUCERS 
Operate at 40kc/s up to 100 yds. Ideal remote 
switching and signalling. Complete with 

data and circuits. 
PRICE PER PAIR £5.90 Post 10p 

POWER INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 
Plessey SL4030-3 watt with 8 -page data. 
layouts and circuits £1.50. P.C. Board 60p. 
Heat Sink 14p. 
Sinclair IC12-6 watt with data and circuits 
£1.80. 
TH9013P-20 watt Power Amp Module 
£4.57. 
TH9014P-IC Preamp£1.50. 
Data/Circuits for above No.4210p. 

MARRIOT TAPE HEADS 
4 TRACK MONO or 2 TRACK 

STEREO 
"17" High Impedance £2.00 
"18" Med Impedance £2.00 
"36" Med-Low Imp. £3.50 
Erase Heads for above 75p 
"63" 2 track mono - Hi Imp. £1.75 
"43" Erase Head for above 75p 

(Post 15p per 1 to 6) 
%N3, %N 13, G 540-9 Side view with data 8sp 
GNP7. GNPB 0-9 Side view with decimal 
points and data 95p 
3015F 7.segment £2' each. 27 par 4 
with data. 

and nd 24 hour clock circuits for above. 
Ref. No. 3/ tsp. 

SINCLAIR PROJECT 60 MODULES 

- SAVE POUNDS 

Z30 £3.57; Z50 £4.37 
STEREO 60 £7.97; PZ5£3.97 
PZ6£6.37; PZ8£4.77 
Transformer for PZ8 £2.95 
Active Filter Unit £4.45 
Stereo FM Tuner£16.95 
IC12 £1.80; (116's £15 pr. 
Post etc. 20p. per item 

PACKAGE DEALS Post 25p. 
20 Z30, Stereo 60, PZ5 £15.95 
2 x Z30. Stereo 60, PZ6 £18.00 
2 v Z50, Stereo 60, PZ8 £20.25 
Transformer for PZ8 £2.95' 
PROJECT 605 KIT £19.95 

MORE OF EVERYTHING AT LOW PRICESALWAYS FROM HENRY'S 
All the parts you need plus -Data and Circuits - Get a Catalogue - it's all in tnere! 

Prices subject to change without notice. E.VO. E. 

Irnin/l,1-rIRE AMPLIFIER 
5 transistor. 300mW o/p. Fitted volume 
and sensitivity control 9 volt operated. 

£1.75 each P/P 15p 

S 

60mm stroke singles and ganged. 
Complete with knobs 5K. 10K, 250. 100K, 
250K. 500K. 1 meg. Log and Lln. 45p each. 
10K, 25K, 50K, 100K, 250K. Log and Lin. 
ganged. 75p each. 

HI -/I Pt TAPE EQUIPMENT 
Acknowledged 
as UK's largest 
stockists with 
lowest prices 
plus 12 months 
guarantee. 
Write or call for 
FREE 16 page 
lists (Ref 17) ) 

TRANSISTORS - IC's - RECTIFIERS 
- SCR'S - TRIACS etc. 
LATEST BROCHURE 

Ref. No. 36 on request 

309-354-356-404-406 Open 6 days a week 9am - 6pm (303 closed Thurs.) All Stores open all day Saturday 

H MORE OF EVERYTHING AT THE RIGHT PRICE ALWAYS AT HENRY'S' 

www.americanradiohistory.com


